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ABSTRACT
Measurement of the quality and performance of soft contact lenses is not new and is continually
evolving as manufacturing methods develop and more complicated contact lenses become
available. Qualification of soft contact lenses has not been a simple task since they are
fundamentally difficult to measure. The shape of the lens is extremely sensitive to how the lens
is supported and the material properties can change quickly with time. These lenses have been
measured in several different ways, the most successful being non-contact optical methods that
measure the lens while it is immersed in saline solution. All of these tests measure the lens in
transmission and do not directly measure the surface structure of the lens. The reason for this is
that the Fresnel reflectivity of the surface of a contact lens in saline solution is about 0.07%.
Surface measurements have been performed in air, but not in saline. The lens needs to be
measured in solution so that it can maintain its true shape.
An interferometer is proposed, constructed, verified, and demonstrated to measure the aspheric
low reflectivity surfaces of a contact lens while they are immersed in saline solution. The
problem is extremely difficult and requires delicate balance between stray light mitigation, color
correction, and polarization management. The resulting system implements reverse raytracing
algorithms to correct for retrace errors so that highly aspheric, toric, and distorted contact lens
surfaces can be measured. The interferometer is capable of measuring both surfaces from the
same side of the contact lens as well as the lens thickness. These measurements along with the
index of refraction of the lens material are enough build a complete 3D model of the lens. A
simulated transmission test of the 3D model has been shown to match the real transmission test
of the same lens to within 32nm RMS or 1/20th of a wave at the test wavelength.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Research into the quality and performance of a contact lens is not new. Many efforts have been
made to measure the performance and verify it against the design. It has not been a simple task
since the shape of a contact lens is inherently unstable. The shape of the lens is extremely
sensitive to how the lens is supported and can change quickly. Several attempts have been made
to measure the power of a hydrated contact lenses in air but the short time window makes
accurate measurements difficult.[1] The lens must be submerged in saline solution for the true
shape to be observed. Several methods have since been developed to qualify soft contact lenses
in solution.
One of these systems was Clover, which used a Mach-Zehnder architecture.[2]–[6] This test
utilized the reduced refraction of a contact lens submerged in saline to perform a transmission
test that would describe the thickness profile of the lens. The index match between the lens and
saline solution adds dynamic range to the interferometer that allows lenses with aspheric surfaces
to be tested but the increased dynamic range results in loss of sensitivity. The interferometer is
not in a null configuration and suffers from retrace errors through its imaging path. Reverse ray
tracing was implemented to minimize these effects and restore some of the resolution that was
lost by the index match of the contact to the saline. This measurement is very useful because it
can be used to wavefront quality and power distribution, but it does not describe the origin of
errors.
Many other instruments have been designed to measure specific properties or dimensions of a
contact lens. Each of these tests separately can be used to check one aspect of the lens in order
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to track down the source of the error which can be time consuming. This has been identified as a
problem and a path was set out to address it.
A single system that can measure all of the important dimensions of a contact lens would
simplify the process of identifying the source of error. Transmission testing of the lens gives a
quick and extremely useful assessment of the performance, but it does not indicate where the
problems reside in a bad lens. The previously mentioned systems give important properties of a
contact lens that could be combined with a few more measurements to completely reconstruct the
lens in three dimensions.
Several other projects have been recently developed by this research group to measure additional
characteristics of contact lenses with the goal of being able to produce a complete model of the
lens which is called “whole lens reconstruction”. A complete model of the contact lens requires
knowledge of the index of refraction of the lens material as well as the saline solution. The
profile of the surfaces needs to be determined as well as the thickness. Previous projects have
determined the indices and thickness of the lens and all that remains is to describe the lens
surfaces and dimensions.
To understand how the surfaces are generating the optical path changes across the contact lens in
Clover, the indices of refraction of the saline and the lens material must be characterized.[7] The
index of refraction of saline was determined by a Hilger-Chance type refractometer.[8] With this
system, the index of refraction can be measured to 0.0001 parts of the index. The index of the
contact lens material was characterized by a different system referred to as Engage.[9], [10] This
was a dual interferometer system comprised of a Mach-Zehnder and a Twyman-Green. The goal
was to measure the index of refraction of the lens material. The thickness of the lens is measured
by Engage since it is needed to calculate the index of refraction. A commercial low coherence
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system was also developed for measuring the thickness.[11], [12] All of this was done in
preparation for measuring one surface of the contact lens. With the added information of the
surface profiles and radii of curvature, the entire lens can be reconstructed. The goal of this
dissertation is to develop and describe a device for measuring the surface structure of a contact
lens so that it can be coupled with other measurements to give the full description of a contact
lens.
Several difficulties of making this measurement will be addressed and discussed individually.
The methods that were used to overcome these problems are described in detail and the final
form of the system is given. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the system, similar data
to what Clover would produce is simulated from measurements taken with the described system.

1.1 CHARACTERIZING A CONTACT LENS
The methods for measuring the dimensions and properties of a contact lens that have been
mentioned are primarily the work of students from this research group. There are many other
methods and systems developed by others and not documented previously by our group. Many
of the methods rely on techniques used for rigid lenses and are not very useful for measuring soft
lenses. However, these methods are still interesting and should be noted. The following sections
summarize some of the previous technology used to measure and qualify contact lenses. They
will be separated into early and more recent technology.
1.1.1 Early Technology
Many of the first attempts to measure contact lenses were done on instruments designed to
measure spectacle lenses. Spectacle lenses are placed at the front focal point of the eye in order
to shift the rear principle plane of the system as a whole. This moves where the image is formed
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but does not change the overall power of the eye so that there is no change in magnification.
Spectacle lenses are rigid and can be measured with a focimeter. This gives a measurement of
the lens power and an idea of how far the focal plane of the eye will be shifted.
A contact lens corrects for refractive error in a different way. The lens sits on the cornea of the
eye and effectively modifies its shape. The cornea interfaces with air making it the largest
change in refractive index in the eye. This interface contributes the most power so changing its
shape makes it easy to change the overall power of the eye. Early attempts to measure contact
lenses were performed on a focimeter which would give a measurement of the lens power but not
how it modifies the power of the eye since it does not work in the same way as a spectacle lens.
Not only is this measurement misrepresentative of the refractive correction, it also needs to be
done in air which nearly impossible with soft contact lenses. It was quickly learned that the
dimensions of a soft contact lens need to be measured in saline solution. Some focimeters were
developed to measure the lens in while it is in a wet cell.
The power of a contact lens helps determine when a lens is passable, but it does not describe the
lens. Other dimensions need to be known such as the diameter, base radius of curvature, and
thickness. Some of these measurements were first attempted in air with calipers and
spherometers but the more accurate measurements were being made in saline. Several patents
were issued for systems that measure contact lens dimensions but any that use the reflection from
a lens surface in saline required a bubble to achieve higher reflectivity.[13] Other systems
measured the base curvature by checking how well the lens matches a mold of known radius.
However, even the best measurements of the back radius of curvature has a sigma of
±.09mm.[14]
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Another major issue with measuring contact lenses is their instability. This is the reason reliable
measurements need to be made in saline solution. Even in solution, mounting constraints deform
and change the dimensions of the lens. Many ideas and patents were also generated by this
problem[15]–[23]. Much of the early technology attempted to apply traditional optical testing to
contact lenses in air.
1.1.2 Recent Technology
Modern technology has taken the in-saline measurements even further. Spectacle lenses operate
in air and have power large enough to be measured by a focimeter. Contact lenses are nearly
index matched to saline solution and so their power is greatly reduced when submerged. For this
reason a more sensitive optical test is needed to measure its power. Interferometry is ideal for
measuring small optical variations and has been used to measure soft contact lenses in saline
solution.
These measurements were aimed at measuring the power and therefore the transmitted wavefront
of the lens. Several efforts have been successfully made toward this end with several different
types of interferometers. One of the first was a Mach-Zehnder interferometer which was the
project of G. Williby who was a member of this lab.[2]–[4] Since then several other systems
have been published[5][6]. One system uses a Twyman-Green type of interferometer to double
pass test the contact lens in saline[24] and another measures the transmitted wavefront with a
Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor.[25], [26]
Interferometric measurements provide high resolution information of the transmitted wavefront
but they are not the only way to obtain this information. Another group has demonstrated phase
shifting Schlieren as a method of measuring the transmitted wavefront of a soft contact lens in
saline solution.[27], [28] Another system measures the transmitted wavefront with Moire
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Deflectometry.[29] Other dimensions of a contact lens have also been measured with current
technology. Modern center thickness measurements have been reported using low coherence
interferometery.[11], [12]
Most recent technology for the qualification of contact lenses has revolved around transmission
testing. Several systems have been developed to measure the radius of curvature and surface
shape of contact lenses but can only do so in air.[30] Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has
provided the surface shape of contact lenses in vitro and in vivo.[31], [32] These measurements
have demonstrated the ability to measure over the entire contact lens with a large dynamic range.
However, they do not have the spatial or height resolution of interferometry.
An interferometric reflective test to measure high resolution features on the surfaces of contact
lenses requires enough signal to be reflected from the surface to overcome stray light and other
noise. Most systems measure the surfaces in air in order to have the reflectivity of an air/lens
interface. This interferometer is the first to measure the surfaces of contact lenses in reflection
while submerged in saline.

2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The various challenges in measuring the surface structure of a submerged contact lens must be
understood before any effort can be made in designing a system to do so. The major difficulties
that need to be faced stem from four attributes of a submerged soft contact lens. The first is that
the surfaces of the contact lens are very close together which makes it difficult to measure one
and not the other. The second is the similarity of index of refraction between contact lens and
saline that causes it to virtually disappear when submerged. The third is the aspheric shape of
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the surfaces and the fourth is its structural instability. In this chapter the various design
considerations will be explained so that the design decisions in the next chapter can be better
understood.

2.1 CLOSE PROXIMITY OF SURFACES
The surfaces of the contact lens are to be measured with an interferometer. The proximity of the
two surfaces means that an interferometer using a source with a long coherence length will form
interference fringes from both surfaces of the contact lens at the same time making it difficult to
measure one surface and not the other. All real light sources have a finite coherence length that
determines the difference in path length two waves can have and still interfere. When the
coherence length of the source is short enough, fringes will only be formed between the light that
reflects from one surface of the contact lens and not the other. It does not stop the light
reflecting from the other surface from reaching the detector, but will allow each surface to be
isolated and measured one at a time. The extra unwanted light will impact the visibility of the
interference fringes which is another major consideration for this system and will be discussed
next.

2.2 VISIBILITY/MODULATION
Fringe visibility is the most important consideration for the design of this interferometer. If there
is poor fringe visibility the surface structure will not be recoverable. Most design tradeoffs will
come down to performance vs. fringe visibility. There are many different ways to reduce fringe
visibility which makes it important to be careful and maximize visibility whenever possible.
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2.2.1 Low Signal and Stray Light
The number one influence on fringe visibility is the low signal to noise ratio between the desired
signal from the contact lens and stray reflection. Every unwanted light source that reaches the
detector adds with the fringe modulation and reduces visibility. This same principle applies
when the irradiance of the two interfering waves are not equal. The equal amount of light
interferes and creates fringes, but the excess light in either wave acts just like stray light and
biases the fringe modulation.
2.2.1.1Low Reflectivity of Contact Lens Surfaces
The amount of signal reaching the detector needs to be determined in order to understand how
sensitive the system is to stray light. A previous dissertation characterized the index of refraction
of not just saline solution but also the hydrogel material that contact lenses are made from.[9],
[10] The index of refraction of saline at 650nm, which is the center wavelength that will be used
for this interferometer, is 1.336.[8] The index of refraction of the hydrogel at this same
wavelength was measured to be 1.405.[9], [10] A simple equation for Fresnel reflection at
normal incidence can be used to calculate approximately the power reflectivity of the surfaces of
a contact lens.
(1)

Only the reflectivity for normal incidence needs to be considered here since the incident rays will
be nearly normal to the surface. If the interferometer could measure slope errors of 500 waves
per radius over a 10mm test part aperture, the largest slope would be over the aperture of 10mm
would be 3.72 degrees. The largest angle of incidence would only be half of this or 1.86 degrees
at most. The reflectivity does not decrease significantly over this range of angles.
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2.2.1.2Stray Light
Stray light as described here is any light that reaches the detector other than the two beams that
are being interfered. This light could come from back reflections from lenses, windows, beam
splitters, polarizations optics, and any reflective or scattering mounting surfaces. This includes
the other surface of the contact lens. Stray light could also come from light sources other than
the low coherence source that is being interfered at the detector. Room lights or light from
computer monitors will also contribute to stray light sources. All potential sources of stray light
need to be mitigated by minimizing surface reflections or designing so that they can be filtered
out by an aperture in the imaging path of the interferometer. Baffles and black anodized
aluminum should be used to cut down on the impact of room lighting and other outside sources.
Back reflections from lens surfaces are the most significant contributor of stray light in this
system. Each of the air glass surfaces in this system will be coated with thin films of high and
low index materials to reduce the reflectivity and preserve polarization over the wavelength
range of the source being used. Even with these coatings, each surface will reflect nearly 0.25%
across the bandwidth which means that every air glass interface will be reflecting more than 4
times the energy of the desired signal.
In most cases, the exact reflectivity across the surface would be of interest since it depends on
the angle of incidence and would make nice plots. However here, the only reflected light that
matters is the light that can make it to the detector which would only come from nearly normal
angles of incidence. The estimate of 0.25% reflectivity is close but does not need to be exact
since the real driving contribution to stray light will be how much of the surface is close to
normal incidence.
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The reflected light from the surfaces of the lenses in the diverger assembly will be expanding or
collapsing wavefronts that will be mostly clipped by an imaging path spatial filter. Only a small
region at the center of the wavefront will pass through the filter. To be completely accurate, the
ray intercepts at the spatial filter need to be used to determine which rays are clipped since there
will be aberrations from passing back through the lens elements. However, this approximation
will work for the purpose of quickly analyzing the magnitude of stray light that each surface
contributes.
The clipped expanding or collapsing spherical waves will also result in stray light that only fills a
small region at the center of the detector. This creates an area of low visibility at the center of
the detector that will be referred to as the “hot spot”. The size of the hot spot depends on how
close the ray’s focal point is to the center of the imaging path spatial filter. This can also be
explained in terms of how close to normal incidence the rays are at the reflecting surface. If all
of the rays are normal to the reflecting surface they will come to focus exactly at the imaging
path spatial filter and the stray light will fill the entire detector with the most irradiance it can
contribute. If only a small central region of the ray bundle incident on the reflecting surface are
within the acceptance range of angles, only these rays will pass through the imaging path spatial
filter and will only fill a small region on the detector. Fewer rays within the acceptance angle of
incidence will result in a lower irradiance contribution to the hot spot.
2.2.1.3Effect of Stray Light on Fringe Visibility
The interference of waves is a well-known subject and is applied to many different phenomena.
Here it is a critical part of the method used to measure surfaces. Interferometry uses the
interference of light to measure surfaces on the sub-wavelength scale. The mathematical
representation of wave interference can be found in several text books [33]. For now two co32

propagating plane waves with the same wavelength and frequency will be considered. The
interference of these two waves can be described by equation 2.[34]
(2)

This shows the irradiance of combination of the two waves depends on their individual
irradiances (I1, I2), their degree of coherence (p12), and the phase between the waves (φ).
Visibility or modulation refers to the fluctuation of this total irradiance with phase difference.
The modulation is expressed in equation 3.[34]
(3)

The beam paths from the reference surface and the contact lens reflection will interfere when
their paths are matched and will give maximum modulation when their irradiances at the detector
are equal. When they are not equal the modulation will decrease. The excess irradiance from
either path will add to the modulation as an offset in the same way that stray light does. There
are several reasons that the irradiances may not match. If there is any distortion in the path
reflecting from the contact lens, the irradiance distribution at the detector will not be uniform.
The reference beam will still be uniform and will cause a mismatch and decreased modulation.
This could happen when the contact lens is not in a null configuration and rays are following a
different path on their second pass through the diverger lens. Figure 1 shows how an irradiance
mismatch effects the fringe visibility. The ratio of the beams I1 and I2 can be used with this plot
to find the visibility. If I2 becomes greater than I1, the inverse of the ratio can be applied to the
plot.
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Figure 1 – Fringe visibility as a function of beam ratio

The effect of irradiance mismatch is similar to having spurious reflections adding to the
irradiance at the detector, but not the same. The visibility with the addition of the third noninterfering beam is given in equation 4.
(4)

The excess irradiance that is not interfering will add an offset to the modulated signal resulting in
reduced fringe visibility. The effect can be understood using the equations given previously. The
effect of the third beam (stray light) can be plotted where I3 is a ratio of I1 with I2. Figure 2
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shows this relationship where I1=I2 and the visibility is plotted with respect to the ratio of I3 to
the other beams.

Figure 2 – Fringe visibility as a function of the beam ratio of a third stray light source

An important point to note in Figure 2 is when the ratio equals 4. Since the power reflectivity of
a lens interface is 4 times larger than the reflectivity of the contact lens surfaces, this is the case
of one stray reflection from one lens surface reaching the detector. When this happens, the
visibility is brought down to about 0.37.
Figure 3 shows the effect of introducing a third non-interfering beam to the summation with the
same irradiance as the other beams. This is the case when light from both surfaces of the contact
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lens are incident on the detector. This point can also be found on Figure 2 and corresponds to an
x-value of 1.0 and a visibility of 0.67.

Figure 3 – Fringe pattern for the combination of 3 beams where only 2 interfere

2.2.2 Chromatic Effects
The same properties of a low coherence source that allow the measurement of one contact lens
surface at a time also opens the door for more potential visibility problems. When the path
length difference of the interfering beams exceeds the coherence length of the source, the beams
will not interfere. Maximum visibility is obtained when the path lengths are matched for all
wavelengths. The index of refraction of glass, saline, and other transparent materials varies with
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wavelength. To ensure a path length match for all wavelengths, both paths in the interferometer
must contain the same amount of glass, saline, and air. It is not required that the path length
through these materials is exactly the same, but they must be close. How close depends on the
coherence and spectrum of the light source which will be explored more in the following
sections. More mismatch in path length through each material will result in a loss in fringe
visibility. Lenses become a bit more complicated since there is an unequal glass path on axis and
off axis. To correct for this the lenses must be chromatically corrected over the bandwidth of the
source. The concept of lenses and dispersion is important and will be explained in more detail in
the chapter on design.
2.2.2.1Temporal Coherence
Path matching the two arms of the interferometer is important because of the temporal coherence
of the source. A source with a wide spectral bandwidth will have a shorter temporal coherence
length. The bandwidth used here will be selected to shorten the coherence length so that only
one surface reflection from the contact lens will interfere with the reference beam at a time. This
is how measurements can be made from each surface individually. It is because of this
bandwidth and shortened coherence length that dispersion and other chromatic effects are
important. The design of the interferometer will require careful consideration of color and its
impact on performance needs to be understood.
The interference fringes of a finite spectrum light source are more complex than the interference
of two monochromatic plane waves. In its most simple form it can be expressed as the sum of
the interference fringes for each individual wavelength present in the spectrum. It can also be
explained as a convolution of the signal in time. Both methods will be described here, but the
first turns out to be the more relevant and applicable here.
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Temporal coherence is commonly explained using the Young’s double pinhole experiment.[34],
[35] In this experiment, a polychromatic plane wave light source illuminates two infinitely small
pinholes separated by some distance d. The pinholes illuminate a screen with spherical waves.
The light present at each pinhole at any point in time is exactly the same. Another way of saying
this is that the two pinholes are coherent with each other at the same instant in time. When the
light at one pinhole shifts in time relative to the other, they will have less coherence which
results in reduced interference. They will begin to be less coherent at a rate that is dependent on
the spectrum of the light source.

Figure 4 – Young’s double pinhle experiment (YDPI)

In practice, the pinholes need to have some finite size to allow enough light through which
causes diffraction effects and the pinhole spacing needs to be selected for different sources so
that the coherence drop off can be visualized on the observation screen.
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This pinhole experiment allows the reduction in coherence to be visualized on the screen. Two
expanding spherical waves from pinholes will create hyperbolic fringes in space. When the
observation screen is many times farther away from the pinholes as their separation d, the fringes
will be essentially straight line fringes. At the center of the screen exactly between the pinholes,
the path length from each pinhole is the same. The light arriving here from both pinholes will
have propagated the same distance and time and will interfere completely. The fringes here will
have maximum modulation and visibility. Farther away from this location in either direction in
the plane of the two pinholes, the distance and time that the light propagated begins to differ
between the pinholes. This is interfering the light of one pinhole with the other but with a shift
in time between the two. Farther locations in this direction away from the center will have
reduced modulation and visibility that drops off depending on the source spectrum.
The above explanation of temporal coherence allows this effect to be represented
mathematically. The irradiance of the two signals at different locations on the screen is given by
the time average of the magnitude squared of the sum of the waves. The waves will be assumed
to have the same amplitude and different locations on the screen will be represented by the time
difference (τ) between the pinholes at that location. Equation 5 shows this relationship.

(5)
The final term in equation 5 is the real part of u(t) autocorrelated with a time delayed version of
itself u(t+τ). This autocorrelation is called the mutual coherence function[35] or self coherence
function[34] and is typically represented by Γ. Equation 6 shows the mathematical
representation of the mutual coherence function.
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(6)

The coherence function also has a Fourier transform relationship with the power spectral density
of the signal.[34] This is important because it means that the temporal coherence of a source can
be represented by the Fourier Transform of its spectrum.
The other method for describing the temporal coherence is to treat each wavelength
independently and sum up the interference irradiance at the end. This method will be useful for
modeling the interferometer since ray tracing handles only discrete wavelengths at a time and not
a spectrum. Many wavelengths can be traced and summed together to simulate the effects of
dispersion and path length on the fringe visibility at the detector.
This is essentially the same approach that lead to the canonical Fourier Transform relationship
between source spectrum and coherence length. In that method, the integration of the
convolution and the integration over the source spectrum were swapped to derive the FT
relationship, but there is no reason the individual effects of each wavelength cannot be treated
separately. Again the Young’s double pinhole experiment can be used to illustrate this.
Imagine propagating one wavelength through the pinholes at a time and summing them at the
screen. The first wavelength would be the central wavelength of the source spectrum. The
fringe pattern on the screen would be a cosine function with period or spacing that depends on
the wavelength and the interferometer dimensions. The center of the screen would have an
irradiance peak since the two pinholes interfere constructively at this point. In fact each
wavelength propagated through the interferometer give a cosine fringe pattern with an irradiance
peak at the center of the screen. The difference is in the frequency of the cosine pattern since the
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wavelength has changed. For each additional wavelength propagated, the spacing will either
become longer or shorter generating different frequency fringe patterns that are still centered in
the middle of the screen. The result of adding these together is fringes with good modulation
near the center that decreases for points farther away, just as was seen in the previous
convolution representation of coherence. Figure 5 shows the fringe pattern that would be seen
for a single wavelength. Figure 6 shows the same single wavelength with the addition of fringe
patterns for wavelengths on either side of the center wavelength fringes. Figure 7 shows the
resulting sum. With a continuous spectrum the result is the same fringe frequency but decreasing
modulation away from location of zero optical path difference.

Figure 5 – YDPI fringe pattern for a single wavelength

Figure 6 – YDPI fringe patterns for 3 wavelengths overlaid
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Figure 7 – YDPI fringe pattern for the sum of 3 wavelengths

This understanding of temporal coherence will allow the arms of the interferometer to be
modeled with the selected source spectrum to verify the effects of dispersion and select the
optimum design.
2.2.2.2 Path Matching
It was mentioned that the path through dispersive materials must also be matched, but how
important is this? The temporal coherence can be modeled using the understanding of temporal
coherence given in the previous section. Many different wavelengths can be sent through a
length of a dispersive material and allowed to interfere with waves that did not pass through the
material. If both paths were propagating in the same material, the different wavelengths would
have maximum interference when the paths were equal. When one path is glass and the other is
air, the path lengths that give maximum interference is not equal but will depend on the
dispersion of the glass. This maximum interference is also reduced by the mismatch in path
dispersion.
2.2.2.3Effect of Glass Path Match
Light propagates through a material at a speed set by the index of refraction of the material at the
wavelength of the light. The atoms in the material have specific resonances and react to the
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incident electric field oscillation differently for different frequencies of light. When a pulse of
light passes through a dispersive medium, the different wavelengths in the pulse travel at
different speeds. The speed of any one wavelength is called the phase velocity for that
wavelength. The overall pulse will have its own velocity which is called the group velocity. The
group index is related to the phase index by the relation given in equation 6. The group
dispersion for a center frequency ωc is the derivative of the frequency times the index of
refraction evaluated at the center frequency.[36] This equation assumes that the spectrum is
small and that the slope of the material dispersion is linear.
(7)

Consider again the cosine interference fringes of multiple wavelengths overlaid in Figure 6 from
the Young’s double pinhole experiment. If the light from one pinhole experiences a different
path length than the other pinhole, the cosine patterns will shift to the left or right. If the light
from one pinhole passes through a dispersive medium, each wavelength from this pinhole will
have a different path length to the center of the screen and the cosine fringes will shift. Each
wavelength will shift by a different amount depending on the dispersion of the material. This
has the effect of smearing out the coherence window. The coherence length of the source is
usually just the Fourier Transform of the spectrum, but when the paths are not material matched,
the Fourier Transform of the spectrum is smeared.
The effect of this smearing on the coherence window will depend on the dispersion of the glass
and will depend on the path mismatch. The effect on coherence is not just a reduction in the
maximum modulation but there is also an increase in the width of the coherence window. This
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effect can be explained mathematically but it is fairly complex. The effects can be demonstrated
with a simulation summing the interference of multiple wavelengths.
2.2.2.4Simulation of Path Matching
The effect of incorrect path matching can be simulated by adding the cosine interference patterns
across a range of wavelengths from two interfering beams with paths through different materials.
Many wavelengths need to be sampled across the spectrum of the source. Figure 8 shows the
spectrum of the source that is used for this simulation. It is centered at 680nm with a 20nm full
width half max.

Figure 8 – Spectrum of the simulated source

A representation of the coherence window can be plotted by adding up all of the interference
fringes for all of the wavelengths weighted according to the spectrum. Figure 9 shows the
coherence window for several cases of path mismatch. One path is passed through a 3mm,
15mm, 25.4mm thickness of BK7. The other path propagates only in air to compensate for the
group path length. This air path needed to be calculated using the group path index so that the
plotted range in Figure 9 would include the maximum fringe modulation.
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Figure 9 – Coherence window for 3mm, 15mm, and 25.4 mm of BK7 path mismatch

The figures show that the modulation drops off and the width of the window increases when the
paths are not matched. Figure 10 shows the impact on the coherence window for 30mm of
uncompensated saline solution.

Figure 10 – Coherence window for 30mm saline path mismatch

The design will have more than an inch of glass for the diverger and around 30mm of saline path
length. This simulation shows that these path lengths need to be compensated in the reference
arm. The compensation does not need to be perfect but it should be close. Three mm of
uncompensated glass does not affect the coherence window significantly.
2.2.3 Mechanical Effects
Mechanical effects can also detract from fringe modulation at the detector. Most of these effects
are typical of all interferometers. Phase shifting interferometry shifts the phase of the
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interference fringes between multiple images to determine absolute phase and surface structure.
A majority of phase shifting interferometers shift the phase between frames captured temporally
and vibrations or air turbulence cause significant noise.[37] For this reason interferometers are
usually mechanically isolated from the ground to minimize coupling with ambient vibrations.
Vibrations move mirrors which changes the path length. Anything that causes the mirrors to
move between images will cause this same kind of noise. It could come from the linear stages
that move the test or reference surfaces if they are not locked during measurements. Some stages
use dithering to constantly hold position. If the magnitude of this dithering motion is large
enough it will have a major impact on visibility. The impact of these various mechanical effects
on visibility will be developed in the following sections.
2.2.3.1Vibration
Vibration is always present. Dynamic changes to the beam path from either vibration of mirrors
or air turbulence will cause errors in several ways. It can reduce fringe visibility so no data can
be obtained or it can cause errors in the data that is collected. Both will be explored in this
section.
If the oscillations are fast enough and have a large amplitude the fringes will never be resolved.
The effect of vibration is noticeable when adjusting the reference mirror in the interferometer.
The fringes disappear when the knob is adjusted and only return when it is let go and can settle.
The mechanical coupling between the users hand, the mirror mount knob, and the mirror cause
the beam path to oscillate quickly and the integration time of the camera causes the fringes wash
out. When the mirror is allowed to settle, it is still moving but much less and the fringes can be
resolved. There is a reduction in fringe visibility when the mirrors are moving, but it can be
minor if the optical table is on isolators. It is strange to think about but everything is always
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moving but it is. The goal is to reduce vibration as much as possible with stiff mounts and
isolated tables.
A camera with a short exposure time may be able to resolve fringes that the human eye cannot
detect. Shorter integration times will bring back some of the visibility lost to vibration, but it
will not change the effect from frame to frame. This is important since most phase shifting
interferometers shift the phase in time from one frame to the next. These phase shifted fringe
patterns are used to recover the absolute phase and therefore the surface structure of the test part.
Changes to the path length between images will cause an error in the phase shift which will
manifest as errors in the surface reconstruction.[37]–[39]
Several interferometers now use instantaneous phase shifting[40], [41] to take all of the frames
needed to recover the absolute phase at one time. This eliminates the errors from vibration and
air turbulence. The reduction in fringe visibility is still a problem for high frequency vibration,
but this does not require the interferometer to be mounted on an isolated optical table. This is
important since it allows instantaneous phase shifting interferometers to be used in industrial
environments around machines that may be producing vibration or for measuring surfaces with
temporally dynamic features. Here the surfaces are static and vibration can be minimized so
instantaneous phase shifting is not needed.
2.2.3.2Stage Dithering
A potential problem that needs to be considered during design is the effect of stage dithering on
fringe visibility. Any change to the path length during a frame or between frames is bad just like
with vibration. If a stage is dithering by a large amount to maintain its position it will reduce the
fringe modulation significantly if not wash them out completely. A dithering stage that is
moving faster than the integration time of the camera can wash out the fringes if it moves far
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enough. If the stage moves by more than 162.5nm then the fringes will be gone completely.
Any motion less than this will reduce the visibility. Since both the reference and test parts will
be on linear stages, the motion of the two could be opposite making the required dither only
81.25nm for complete fringe loss.
It is very unlikely that the stages will oscillate this quickly, but again the motion between frames
is also critical. As was mentioned in the previous section, incorrect phase shifting will show up
as errors in the measurement and so this stage dither would contribute error.
Another way to drive the stages is with an actuated micrometer. This type of linear drive adjusts
and then locks its position. The motor is mechanically coupled and the stage rests on the
micrometer head and will not move. The direct drive stages use a holding force to keep the
motor still which is actually making small adjustments to hold position. Some of the direct drive
stages quote in position stability of 100nm, which would not be acceptable. The in position
stability of these stages was measured from the stages encoder which does not have the
resolution to see exactly what the motion was. This could be measured in the lab with a distance
measuring interferometer if this type of stage is used in the system.

2.3 SURFACE ASPHERICITY
Most interferometers are designed to measure a specific surface shape that matches the
wavefront produced by the diverger lens. This configuration is called null testing and verifies
that the surface under test matches the designed shape. This system needs to measure surfaces of
unknown shape that could be aspheric, toric, or not described by a simple curve. This makes it
impossible to tailor the wavefront to match every possible surface. The interferometer will need
to measure surfaces within a maximum slope departure from some nominal surface shape. This
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maximum allowable slope is set by the maximum fringe frequency that can be resolved at the
detector. Only departures within the coherence length of the source can be measured at one time.
This means multiple measurements may need to be made with the coherence patch moved to
new locations on the test surface. Full reconstruction of the surface will require multiple
measurements and stitching to put the entire shape of the surface together. Eventually the
departure will lead to a fringe frequency that exceeds the dynamic range of the interferometer.
When this happens the surface under test can be moved relative to the test wavefront to further
null the fringes in these regions. There are several complications that arise from this and many
considerations that will affect the design.
2.3.1 Profiling with the Coherence Window
Optical profilers use a low coherence source to scan a surface. The interference fringes are only
used to find the regions with good modulation. As the coherence window is moved these regions
move across the test surface at a rate that indicates the surface departure. This method gives the
surface sag to a level of accuracy determined by the coherence length of the source. Here the
coherence window will be comparable to the thickness of the contact lens and will not give high
accuracy but can be used for steep aspheric surfaces. The transmitted wavefront from the
diverger will be spherical and so scanning the coherence window will give a measure of
departure from this base sphere. If this was all that was used to reconstruct the surface the
accuracy would be on the order of 5 microns, which is useful but not ground breaking. The
phase shifted fringes within the scanned coherence patch can be used to recover high resolution
information on the surface structure. These fringes will only be useful if the departure is within
the range set by the pixel density. Large slope departure from spherical will cause fringes that
are too high frequency for the detector to resolve and so the high resolution information would
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be lost. Aliased fringes still indicate the regions with good visibility and so the coherence
window can still profile the surface. In this system, the coherence window is simply used to
isolate one surface from the other. Conventional phase shifting interferometry techniques are
used to achieve full resolution over regions of the surface that are within the coherence window.
The central region of the surface can be nulled so that the optical zone has the highest
interferometric resolution. When the slope departure becomes too large for the fringes to
resolve, the coherence window can still profile the shape of the surface but with less resolution.
The ability to recover surface information from aliased fringes is powerful and could also allow
regions to be profiled that are outside the designed aperture of the interferometer. The surface
under test could potentially be moved back so that more of the surface is illuminated by the
spherical wave leaving the diverger. These regions would be far from null but they could be
profiled by the coherence window.
2.3.2 Stitching
Scanning the coherence window across the surface of the contact lens will give general
information on the surface sag but utilizing the actual fringes in the coherence patch make it
possible to accurately identify surface structure. This requires multiple measurements and
stitching these measurements together to represent the full surface. Large surface departures and
slopes are prone to error since rays take different paths returning through the diverger than they
took on their way to the test surface. This is a major problem in non-null interferometry and
solutions will be discussed in later chapters. Assuming that these errors can be corrected the
surface data gained from each of these measurements would allow the full surface to be
measured with precision for surfaces within the dynamic range of the detector. If the surface
departs so much that the interference fringes exceed the pixel density of the detector, the part can
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be moved so that the fringes in these regions are again nulled. The implementation of reverse
ray tracing allows the new areas of the surface that have good fringe visibility to be measured
and stitched with the previous measurements.
A cloud of data points that lie on the surface can be formed from multiple measurements and
each point weighted based on its reliability. A surface can later be fit to these points using a
weighted least squares fit. The location of the surface vertex is assumed to be known based on
the distance moved from the cat’s eye measurement. The surface shape is formed based on the
phase measured at this vertex. If a region is measured that does not include the surface vertex it
cannot be used to offset the rest of the data. Instead a different point on the surface needs to be
known. These points come from previous measurements. This is where the idea of “stitching”
comes in. The regions of new measurements that overlap regions of previous ones can be used
to correct discontinuities between measurements.

2.4 MOUNTING THE CONTACT LENS
A vast number of methods exist for supporting contact lenses during measurement. It is a
particularly tricky problem since soft contact lenses are pliable and will take on the shape of
whatever structure is supporting it. Soft contact lenses also have the added difficulty of needing
to stay wet to maintain their shape and refractive power. Some people have attempted to mount
and measure a hydrated soft contact lens in air. There is a limited amount of time to make a
measurement in this way before the lens dries out and changes its shape. Some methods are
destructive and will make the lens unusable after. This is a problem if the test is to be performed
on a large number of lenses for quality control. The most common documentation of efforts to
mount contact lenses are patents. There a lot of patents for different ways to hold a contact lens
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and how to measure it. They go back as far as the 1970s which is around the time that the idea
of using hydrogel materials for soft contact lenses first began. Even before this, people were
patenting ways to mount rigid gas permeable (RGP) lenses and PMMA lenses. These were
much easier to work with since they have structure and can be measured in air.
2.4.1 Early Efforts
The RGP and PMMA lenses could be mounted in the same way as a normal lens and measured
in a focimeter. The first attempts at measuring soft contact lenses similarly used a focimieter and
it was quickly realized that a special way of supporting the lenses would be required. Some
placed the lens on a spherical surface with a hole in the center.[42] The outer zone of the lens
would deform to the shape of the sphere and the inner zone could be tested for optical power.
Many other early patents attempted a similar form of dry mounting the lens.[15]–[19]
There are also numerous patents on methods of constraining the contact lens in saline
solution.[20]–[23] Most of them work by using the surface tension of structures in the saline to
hold the contact lens still. They also allow the contact lens to sit with its concave side up so that
bubbles are not trapped. Other wet cells use a V-groove to define the position of the lens which
normally would work well, but the lens will deform in this kind of mounting condition. Previous
work has been done on this by Williby[3], [4] in looking for the best way to support a contact
lens without introducing deformations. The conclusion that they arrived at was that the lens
should be supported by the circular edge of the lens. To sit in this orientation the concave side of
the lens needs to face down. This is not the most stable position of the lens but it was shown to
preserve the shape of the lens. The best stability would come from the lens resting on a ring
mount with its concave surface upward, but this may introduce deformation.
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2.4.2 Selecting the Best Mounting Scheme
The mounting scheme that was chosen for this project is the same that was used in Clover. The
reason for this is that the results of this project will be compared against the results of Clover.
Keeping the mounting condition the same between the two will reduce the number of factors that
could influence the measurements. As was mentioned the ideal the mounting scheme supports
the lens with the concave face up and contacted by a ring mount or at three points.[23] The
cuvette design and mounting schemes that were used in Clover have already been patented[3] by
our sponsor. Also, as was already mentioned, using the same mounting conditions as the
previous projects will make it easier to extend the results from those projects to do the full lens
reconstruction or to verify the measurements made here.
2.4.3 Complications
The lens will be supported by a flat glass plate. In this mounting condition, it will be completely
unconstrained except for vertically by the plate and some very small friction in the horizontal
direction. This will make it difficult to control the position of the lens especially if something
needs to move from one measurement to the next. Measurement of the radius of curvature of
either or both of the surfaces will require the lens to be moved from cat’s eye to confocal
positions[43]–[46]. This could be done by moving the lens relative to the beam or the beam
relative to the lens. There are issues with both and they will be discussed in more detail later. In
either event, something will need to move and it will most likely cause fluid flow around the
contact lens that could cause it to shift. Careful consideration will be required to make sure that
these motions are minimized. If the lens is moved, it will need to be moved not only vertically
(perpendicular to the mounting surface) but also along the mounting surface. The small amount
of friction between the lens and the mounting surface is the only force that exists in this plane
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and more research was needed to decide if this was a viable option. Other options were to move
the diverger relative to the contact lens or possibly even the entire interferometer.
Another complication arises in measuring the surface radius of curvature. Contact lenses are
very steep surfaces and in optics they would be called “fast”. This means that the angle
subtended by the section of the sphere that makes up the surface is large. The speed of the
surface is important in testing optical surfaces because a fast diverger is needed on the
interferometer. If the surface is convex, a long working distance will also be needed to measure
the surface in a null configuration. Both of these things become cost prohibitive quickly. For
this project, a fast diverger will be needed to measure as much of the surface of the contact lens
as possible. Another property of fast surfaces is that the center of curvature is close to the
surface that the lens will rest on. This is a particular nuisance to the project since confocal
surface measurements require the diverger to focus at the center of curvature which is nearly
coincident with the mounting surface. If the center of curvature is close to the surface of the
glass plate that the lens is resting on, a large amount of stray light from the this interface will
illuminate the detector. The mounting surface is near the cat’s eye position so the similarity in
the wave fronts will make it difficult to optically filter the unwanted light. In the case where the
surface exactly coincides with the center of curvature, the light from the glass plate saline
interface beneath the contact lens will reflect approximately 6.2 times the amount of light that
comes back from the contact lens. The reflected light from the back surface of the contact lens
already reduces the maximum modulation to 67% as was discussed in section 2.2. The addition
of this reflection would reduce the visibility to approximately 22%. This might be acceptable if
these were the only deleterious contributions to the modulation, but other stray light sources,
path matching, vibration, and many uncontrollable factors will further reduce the modulation.
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Meticulous steps must be taken to minimize degradation to the modulation whenever possible. If
this is a source of stray light that can be avoided, it should. There are several ways that this
particular issue could be mitigated.
The source of this stray light comes from the change in index between the glass plate and the
saline solution. A close index match will reduce the Fresnel reflection from the interface
significantly. Saline and water are low index of refraction materials. Most glasses and plastics
are much higher index. The previous estimate on the effect of the stray light on the modulation
was done assuming the glass plate would be made from BK7, a very common optical glass. The
lowest index of refraction optical glass that could be attained easily is Fused Silica. Most optical
glasses have higher indices of refraction since higher index materials reduce aberrations in
optical design, specifically for higher order aberrations. This will also be discussed in further
detail in the portion of the document on lens design and the design of the diverger for this
system. If Fused Silica were used as the mounting surface of the contact lens and the center of
curvature were to coincide with the surface of the plate, the stray light from this interface would
only be 0.2% which is only 3 times the irradiance returned from the contact lens surface under
test. The modulation would be reduced to 32% as opposed to 22% with BK7. If a saline
resistant material with an index close to water could be used, the effect of the stray light from the
mounting surface interface could potentially be negated.
There are a couple of new plastics with an index of refraction close to water. Two of them are
made by DuPont and are part of their Teflon branding. They were developed initially for fiber
optics to give low index cladding for better mode guiding. The two materials are Teflon AF and
Teflon FEP. The AF material is expensive and is not at a point where it can be bought in sheets
where Teflon FEP has a slightly higher index and lower transmission but could possibly be
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purchased from the DuPont Teflon film group. Both are non-reactive to salt solutions. The
materials come as melt processible resins and would need to be extruded or molded into a
window or film. It is possible a sample film or block could be obtained. The index of refraction
of the AF material is 1.3 at a price of $1800 per gram and the index of the FEP could range
somewhere between 1.34 and 1.347 at $25 per pound. Luckily the FEP is a closer match to the
index of refraction we are looking for and is also the less expensive option. A slight decrease in
transmission is not important either since we are already throwing away so much of the light
through the contact lens.
Another option for minimizing the effect of the reflection at the mounting interface with the
contact lens is to offset the interface so that it is far from the potential center of curvature of the
surfaces. So far only the interface that the contact lens rests on has been considered, but the
glass plate will have another surface that may interface with saline or even air which would be
even worse. The second surface also needs to be placed as far from the potential center of
curvature of the surfaces of the contact lens. This means that the plate will either need to be
thick so that the diverger focus is in the middle of the plate and has time to expand before exiting
the plate or very thin. Another possibility is to offset the plate below the center of curvature.
Then the plate could be thin to minimize spherical aberration and both surfaces would be a long
way from the center of curvature. Some of these ideas are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – Concepts for mounting the contact lens on a glass plate
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In all of these solutions, the mounting surface for the contact lens is an annular region and there
is an extrusion of the plate upward, downward, or both. If the contact lens is going to be
mounted on an annular region on the plate, the beam might as well just pass through a hole in the
mounting surface. This would minimize the effect of reflection at the mounting interface with the
contact lens by simply eliminating the interface. This is the selected design and is shown on the
far right of the figure. The contact lens only needs an annular region to rest on and so the center
of the glass plate could be removed and the lens just positioned over the hole. This would allow
the light to come to focus and proceed onto the surface under test without passing through any
surface that might coincide with the beam focus. A drawback to this solution is that now there is
an open channel between the saline above and below the plate. The only thing keeping the two
separated is the contact lens. Special care will be needed to make sure that the fluid flow from
moving the plate around does not deform or move the contact lens. There needs to be enough
space for the saline to flow when moving the plate so that it does not force the lens off of the
mounting surface.
A cap could be place over the contact lens that seals against the glass plate to keep the contact
lens from moving on the mounting surface. When moving up or down, the saline will be pushed
around the plate and up through the hole. If there is a weighted and sealed cap on top, the weight
of the cap will keep the saline from pushing the lens off of its seat. The cap will also help couple
the side to side motion of the plate to the contact lens. As was mentioned before, the only force
acting on the contact lens to move it in the plane of the mounting surface was the friction
between the plate and the lens. A cap can be physically connected to the mounting surface and
moving it side to side will move the saline around lens which will in turn move the lens. This
will also make the lens less susceptible to saline sloshing and pressure changes in the room. The
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air-saline interface above the contact lens acts as a drum and even people talking in the room
causes vibrations to couple with the contact lens. If the lens is free on the mounting surface and
the surface moves, the lens may move along with the plate but it will then oscillate back and
forth on the plate as the saline settles. This is a very small effect and with motorized adjustment
this can be compensated, but with a cap the effect may be negligible.
2.4.4 Cuvette and Tank Design
The method for supporting the contact lens is one part of the problem, the second is interfacing
the diverger with a tank filled with saline solution. Previous projects needed to interface a saline
tank with a collimated beam.[4], [5], [9], [10] Positioning of the components under test is not as
important with a collimated beam. In the previous cases, the contact lens or piece of hydrogel
material that was under test would be placed somewhere in the beam and no fine alignment was
needed. To measure the surfaces of a contact lens in reflection the diverging beam must be
aligned to the center of curvature of the surface. This requires at least 3 degrees of freedom
assuming that the other 3 can be fixed and repeatable. The three directions of motion required
will be translation in the x, y and z directions. The question then is what will be moved.
To move the interferometer or diverger relative to the contact lens would require that the
diverger be completely decoupled from the saline that the contact lens is submerged in. Moving
a large lens assembly that is submerged in the same saline would cause currents that move the
contact lens around. If the diverger and interferometer were completely separate, the lens could
be allowed to settle and the entire assembly aligned to the lens without it moving. This would be
ideal but decoupling the diverger from the saline is difficult and will be explained later in more
detail.
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The most logical solution is to move the contact lens. In mechanics, it is usually best to move
the smaller component since it is typically easier to move the smaller part relative to the entire
system than it is to move the entire system to align to a smaller object. However, in some cases
it does make sense to move the entire system when controlled motion of the smaller object is not
possible. This may be one of those cases because contact lenses are difficult to control and
position. A large part of what makes this project difficult is this dynamic nature of contact
lenses. Any attempt to constrain or manipulate the lens will alter its shape. Predictable
movement of the lens will require some sort of constraint. This is most likely the more difficult
way to solve the alignment issue even though the only moving part is the contact lens. This is
the method that was selected and requires special consideration to keep from deforming the
contact lens while allowing it to be aligned to the interferometer.
2.4.5 Interfacing with Saline
A converging beam that passes through an interface into saline or through a window and then
into saline will pick up spherical aberration. If the beam is not aligned perpendicular to the
interfaces or if the window has any wedge, it will also pick up coma and astigmatism. Assuming
that proper alignment can be achieved and that the window will have minimal wedge, the only
aberration that has to be balanced by the diverger design is spherical aberration. A converging
beam through a plane parallel plate (PPP) in air will pick up negative spherical aberration which
is the same sign as the spherical aberration introduced by using spherical lenses to create positive
power. When the second surface of the PPP interfaces with saline or something of higher index
than air, which is what the first surface it interfaces with, then positive spherical aberration is
introduced. Unfortunately the amount of spherical aberration that is introduced will depend on
the beam footprint on both sides of the PPP which means that shifting the plate longitudinally
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along the beam will change the amount of spherical aberration. If a diverger is designed to
balance out the aberration from the window that interfaces with the saline, the separation
between the diverger and the window will be critical and cannot be changed to move from cat’s
eye to confocal measurement positions. Figure 12 shows the cat’s eye and confocal
measurement configurations. The contact lens would need to be positioned within the saline.
This is important because the entire purpose of decoupling the diverger from the saline tank was
to allow the adjustments to be done to the diverger or the entire interferometer. The requirement
of motion control inside of the cuvette defeats the purpose of decoupling the two.

Figure 12 – Illustration of cat’s eye and confocal positions for radius measurement

To reduce the number of interfaces that the beam interacts with, it would make sense to have the
last lens surface interface with saline. The final lens shape would not have to be a PPP and so
the restriction on the other lenses could be relaxed. The final lens would not be introducing the
large amount of spherical aberration that the PPP in previous designs was. Also, if a window is
used as the mounting surface for the contact lens, the reduced change in index between the saline
and the mounting plate would introduce very little spherical aberration. Since the saline is on
both sides of the plate, longitudinal adjustment will not change the amount of aberration either.
This allows the design to have a fast diverging beam with minimal interfaces to cause stray light.
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The only drawback to this solution is that now the contact lens must be moved in all three
degrees of freedom in a tank of saline. This is the solution that was selected since it has minimal
complexity and minimizes the stray light in the system with only one area of risk. Based on
small scale experiments in the lab, it should be possible to reliably move the contact lens with
respect to the beam.

3 THE DESIGN
3.1 OVERVIEW AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The interferometer is a low coherence polarization splitting Twyman-Green interferometer. The
previous chapter discussed in detail the issues and considerations that are involved building an
interferometer to measure the surfaces of contact lenses submerged in solution. This chapter will
continue that discussion but will provide an analysis of the trade-offs to justify the design
decisions. Figure 13 shows a layout of the system.
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Figure 13 – System layout

There are seven major components to the system. The first is the light generator and includes the
source, spatial filter, isolator, polarization optics, and collimation lens. This is the best place to
start since everything flows down from light source. This part determines many of the other
aspects of the interferometer that are needed to design the other components of the system. The
next component is the diverger optical design. After the optical design is selected, the
mechanical mounting structure for the lenses can be designed. The fourth component is the
reference prism assembly. The fifth part is the imaging relay assembly. The sixth is the
selection of motion control components and the seventh is the polarization design.
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3.2 LIGHT GENERATOR
The light generator is the path of the system that is responsible for creating the polarized plane
wave that is launched into the interferometer. The construction of the light generator is modular
so that it can be separated from the system and aligned on its own. The low coherence of the
source prohibits the use of a shear plate to check collimation so a Shack-Hartman wavefront
sensor should be used. The decisions for selecting various components will be explained in this
section of the chapter on the design.
3.2.1 Source Selection
The close proximity of the surfaces of a contact lens requires a source with a wide enough
bandwidth to allow measurements to be made of one surface at a time. This was discussed in the
chapter on Design Considerations. A previous dissertation worked with a low coherence source
to measure the thickness of Hydrogel substrates and did this with a low coherence source.[9],
[10] The source that was used in that dissertation was available to do a proof of concept
experiment to verify that a low coherence source with similar bandwidth will work for this
project. The first fringes that were recorded from the surface of a contact lens are shown in
Figure 14. This demonstrated the isolation of a surface and helped develop requirements for the
final system. The proof of concept experiment demonstrated that a similar super luminescent
diode would work for this application however a higher power diode would be preferable.
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Figure 14 – First fringe pattern from the surface of a contact lens (first contact)

The source that was selected for the final form of the design is a superluminescent light emitting
diode (Exalos, Langhorne PA). It is similar to the source that was used in the demonstration but
has twice the output power and is centered at 650nm. The central wavelength was selected as
close to 633 as possible so that optics designed for a 633nm helium-neon laser could be used
with minimal degradation to performance. The source spectrum is approximately Gaussian with
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a full width half maximum of 7.5nm. Equation 8 gives the coherence length for a Gaussian
spectrum, for this particular spectrum the coherence length is about 56 microns.

(8)

The spectrum of the selected EXALOS diode and is specifications are displayed in Figure 15 and
Figure 16.

Figure 15 – EXALOS superluminescent diode spectrum

Figure 16 – EXALOS superlumenescent specifications

This coherence length should allow each surface to be measured independently as long as
dispersion and other effects do not smear out the coherence window. It is also wide enough that
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a large portion of the surface, if not all of it, can be measured in one image for most spherical
and aspheric surfaces. Several surface measurements will need to be stitched together if the
departure becomes larger than the coherence length of the source. This coherence length
provides a good balance between surface isolation and allowable surface departure.
3.2.2 Optical Isolator and Implications
The source requires that feedback into the laser diode be less than -30dB. This can be
accomplished with system misalignment or an optical isolator. Interferometers obey the same
conservation of energy laws as any other system. If there is a dark null fringe at the detector and
the two interfering waves are cancelling exactly, there will be zero irradiance on the detector.
Where does the energy go? In some interferometers the energy is absorbed by the beam splitter
but in most, it is sent back to the source. In an amplitude splitting interferometer, some of the
light goes to the detector and the rest goes back to the source. When there is a bright null fringe
on the detector, there will be no light sent back to the source. If the null fringe is dark on the
detector, all of the light is returned back to the source as a complementary fringe pattern.
However, this interferometer uses a polarization splitting architecture and the only light that is
sent back to the source is stray light and light from polarization aberrations. If there is a dark
null fringe at the detector, the rest of the energy is absorbed by polarizers in the system. The
stray light and polarization aberrations will still be significant and so an optical isolator is
required.
Two ways of optically isolating the source were explored. The first would use a fiber coupled
isolator. These isolators are typically used in fiber optic communication but one that operates
close to 650nm was not available at the time. This isolator would have been optimal since the
SLD is already fiber coupled and this would have just required an adapter and the fiber output
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could have been collimated and fed into the interferometer. The second type of isolator, which is
the one that was selected for this design is a free space isolator. The free space isolator works
the same as the fiber coupled one except it is made to accept a small diameter free propagating
beam. The fiber output of the isolator is collimated into a small beam and passed through the
isolator. The small collimated beam can then be spatially filtered and expanded into the larger
diameter that is used in the interferometer.
Ideally, the fiber output of the SLD is a small clean point source that can be collimated and
launched into the interferometer without needing to spatial filter. The addition of a small
aspheric collimation lens and the free space isolator results in a beam distribution that is not
clean. This could be from stray reflections in the collimator housing, isolator, or extra light
escaping from the fiber cladding. In any case the source needs to be spatially filtered to have a
uniform beam and maximize measurement accuracy across the entire test surface.
3.2.3 Polarization and Order of Optics
There are several optical elements included in the light generator that control the polarization
state of light propagating into the interferometer. Since the interferometer is polarization
splitting, the orientation and state of polarization is important. This will be explained in more
detail in the section on polarization in this chapter. The desired output polarization is linear at
an orientation that allows the irradiance from both arms of the interferometer to be balanced.
The layout of the light generator along with a description of the polarization state as it propagates
through the elements is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 – Light Generator layout with description of polarization states

The extinction ratio of the output linear polarization is also important so a high quality linear
polarizer is needed. The isolator has two high quality polarizers so the output of the isolator has
a high polarization extinction ratio. Another polarizer could be used but it would further reduce
the efficiency of the light generator. The light out of the fiber of the SLD source is only partially
polarized so some of the power is lost when passing through the polarizers. Most of the energy
does have an orientation of polarization and so a half wave plate can be used to rotate it to
maximize the throughput. This half wave plate needs to be before the polarizers since chromatic
effects will cause a large amount of energy to become elliptical and will make it impossible to
divide the irradiance between the arms properly. This wave plate will also have an effect on the
bandwidth of the source since the edges of the spectrum will be trimmed by the polarizers.
Again this will be covered in detail later in this chapter.
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Based on the discussion above, the order of elements should then be as listed below.







Aspheric collimator
Half wave plate (on rotation stage)
Free space optical isolator (on rotation stage)
Microscope objective
Pinhole
Collimation lens

3.2.4 Overview
The layout and design of the light generator is needed to fully understand its function. The
components and the reasons for their use and order were described above, but a straight forward
explanation of how it works as a whole will be useful. The source is fiber coupled to a housing
that allows an aspheric lens to be adjusted to collimate the cone of light leaving the fiber tip. The
fiber connector is an APC connector where the end of the fiber is cleaved at an angle to reduce
back reflections into the fiber. The light cone also leaves at an angle because of the angled fiber
so alignment can be tricky. The aspheric collimation lens is adjustable in the x, y, and z
directions and also has tip/tilt control. The collimated beam then goes through a zero order half
wave plate that is designed for 633nm. The output polarization state from the fiber can be
rotated by rotating this wave plate. The small diameter (~3mm) is then passed through the
isolator which consists of a polarizer, a faraday rotator, and a final polarizer. The isolator can be
rotated to change the angle of the linear polarization state incident on the polarization beam
splitter. This allows careful tuning of the amount of irradiance sent down each arm. The half
wave plate can be rotated once the balance is set to maximize the total energy. A microscope
objective focuses this small diameter collimated beam down to form a diffraction limited point.
A pinhole at this location allows only the central lobe to propagate to the doublet collimation
lens. The collimation lens is intentionally over filled by the diverging beam so that the
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irradiance distribution across the aperture is close to uniform. The wavefront out of the light
generator is nearly flat (< 1 wave) and this small deviation will be accounted for in the system
model. The wavefront is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18 – OPD of collimated wavefront from Zemax

3.3 DIVERGER OPTICAL DESIGN
The diverger design is crucial to several aspects of the system performance. The diverger lens in
most interferometers has few requirements. Typically they are designed to produce a flat or
spherical wavefront at one wavelength and can utilize multiple compensators. Here the design is
also constrained by color, stray light, and tolerance.
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The measurement accuracy relies on a diverger built to tight tolerance. The diverger must be
built exactly as designed so that reverse ray trace methods will be accurate in reconstructing
surfaces with large departures from spherical.
The diverger will be designed to produce a color corrected spherical wavefront in saline solution
to measure a 10mm diameter on an 8mm radius of curvature surface while contributing minimal
amounts of stray light. The focus of the diverger must be far enough from the last surface of the
assembly so that the focus can be placed on the surface of the contact lens. This is called the
cat’s eye focal position and is needed to measure the radius of curvature.
Each of these requirements competes with the other requirements. A large numerical aperture
makes a well corrected design difficult without a large number of lenses. More lenses make
aberrations easier to control because each surface contributes less power and therefore less
aberration. A surface that contributes less power is closer to being normal to the incident rays
which causes more stray light, not including that more lenses means more surfaces to reflect
unwanted light. Correcting for color also requires more lenses and will create more stray light.
Each of these problems will be discussed and the final design form will be described in the
following sections. First, requirements need to be established so that each design can be directly
compared.
3.3.1 Color Correction
The importance of color correction was explained in detail in the chapter on design
considerations. Initially it is difficult to understand how the diverger must be designed to
preserve good visibility fringes at the detector since different rays across the pupil of the diverger
will see different thicknesses of different glass types. When the diverger is corrected for
longitudinal color, the rays across the pupil have the same path length for different wavelengths
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in the design bandwidth. This allows the reference path to be compensated with a single glass
type of an optimal thickness. Even though the on axis ray and the ray at the edge of the pupil
pass through different thicknesses of different glasses, they see approximately the same
dispersion. Figure 19 shows an example of a doublet lens in double pass after cat’s eye
reflections from a flat mirror. Many wavelengths are traced and the dispersion is used to
calculate the shape of the coherence window. The lower left image shows a cross section of the
coherence window while the lower right shows the optical path length for the traced
wavelengths. It should be noted here that the path lengths are equal at the center indicating that
dispersion is compensated on axis here. This gives the maximum modulation on axis.

Figure 19 – Coherence effects of simulated doublet at cat’s eye, path legth compensated on axis
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Figure 20 is similar to Figure 19 but now the dispersion is not compensated on axis. This is the
case when the glass path in the test arm does not match the glass path in the reference arm.
Drawing a vertical line on the visibility map in either Figure 19 or Figure 20 represents the
degree of coherence that will be seen across the pupil for a particular path match. Adjusting the
reference surface would scan this vertical line along the “Coherence Window Shift” axis.
Adjusting the reference surface to have maximum modulation on axis would result in a roll off to
nearly zero at the .7 radius zone of the aperture for the example in Figure 19. Maximizing the on
axis modulation for Figure 20 however results in a very uniform modulation over the entire
detector of about 0.5.

Figure 20 – Coherence effects of simulated doublet at cat’s eye, path legth uncompensated
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This kind of analysis is included in the design of the diverger to make sure that visibility is
maximized and uniform across the detector.
3.3.2 Stray Light
Every interface between two materials with different indices of refraction will have part of its
energy reflected. The equations that describe the amount of light that is reflected and the amount
that is transmitted are the Fresnel equations which were described in chapter 2. Each of the air
glass surfaces in this system will be coated with thin films of alternating high and low index
materials to reduce the reflectivity and preserve polarization over the wavelength range of the
source being used. Even with these coatings, each surface will reflect nearly 0.25% across the
bandwidth which is over 4 times reflectivity of the surface being measured.
3.3.3 Designing to Minimize Stray Light
In lens design, the fourth order Seidel aberration coefficients are quantified according to the
angles of incidence and exitance at each interface along with several other parameters. The
amount of stray light can also be measured according to the ray angles of incidence since small
angles of incidence are essentially retroreflected. It can be roughly quantified by the fraction of
the beam with angles of incidence close enough to normal that they reflect and are transmitted
through the imaging path spatial filter. These rays will hit the detector and contribute to
unwanted stray light. The same angles of incidence that are used in the Seidel calculations can
be used to determine the percent of light each surface will contribute to the hot spot that will
form at the center of the detector. Custom operands can be created in the lens design software to
minimize surfaces that are concentric with the incident wavefront.
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3.3.3.1Balancing Aberrations
These operands will fight against the built in operands for aberration correction. The design
software attempts to minimize aberration coefficients by minimizing the angles of incidence and
balancing the residual aberration with aberrations from other surfaces with the opposite sign but
same magnitude. This results in highly corrected and stable designs. If these added operands
force the surfaces away from being concentric with incident wavefronts, the other surfaces will
have to contribute more aberration of the opposite sign to balance. High order aberrations arise
when a surface generates a fourth order aberration that then propagates through another spherical
surface. The fourth order wavefront will become more aberrated and higher orders of aberration
are generated.
For these designs only color, spherical, and higher order spherical need to be considered. For
now only spherical aberrations will be discussed. If the first surface departs significantly from
plano it will have low stray light but will contribute more spherical. If the next surface adds
more power and also departs from the incident wavefront significantly, more 4 th order spherical
is added along with higher order spherical. A negative surface is needed to cancel out the 4 th
order spherical but it will not correct the higher order aberrations. These are just a few of the
difficulties that arise from attempting to design in this way. As a result, an optimum design will
depart from the “low angle” solution.
3.3.3.2Alignment Sensitivity
The stability of a design like the above is also sacrificed by attempting to minimize stray light.
Surfaces with large angles of incidence have higher power and will deviate the beam more which
makes them sensitive to misalignment. This is something that needs to be avoided since
tolerance and alignment is very important to this system for reverse raytracing. Take for
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example a system that has several surfaces of positive power and one negative power surface that
corrects the spherical aberration of the other surfaces. The negative power surface is
contributing more aberration than the other surfaces and has larger departure from the incident
wavefront. This surface is much more sensitive to alignment than the rest. Typically designs
like this should be avoided unless a position compensator can be placed on the sensitive surface.
When designing so that every surface contributes more aberration, every surface becomes
sensitive. Figure 21 shows the Seidel coefficients for each surface in the selected design. The
surface with negative power (surface3) contributes most of the aberration and the tolerance run
in Figure 22 shows that it is also the most sensitive surface. A compensator will be used on this
lens.
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Figure 21 – Seidel coefficeint diagram from Zemax for selected diverger lens design

Figure 22 – Zemax tolerance run “worst offenders”
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3.3.4 Stray Light Analysis Programs
There are plenty of other stray light reflections bouncing around in the diverger lens assembly.
Some rays that are not normally incident on a lens surface for their first reflection could be
reflected twice more and pass through the imaging path spatial filter. These stray light
reflections will be on the order of 0.0156% of the light launched into the diverger which is
comparable to the 0.06% reflected from the surface of interest. If there is a condition that
reflects three times and squeezes through the filter, this will cause some degradation to the fringe
visibility. It is not nearly as much of a problem as the single reflection stray light but it should
not be overlooked. The design that is selected will need to have a non-sequential stray light
analysis performed to make sure that neither the mounting surfaces or light from multiple
reflections cause a significant degradation to fringe visibility.
There are two schools of thought when it comes to tracing rays through an optical system. The
first and most used is called sequential ray tracing. Each ray is told before it is launched the
order of the surfaces which it will propagate to. This allows a closed form solution for the ray
intercept with each surface since the ray location and direction is known as well as the location
and shape of each surface. The other method of tracing rays is called non-sequential. Nonsequential ray tracing does not need to know the order of intersection with each surface but is
allowed to propagate until it hits something. The ray is then reflected or refracted and allowed to
continue on until it is either absorbed or its energy has dropped below some threshold. This is
useful for many reasons but here it is mostly useful because the rays can be split at every lens
surface without knowledge of what surface it will intersect next. It can also include scattering
and stray reflections of lens mounts and other structures. Both of these methods of ray tracing
are used to study the stray light effects in this system.
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3.3.4.1Custom Sequential Tracing
A custom ray trace code was developed to sequentially trace rays through the system and
evaluate the first reflections from each surface in the diverger lens assembly. This is similar to
the operands that were added to the commercial lens design software but will use the real ray
intercepts at the imaging path spatial filter to quantify stray light levels for different designs.
The rays are traced to each surface and at each intersection another daughter raytrace is
generated to trace the reflected rays as well as the transmitted ones. This generates the same
number of ray traces as there are surfaces in the diverger assembly. Only the first reflection is
tracked. The transmisivity through each surface is taken into account for every ray as well as the
reflectivity of the surface that generated the degenerate ray trace. The contribution to the “hot
spot” from each surface is tracked in order to determine the overall amount of stray light. A plot
showing these contributions from each surface in the selected diverger design is shown in Figure
23. Both the surface for the first pass and second pass through the diverger are shown. Note that
the stray light contribution from surfaces in the second pass are minimal since they have to
reflect twice.
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Figure 23 – Contribution to stray light and desired signal for each surface of the selected diverger design

3.3.4.2Commercial Non-sequential Tracing
The other stray light studies are performed with the commercial Zemax raytrace program in nonsequential mode. Solid models of the potential lens designs and their mounts are entered into the
program and rays are launched through the system. The rays are allowed to split at each
interface so that many more rays arrive at the detector than were launched initially. The ray trace
can take a long time since many daughter rays are created and many are absorbed at the spatial
filter. A special aim box can be used to speed up the code and only trace the rays that have the
potential to make it through the spatial filter but it was not used here.
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Figure 24 – Layout of Zemax non-sequenial model used for stray light analysis

Figure 24 displays the non-sequential model used to perform stray light analysis in Zemax. Most
of the stray light from the diverger misses the imaging relay lenses and can be seen fanning out
in the figure. The light that is collected by the first imaging relay lens is focused to the imaging
spatial filter that absorbs most of the remaining stray light. Figure 25 shows the stray light on
the detector on top of the beam reflected from the contact lens. The size of the hot spot will
change depending on the size of the imaging path spatial filter. Based on this analysis, the
fringes at the center will be washed out and measured surfaces will have an obscuration in the
center whose size is determined by the diameter of the imaging path spatial filter. This design
has minimal stray light compared to other designs analyzed.
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Figure 25 – Irradiance measured at the detector from Zemax non-sequential stray light analysis

3.3.4.3Reflective Design
Many of the problems discussed in the chapter on design considerations originate from balancing
design performance, color correction, and stray light. All of these complications fight one
another. A refractive solution with better performance over a larger test area will have more
stray light and worse color correction. A reflective design would eliminate color and stray light
issues. A single free form surface would produce a well corrected spherical wave in saline that is
color corrected. Since it is a single reflective surface there would be no stray light from any lens
surfaces. A reflective design would have solved many of the issues faced by this project.
Several reflective solutions were developed and will be shown here in this section.
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An off axis parabolic mirror converts an incident plane wave into a spherical converging wave in
air. This is exactly what all of the refractive solutions were designed to do except in saline
solution. If the converging beam were passed into saline through a window, extreme amounts of
spherical aberration is generated. The surface of the window could be shaped to minimize the
spherical aberration but it would be concentric with the converging wave and all of the stray light
from it would reach the detector. Figure 26 and Figure 27 illustrates one of the reflective
designs that were studied.

Figure 26 – Off-axis parabola diverger design
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Figure 27 – OPD of off-axis parabola diverger design

A tilted spherical mirror could be used instead of a parabola with a corrector plate to balance the
aberrations and transmit the wave into saline. This corrector plate would interface with the
saline and would not contribute as much stray light as a concentric surface. Alignment of the
corrector plate would be critical and could be very sensitive. This design was determined too
risky. Even though these design forms would solve many problems, a refractive solution was
chosen since they are better understood and are less risky.
A modification was made to the selected refractive diverger design to eliminate stray light from
the lens surfaces by locating the waveplate after the diverger elements. In hindsight, a simple off
axis parabola could have been used to focus through a spherical surface that is concentric with
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the wavefront. The waveplate could again be placed after these interfaces and in the saline
solution so that reflected light would not reach the detector. This would have been the optimal
solution and should be seriously considered for any future work.
3.3.5 Tolerance
Knowing exactly what the design looks like after construction is important and so the tightest
tolerances possible will be held on manufacturing the lenses. The rest of the error in the system
will come from errors in machining the mechanical parts. Mechanical errors result in
misalignment that will cause performance degradation and errors in reverse raytrace calibration.
Some design forms perform better nominally than others but may be more sensitive to alignment
errors. Several design forms will be looked at and their sensitivity analyzed through Monte
Carlo simulations. The different design forms will also allow different mounting schemes to be
used to constrain the lenses. This will also be considered when tolerancing the designs.
Extremely steep surfaces will have loose tolerances on their radii since it is harder to measure.
Plano-convex lenses will be easier to manufacture and mount and are easier to hold to tight
tolerance. These aspects will contribute to the decision of the best system.
Each of the designs will need to have the same parameters to be able to compare them. They
will have the same focal ratio, focal length and working distance. They will all come to focus in
the same solution. Higher index glasses will be allowed, but their increased cost will be weighed
against the increase in performance. The same tolerances will be held for each design to keep
the comparison fair. As was mentioned before, the lenses will have tight tolerances which are
given in the table below.
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Tolerance (mm)
Thickness
Diameter
Lens Tolerances

Wedge (ETD)
Radius

0.005
0.05% or 1 fringe

Index
Abbe number
Decenter
Barrel Tolerances

Spacing
Tilt

deg

Figure 28 – Tolerances used for comparison and Zemax default tolerances

The above figure shows the default tolerances that were set for each design. What is not seen
above is the radius tolerance. The radius can either be measured by an interferometer or test
plate. Most of the surfaces in these designs will be too fast for a test plate. Typically the best
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tolerance that can be placed on a spherical surface is either 1 fringe, or .05% of the radius. For
long radius surfaces, the 1 fringe will be more restrictive while short radii surfaces will be
restricted more by the .05% of the radius. For each surface, using the radius and the clear
aperture, the more restrictive of the two was found using the equation 9.

(9)

If the resulting number of fringes is less than 1, the tolerance is left as plus or minus one fringe.
Otherwise the resulting number of fringes for 0.05% of the radius is used.
3.3.5.1Requirements


















F/.615
Focal space in solution
Corrected for FOV of +/- 0.1 degrees
Entrance Pupil diameter of 20mm
Working distance in solution of at least 8mm
Better than 1/2 wave RMS wavefront error on axis
Better than 2 wave RMS wavefront error at .25 degrees
4 or 5 lens design
Color corrected over 640 to 680nm
Better than 1/10 wave PV color correction over 20nm band
Final surface as glass-solution interface
Final surface is flat (saline window)
All performance metrics are after tolerance and assembly
Lenses can be removed from assembly if needed
Will be used for reverse ray tracing so knowing what the lens looks like is important
Interface with a 2” diameter mirror mount
Allow a container to seal against final surface to create glass-saline transition (oversized
CA)

3.3.5.2The Designs
Several designs were developed to meet or exceed the requirements given above. The diverger
layout is shown in the image to the left accompanied by the wave fans in the image on the right
in Figure 29 through Figure 36. The two sets of plots in the wave fan image are for the on axis
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field (left) and a field point at .1 degrees. The maximum scale in the wave fan plots is 1 wave.
Also included in each figure are the results for a Monte Carlo simulation using the optical and
mechanical tolerances given above.

Figure 29 – Design 1: LASF41 SF68 NOMINAL RMS-.034855

Figure 30 – Design 2: BK7 SF11 NOMINAL RMS-.094064
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Figure 31 – Design 3: BK10 SF68 NOMINAL RMS-.109899

Figure 32 – Design 4: BK7 SF11 NOMINAL RMS-.283497
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Figure 33 – Design 5: BSL7 TIH6 NOMINAL RMS-.134667

Figure 34 – Design 6: BK7 SF6 LAK34 NOMINAL RMS-.023610
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Figure 35 – Design 7: SF11 BK7 NOMINAL RMS-.065714

Figure 36 – Design 8: SF6 LAK34 K10 NOMINAL RMS-.006440

Some of the designs focus through a plane parallel plate and into the saline solution where others
use the last lens as the window into saline solution. Using the last lens to interface with the
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saline solution minimizes the number of interfaces in the diverger and reduces other problems
that were discussed in the section on mounting the contact lens.
Most of the designs shown above use 4 or 5 lenses with only the last using 6 lenses and a plane
parallel plate. This last design has the best nominal performance, but would create the most stray
light. It is also interesting to note that this last design, while it seems to have the best
performance is difficult to tolerance. If this 6 lens design and the first 4 lens design were both
built, the 4 lens design would typically perform better than the 6 lens when made with the same
tolerances. This can be more easily seen in Figure 37 which shows each of the above designs
with a histogram of RMS wavefront error for 100 Monte Carlo runs. The 4 lens designs at the
top have simple lens forms and will be easy to mount and constrain. Some of the other designs
may have better nominal performance but are more sensitive and the tolerance simulation shows
that the as built performance will be lower than that of the more simple designs. Designs 5 and 8
are good examples of this. Design 5 uses air spaced doublets that are very sensitive.
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Figure 37 – Histograms of Monte Carlo tolerance analysis for the 8 designs
(x-axis units are RMS waves @ 650nm and y-axis units are the number of realization at that performance level)
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3.3.5.3Selected Design

Figure 38 – Layout and OPD fans for selected diverger design

The selected design is shown in Figure 38 with its wave fans. The first lens in the doublet and
plano-convex lenses are made of N-BK7 while the second (meniscus) lens of the doublet is made
of N-SF11. The design nominally meets the half wave RMS requirement on axis. The nominal
performance is actually about 1/20th wave RMS. The Monte Carlo simulation has shown that
this performance will deteriorate with manufacturing tolerances but is not predicted to drop less
than half a wave. It should be possible to keep performance better than 1/10 wave if an x-y
compensator is added do the doublet lens. This is design number two from the previous table of
MC studies. It was selected because it has good nominal performance and the surfaces are fairly
insensitive. This was true of both designs 1 and 2, and number 1 toleranced slightly better.
Number 2 was selected because the plano-convex lenses are easy to make and position as well as
the stray light from this design is less than from number 1.

3.4 DIVERGER MECHANICAL DESIGN
The lenses will made by Optimax (Rochester, NY) and have their diameters cut to a tolerance of
+0 and -15 microns. The mechanical axis of the lenses will be constrained to 7.5 microns of the
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center axis of the lens barrel. The flat surfaces will be the faces that locate the plano-convex
lenses. The edge thickness tolerance on these lenses will be 5 microns. For the size of these
lenses, that corresponds to a tilt of the optical axis relative to the mechanical axis of the lens by
0.00025 radians or 0.015 degrees. This is only a tilt of the spherical surface since the flat surface
will be mounted to a flat surface that is perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the lens barrel.
The decenter of the spherical surface will only be 7.5 microns plus the oversized radius of the
lens seats. This will be 25 microns on the diameter making the total decenter only 20 microns.
This small clearance will make fitting the lenses into their seats difficult since small tilt will
cause the lens to bind. For this reason, the edges of the plano-convex lenses were made only a
millimeter thick. A chamfer of .2mm was placed on the edges to keep the lens from chipping
during assembly. The maximum allowable lens tilt that can happen when inserting the lens into
its seat will be .02/.9=0.022radians, which is similar to inserting a lens with 4.5mm edge
thickness into a standard lens tube with diameter oversized by 200 microns (.1/4.5=.022). It
could be a tight fit but is a practical mounting situation.
3.4.1 Compensation
To mount the doublet precisely will take a bit more work. The doublet will be larger and the
most sensitive surface is buried in the middle making it impossible to use it for mounting. This
problem has been solved by over sizing one of the lenses and mounting to the cemented face of
this lens.[47] The other lens would then be supported by the cemented interface and the other
lens is then constrained. For this particular design, the two plano-convex lenses are highly
constrained and are the least sensitive elements. Since only a few of these are to be built, some
alignment could be done on the doublet. The easiest active alignment is to interface one of the
external faces of the doublet with the lens barrel and allow the doublet to be adjusted transverse
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to the optical axis. The face of the doublet that mates with the barrel will always have its center
of curvature on the mechanical axis of the barrel. The wedge allowed in each of the individual
lens elements for the doublet is specified at .005mm of edge thickness difference. After
cementing the two together, the edge thickness difference will also be .005mm for the entire
doublet. Even with these tight tolerances, a majority of the system performance degradation is
still from the doublet. Allowing the doublet to be shifted slightly perpendicularly to the optical
axis helps a lot with this. The figure below has two plots corresponding to the Monte Carlo
simulation for not allowing the doublet to be adjusted (upper) and for allowing it to be used as a
compensator (lower). The upper plot without allowing compensation is similar to the plot that
was used in the figure comparing the different designs. The lower plot shows a huge increase in
performance. The as built design will be very close to the nominal performance.

Figure 39 – Histogram comparison of Monte Carlo results with and without a compensator on the doublet lens
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The compensation will be provided by two set screws driving the lens in two perpendicular
directions. A third set screw will allow the lens to be locked. A retaining ring will press a 3/32
inch soft Buna-N O-ring against the doublet for preload. The lens will have a small range of
adjustment perpendicular to the optical axis and will only displace the O-ring slightly.
(10)

Equation 10 shows how much the O-ring will be compressed for a certain shift perpendicular to
the optical axis. The largest adjustment needed in the Monte Carlo simulation shown above was
only plus or minus 50 microns. For a 100 micron translation of the lens, the O-ring will be
compress/decompressed by .0398mm which is 1.7% of the cross sectional area of the O-ring. If
the lens is translated by half a millimeter, the O-ring will be compressed by 8.5% of its cross
sectional area.
The resolution for this compensation of the doublet will need to be very fine. The maximum
motion that was needed to compensate errors in assembly of the system was 50 microns, but the
standard deviation of the required offset was 16 to 18 microns.

Figure 40 – Magnitude of doublet displacement for compensation during the Monte Carlo simulation
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Figure 41 – Scatter plot of the magnitude of doublet displacement with the amount of RMS wavefront correction

The magnitude of compensation required on the doublet is small and is too small for a simple set
screw to provide. Turning a 100 thread per inch set screw a tenth of a turn will move the lens by
25 microns, which is half the range of motion allowed. A low friction adjustment is needed.
Initial alignment of the diverger lens can be performed using the stray reflections from the lens
surfaces. Stopping down the imaging path relay blocks most of the light and each lens surface
contributes a small diffraction limited point on the detector. Tip and tilt of the diverger allows
these points to be combined and transverse adjustment allows the overlapped points to be
centered on the detector.
The fine adjustment of the doublet lens needs to be performed interferometrically. The
interferometer should be set up to measure a spherical calibration surface at the confocal
position. The measurements used for alignment do not need to be reverse raytraced. A single
surface measurement near null can be made to verify that there is no coma or astigmatism. There
should be minimal astigmatism if stray light was used to initially align the lenses. The presence
of coma indicates that the doublet is not centered correctly. The position of the doublet can be
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slowly adjusted in the x and y direction to minimize x and y coma in the calibration surface
measurement. After each adjustment of the doublet the calibration surface should be moved to
again null the fringes since tilt fringes will generate coma from reverse raytrace error. If
minimizing coma with adjustment of the doublet introduces large amounts of astigmatism, the
diverger tip tilt alignment using stray light may need to be repeated. This iterative process will
bring the diverger lens into correct alignment.
3.4.2 Saline Tank
It is preferred that the saline seal be located between the plastic tank and the flat surface of the
last lens before focus to prevent any metal from coming in contact with the solution. The
smallest O-ring cross section for this diameter clear aperture is 1/16 inches. The gland needs to
be 0.136 inches for this size O-ring which drives the diameter and thickness of this last lens. It
drives it to becoming nearly a hemisphere of glass to maximize the clear aperture for sealing the
tank to the lens. The other option is to seal the tank against the lens barrel and rely on a seal
inside the barrel against the last lens. The seal on the inside of the barrel is a good idea whether
or not it is actually needed. It will consist of a larger 3/32 inch soft Buna-N O-ring. The steep
curvature of the last lens and sides of the lens barrel will form the gland. A retaining ring will
press the O-ring into the gland to preload the lens as well as seal the lens against the barrel. The
tank can then either interface with the last surface of the lens or with the barrel. An O-ring gland
will be cut on the exterior of the lens barrel.
The tank needs to be removable without the entire assembly being disassembled. This will allow
the last surface of the lens group to be cleaned without having to realign everything. For this
reason the screws that attach the tank to the barrel will be accessible from the top.
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3.4.3 Lens Barrel
The lens barrel will be milled on a lathe from a single piece of aluminum. The important
features are the location of the lens seats relative to each other, diameter of the lens seats, and
their centricity and parallelism. The centricity is tolerance to 5 microns, which should be
achievable on a lathe since each cut can be made without re-blocking the part. The parallelism
was held to 5 microns which matches the tilt tolerance used in Zemax. The outer diameter is
toleranced to plus 25 microns and minus 0 which will give a total element centration uncertainty
of 20 microns. Figure 42 shows the RSS lens positioning tolerances based on the mechanical
tolerances on the lens barrel. These RSS values can be compared to the tolerances used in the
Zemax simulation which are also shown in the figure.

Lens
L4
L3
L1/L2

L4
L3

Surf2
Surf1

Parallelism(mm)
0.01
0.01
0.01

Diameter(mm)
16
17
18

Actual
Tol
0.00125
0.001176
0.001111

Zemax
Tol
0.01
0.01
0.01

Diameter Tol(mm)
0.02
0.02

Seat Centration(mm)
0.005
0.005

0.020616
0.020616

0.05
0.05

Seat Location Tol(mm)
0.025
0.025

Lens Thickness Tol(mm)
0
0.025

0.025
0.035355

0.025
0.025

Figure 42 – Tolerances applied to lens barrel and comparison with tolerances used in Zemax tolerancing

The tolerances that will be held on the lenses are close to what was simulated. The only
parameter that the table shows outside of the tolerance is the location of one of the lens surfaces.
This is based on the two errors compounding, but Zemax compensates the lens thickness error
with the air space between lenses. This is the same as what we will see when the system is built.
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The tapering nature of the lens diameters allows the lens seats to be cut from one side of the lens
barrel. This is what allows the tight centration tolerances to be met since the barrel does not
need to be moved between cuts. The design for the lens barrel is shown below complete with
doublet adjustment, saline tank, and O-ring seals is shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43 – Cross section of diverger lens barrel with lenses, retaining rings, and O-rings shown

3.5 REFERENCE TANK
The design for the saline reference tank is less complex than the tank for submerging the contact
lens. The reference tank must allow the reference prism to be submerged into saline to
compensate for the saline thickness in the test arm. The reference prism needs to be able to
move far enough to allow the coherence patch to be moved from cat’s eye position to the
confocal position and measure contact lenses will various dimensions.
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The air path length needs to be the same in both the test and reference arms and needs to be long
enough to allow all of the mounts and translations stages to fit. The window thickness and
reference prism thickness need to add up to the correct glass thickness to balance the glass
dispersion of the lenses in the diverger assembly.
Each interface here can contribute stray light to the irradiance pattern at the detector. The
interfaces are flat here and can be tilted so that the reflections are blocked at the imaging path
spatial filter. This means the window and reference prism need to be wedged.

Figure 44 – Cross section of reference tank with window and reference prism shown
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3.5.1 Path Lengths
The air and saline paths need to be as close to the same as possible to maximize fringe visibility.
The lens mounts that hold the diverger lens assembly and the reference saline tank will be the
same. If the distance from the mounting surface of the lens mount to the reference saline tank
window is equal to the sum of all of the air paths in the diverger lens the air paths can be
matched using flat mirrors before saline solution is added. The flat mirrors can be placed in the
two mounts that will eventually hold the diverger and the reference saline tank. The location of
one of the mirrors can be moved until high visibility fringes are seen at the detector which means
the paths are closely matched between the test and reference arms up to the mounting surfaces of
the two mounts. Since the air space in the diverger assembly is equal to the air space in the
reference saline tank, the air paths in the two arms will be equal after the diverger and reference
assemblies are added.
The glass paths also need to be matched. The simulation shown previously calculated the air
thickness to maximize visibility of two paths that do not have the same path length through glass.
This same simulation can be used to calculate the amount of a single glass needed to compensate
for the dispersion from the lenses in the diverger assembly. The compensating glass type was
selected to be N-BK7 since high quality glass of this type is easy to find and is most of the glass
used in the diverger. An off the shelf 3 degree wedged window was selected from CVI
(Albuquerque, NM) with a center thickness of 9.53mm. The remaining thickness is compensated
by the reference prism with a center thickness of 17.6mm. The reference prism will also need to
be wedged.
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3.5.2 Calculation for Saline Tank Height
The beam diameter is 20mm and so a 1 inch diameter reference prism should be sufficient and
will make mounting easier since 1 inch optics are common. The thickness of the reference prism
was determined in the previous section. These dimensions are important because they determine
how much saline will be displaced by translating the reference prism and therefore the
dimensions of the tank.
It is preferred that the mount holding the reference prism not enter the saline solution to avoid
any issues with corrosion. This defines one end of the level that saline in the tank may rise to.
The reference prism must also be able to move high enough that long radii surface can be
measured without coming out of the saline solution. This defines the other limit that the saline
level may decrease to. These restrictions will determine the smallest diameter the saline tank can
be.

Figure 45 – Reference tank dimesions used to calcluate differential volumes
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Shifting the prism down to the bottom of the tank displaces a volume of saline that is related to
the dimensions of the prism as discussed before.
(11)

(12)

Since the maximum saline height is set by the prism thickness and the minimum saline height is
set by the maximum saline path that can be compensated, the minimum radius of the saline tank
is about 33mm. The tank was designed with a radius of 30.15mm which will allow for a
translation range of about 14.477mm.

3.6 IMAGING RELAY
Geometrically there are two requirements for the imaging relay. It needs to provide the correct
magnification to fill the detector and have focal lengths to allow an image to be made within a
reasonable distance from the last lens. A physical focus of the beam is required to allow a spatial
filter to be implemented. The concave shape of the surfaces to be tested forces the relay to be
afocal so that a stop can be placed at the intermediate focus to filter out stray light. If a single
imaging relay were used the location of the physical focus would be past the image plane making
it inaccessible. Interferometers that measure convex surface can place the spatial filter before the
detector since a focus occurs in the optical space before the image. Here a relay focuses the
beam between the two lenses and forms an image in the optical space after the relay. The
various parameters of the relay will be determined by other aspects that will be developed in the
following sections.
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3.6.1 CCD Selection
The first part of the imaging relay that needs to be determined is the detector. The detector
drives the magnification as well as other radiometric consideration of the design. One of the
major considerations for the design of this interferometer is the low signal reaching the detector.
It was assumed that a top of the line camera would be needed to detect the signal. The camera
that was used or all preliminary data and testing was dated and many improvements have been
made since. The specifications of this camera are known and can be used to determine the
required performance for the camera to be used in the final design. It also allows the design of
the interferometer to be tested to see if the stray light management is enough to extract surface
data.
The first build demonstrated that fringes could be measured well enough to reconstruct the
surface. The source was not spatially filtered which resulted in inconsistent performance and
surfaces with missing data. This forced the phase unwrapping algorithms to be more robust to
handle these irregular irradiance fringe patterns. The other impact of this is that the center of the
fringe pattern is much brighter than the edge and it uses up the camera’s dynamic range.
Spatially filtering the source will reduce irradiance by 50 percent in the worst case. To have
uniform illumination the collimator’s aperture will need to be overfilled which will be another 50
percent reduction. These estimates predict that the irradiance at the detector for the next version
of the interferometer will be cut by a quarter.
It is possible that the existing Redlake II ES4020 CCD will still be able to detect the reduced
signal with integration and gain at maximum, but the noise will also be amplified and the longer
integration times make it more susceptible to vibration. The camera that will be used in this
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interferometer needs to be 4 times more sensitive than the Redlake II ES4020 CCD to ensure that
the reduction in irradiance gives the same or better performance than the preliminary build.
The relevant specifications of the Redlake II ES4020 CCD are the sensors quantum efficiency,
noise level, speed, bloom suppression, and well capacity. This camera is based on the KAI-4020
Kodak sensor. The QE at 650 nm is 33%, the read noise is 7.9 electrons, the well capacity is
40K electrons, and the bloom suppression is 300 times. This sensor is a progressive scan
interline transfer CCD. This is important because it means that the fill factor of each pixel is not
100%. Part of the pixel area is used for electronics to buffer the charge for each image and
allowing it to be read out. The sensor also uses an electronic shutter and anti-blooming, both of
which require pixel real estate for electronics. All of these reductions in pixel active area reduce
the QE which is why this sensor is only 33% for our wavelength. There are other types of CCDs
or even CMOS that will have better QE but at the expense of losing the electronic shutter or the
bloom suppression. The sensor speed is 15 frames per second but the camera control console
only allows us 6.2fps. This is because the software has only been using one of the taps on the
CCD. This was hidden in the advanced settings no one had found it.
The CMOS vs CCD debate has been around for a long time. CMOS is typically faster and more
sensitive, but has a smaller well capacity. The stray light in this system creates a “hot spot” at
the center of the image that saturates and when the well capacity is full, it overflows into
neighboring pixels causing bloom. This is the reason a CCD is used in this interferometer.
Different types of CCDs have better QE than an interline transfer CCD. Figure 46 shows QE
curves for several sensors. The red line represents the KAI-4020 series of sensors. Some of the
curves have their peaks shifted more to the NIR spectrum which increases the sensitivity at
650nm. The curves with the largest peak QE are for KAF series Kodak sensors which are full
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frame. Full frame CCDs have a much larger active area for each frame and do not use electronic
shutters or bloom suppression. To use one of these sensors the source would need to be
modulated and synchronized with the camera. The “hot spot” on the detector would also become
a problem quickly without bloom suppression.

Figure 46 – Kodak and Sony quantum efficiency curves [48]
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Figure 47 – Sony and CMOS quantum efficiency curves [49]

Blooming can be avoided with a sensor like this by taking several short exposures before the
sensor blooms and adding the exposures together. This is a short cut to artificially extend the
dynamic range of the sensor (called HDR on modern cameras). However, each exposure would
accumulate read noise which would add up quickly. The sensor would need to be fast so that
multiple exposures can be made for each phase shift. The speed requirement could be better
satisfied by a CMOS detector since the point of using a CCD was to avoid blooming. These
techniques and KAF sensors are typically used in deep space imaging where the stars being
imaged are very dim and exposures are measured in seconds or minutes. Applying this to
interferometry could be difficult.
The desire to push QE curve peaks toward the NIR have resulted in new technology and
advancements, in particular the Super HAD II sensors from Sony. These sensors are also
interline transfer with electronic shutters and anti-blooming. They use a microlens array to
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collect more light and focus it on the pixel active area. The sensors have improved QE in the
NIR. One particular sensor, the ICX-674, has a peak efficiency at 77% and 60% at 650nm.

Figure 48 – Sony ICX-674 quantum efficinecy curves (monocrome used here)

The read noise of this sensor is 9.39 electrons compared to 7.9 electrons for the 4020. It has a
smaller well capacity of only 15K electrons but the dynamic range is still 63dB compared to
71dB for the 4020. The anti-bloom is 800x where the 4020 was only 300x.
This sensor has about double the quantum efficiency and a lower noise floor than the KAI-4020.
This sensor is also only 2MP where the 4020 is 4.2MP. This makes a big difference since there
are half the number of the pixels to spread the fringe pattern across. The spatial filter is assumed
to cut the light by a quarter but the reduction in number of pixels along with the increase in
quantum efficiency will compensate for this. This allows a shorter exposure which will
minimize vibration and allows a faster frame rate. The ICX-647 is capable of 60fps but most
cameras that use this sensor only support 30fps. The faster frame rate allows the phase shifted
images to be taken faster to minimize variation in the phase step from air turbulence and
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vibration. For comparison, the Redlake II takes almost a full second to capture 5 frames for
phase shifting and a lot can change in that time.
The lower number of pixels on the Sony sensor will reduce the range of slopes that the
interferometer can measure. If a surface were to reach the maximum fringe frequency that can
be measured with this sensor, the maximum extent of the coherence window will be reached in
60 fringes. At the maximum fringe frequency, the coherence window will only take up a 24th of
the image. This would take a lot of measurements to scan a coherence window this small over a
surface. Both the reference surface and test surface can be moved to either shift the coherence
window or better null a region of the fringe pattern. The reduction in the number of pixels
should not cause a problem but will boost the light per pixel, speed up frame rate, and reduce the
computation time for phase unwrapping algorithms.
The camera that was selected for the final design is the Manta from Allied Vision (Stadtroda,
Germany) which implements the Sony ICX674 sensor. It uses a gigabit Ethernet connection to
interface with the computer allowing 30 frames per second. The camera is not cooled and the
fast frame rate does not minimize read noise but all of the specifications for this camera either
match or outperform the RedLake II that has been used up to this point.
3.6.2 Imager Focal Length and Spatial Filter
The imager used in this interferometer is afocal as was mentioned before. It is afocal so that the
test surface can be imaged onto the detector and an aperture placed at a real image location of the
source. The aperture acts as the imaging path spatial filter and blocks stray light from reaching
the detector. A single imaging lens imaging a concave test surface before the real image of the
source making it impossible to filter stray light with an aperture. An afocal relay allows the
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aperture to be placed at an intermediate image between the relay lenses and the detector after the
entire relay. This is shown more clearly in Figure 49.
The magnification is set by the ratio of the relay lens focal lengths. The lenses could have long
focal lengths or short focal lengths and still provide the same magnification. The distance from
the diverger to the beam splitter and from the beam splitter to the imaging relay will further
specify the focal length of the lenses. The front focal point of the first lens images to the back
focal point of thee second lens. Any shift in the virtual object location from the front focal point
of the first lens shifts the image point from the back focal point of the second lens toward the
second lens. At some point the image formed by the first lens falls before the second lens and
the image presented to the detector is virtual. This sets a minimum on the focal lengths. Longer
focal lengths forces the detector to be farther away from the relay as well as making the imaging
path larger. The design will be a balance between these two considerations. The ratio of the
focal lengths of the lenses determines the magnification. The image space will also be
telecentric so the magnification will be the same for any location of the detector.
Longer focal lengths also require a larger aperture between the lenses. The sensor pixel density
determines the maximum size of the spatial filter. The maximum fringe frequency needs to
match the Nyquist frequency of the sensor which sets the largest angle that can make it through
the spatial filter.
3.6.3 Relay Lens Shape
The lenses can be any shape but it is preferred that they are commercially available lenses. This
restricts the lens shape to plano-convex and biconvex for convenience. Typically the best lens
shape for a relay like this is plano-convex since it contributes the minimum of spherical and
other aberrations. Analysis with lens design software shows that lens shapes closer to biconvex
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correct for other aberrations from the diverger lens when imaging the test surface onto the
detector. This lens shape helps balance the aberration of the diverger and the primary aberration
is field curvature. This was determined acceptable since field curvature is linear in ray error and
the hope was that reverse ray trace error could be linearized based on departure later on. Coma
and astigmatism cause more problems and would require more intricate reverse raytrace
correction to recover the surface shape.
Figure 49 shows the layout of the imaging relay. The lenses selected were originally both from
ThorLabs and were the LB1607 and the LB1106. The change in sensor size required a different
magnification so the 125mm focal length LB1106 was replaced with Rolyn Optics lens 11.0180
which is a 100mm focal length lens made from B270 and 8.2mm thick.

Figure 49 – Layout of the diverger lens and imaging relay

3.7 MOTION CONTROL
Motion control includes the phase shifting mirror in the reference path as well as the stages that
the test and reference surfaces will be mounted to.
3.7.1 Phase Shifting
The first piezoelectric transducer that was used to quickly shift the phase of the interferogram
was a Burleigh (Mississauga, Ontario) piezo mirror mount. The transducer will change size over
a range of ~1 micrometer for applied voltages between 0 and 500 volts. This PZT is high
voltage and there are many different options available today that provide the same translation
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with less voltage. The PCI card that provides this voltage is manufactured by piezomechanik
GmbH and has three channels. The mirror mount has three different PZTs in it to allow the
mirror to tilted or translated. All three channels are used simultaneously in this case to introduce
the same phase shift across the entire clear aperture of the mirror. Since the same voltage is
applied to all three PZTs in the mirror mount, it really isn’t necessary to use all three channels on
the high voltage PCI card. Each channel could be used to run a separate phase shifting mirror in
another interferometer.
The PCI card for running this PZT is old and the only available drivers are 32-bit. The computer
running this system is 64-bit and has to be installed with 32-bit software so that it can run this
card. Because of this the system can only use 4 gigabytes of the 8 gigabytes of RAM installed.
The reverse raytracing algorithms use a lot of memory and rays have to be traced in batches on
the 32-bit system. A new phase shifting mirror would be more reliable, provide consistent phase
shifts, and would allow everything to run in a 64-bit environment. ThorLabs sells a simple
Tcube to run a PZT and any low voltage PZT could work with it. This should be considered for
any future work.
3.7.2 Linear Stages
Initially, the interferometer was built using manual linear translation stages. The reference
surface and test surface would need to be adjusted to within a path match of 30 microns to have
visible fringes. Both manual stages needed to be adjusted simultaneously to null the fringes and
maintain coherent interference. Manual adjustment of the mirrors takes longer than using
motorized stages because the stage settles and vibrates after a hand adjustment of the position.
This requires the operator to wait for the mirror to settle after each small adjustment to see if
fringes were visible. Making adjustments too quickly could easily lead to missing the fringes
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and the location for a good path match. Motorized stages have controlled motion and fringes can
be seen almost immediately when the motors stop running. Unfortunately the stage does have to
come to a complete stop to see fringes due to the long integration time needed for the low signal.
The first build of the interferometer utilized existing Newport 850B motorized micrometers.
These micrometers used a stepper motor to achieve micron sized steps with programmable
velocity and acceleration. The motors were controlled by a Newport PMC 200-P 2-axis
controller. Commands could be pushed to the controller through an RS-232 connection and the
encoder read out through the same connection. The stages that the motors were attached to were
new Newport stainless steel crossed-roller bearing stages to minimize the effect of friction and
other mechanical inconsistencies on the motor accuracy. In order to characterize the accuracy of
the stages, a ZYGO (Middlefield, CT) distance measuring interferometer (DMI) using a ZMI
7702 laser head was added to the first build of the interferometer to track the motion of the stage
carrying the test part. The DMI tracked the location of the stage and the compared it to the
encoder readout from the motor controller. Figure 50 shows the motion the stage measured by
the DMI plotted against the motor controller’s encoder.
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Figure 50 – (Newport) Linear encoder reading relative to the DMI measured position

The line looks straight at this scale but the error can be seen clearly when the difference between
the DMI reading and the encoder reading is plotted. This is shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 51 – (Newport) Difference between linear stage encoder reading and the DMI measured position

Each measurement from the DMI was an average over many measurements to minimize the
effect of vibration. The standard deviation of each of these measurements was also recorded to
verify that the scale of the error plot in Figure 51 is much larger than the scale of the vibration
during the time of the measurement. The plot of these standard deviation values is shown in
Figure 52.
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Figure 52 – (Newport) Standard deviation for DMI measurements

The accuracy of the motor’s encoder is not spectacular but it will allow accuracies of plus or
minus 2 microns. The measurements from the DMI will need to be used with these stages and
motors to ensure accuracies to the desired level or stages with better encoders and control
software will be needed.
The final system uses ThorLabs MTS50-Z8 stages for both moving the reference and test part.
These stages are low performance and affordable. The location of the contact lens needs to be
traced accurately and if a DMI is already being used, the stages do not need to be the best. The
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ThorLabs stages were selected since the DMI is already in the system. The accuracy of the
encoders was verified similarly to the evaluation of the old Newport motors.

Figure 53 – (ThorLabs) Difference between linear stage encoder reading and the DMI measured position

Again the lead screw wobble is visible and is an order of magnitude worse than Newport motors.
The Newport motors exhibited a ~3micron wobble with low frequency error of ~6microns.
These stages have a wobble of 10 microns with an overall error of 40 microns. Luckily the DMI
will report the position of the contact lens and this error will have no effect.
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Figure 54 – (Newport) Standard deviation for DMI measurements

The standard deviation of each of the measurements is much better than for the Newport motor
data. The DMI interferometer head and mirror mount is more stable for the new stages. The air
space is also shorter so the measurements will be more repeatable. The DMI should be able to
accurately report the location of the mirror on the contact lens mount to within 10 nanometers.
Many other errors will be larger than the error in the DMI measurement.

3.8 POLARIZATION
For a typical Twyman-Green interferometer, the beam is split into two arms and reflect off test
and reference surfaces. The beam can be split in several ways, the two most common being
intensity splitting or polarization splitting. Intensity splitting will cause excess loss of light if the
two arms are not split equally. Polarization splitting will lose 50% in the analyzing polarizer at
the detector for both arms of the interferometer since only the components of polarization in the
same direction can interfere. For intensity splitting, the efficiency depends on the splitting ratio
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with the maximum being the same as for the polarizing case. If the splitting ratio is R the
amount of energy reaching the detector is given in equation 13.
(13)

As R departs from .5, the efficiency will decrease quadratically. Polarization splitting will
maximize throughput and allow the amount of light sent down each arm to be changed during
alignment. Polarization can also be used to minimize stray reflections from lens surfaces.
3.8.1 Air-Glass Reference Surface
The ideal case would be to split the polarization so that the amount of light from each arm is the
same to balance out the loss from the low reflectivity of the submerged contact lens. The
reflectivity of the contact lens as mentioned before is only about 0.06% and would require a
splitting ratio of 1:1500 if the reference surface is 100% reflective. As the polarization splitting
ratio becomes closer to its polarization extinction ratio (PER) the less accurately the polarization
states are split.
A typical polarization beam splitting cube will divide the incident light into two orthogonal states
with a PER of about 1000:1. If a beam splitter like this is used to attempt balancing the loss
from the low contact lens reflectivity, the small amount of light allowed into the reference arm
will have no guarantee that it is in the correct polarization state. The amount of light in the
wrong polarization state passed by the beam splitter will be 1.5 times the amount of light in the
correct polarization state. However, the second pass through the beam splitter will eliminate
most of the light in the wrong state. It seems that because light will double pass through the
beam splitter and the amount of light in the undesired polarization states depends on the amount
of incident light, the ratio of stray light to signal at the detector will be better than 1:600.
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Since the splitting ratio is so large, it will not be possible to reduce the amount of light in the
correct polarization state to balance the two arms. The PER represents the splitter’s ability to
separate the two orthogonal polarization states. This can manifest itself in several ways, the first
being transmitted light in the wrong state (mentioned above). Another would be the beam
splitter’s ability to pass all of the light into one arm and none into the other. We want to pass
1500 times more light in one arm than in the other, but the beam splitter can only separate the
polarization to a ratio of 1000 times. If this is the correct interpretation, it will be impossible to
balance the irradiance in the two arms of the interferometer and the visibility will have a poor
optimization.
A highly reflective reference surface is not an option here. It forces a large splitting ratio that
may not be achievable and could cause stray light. Using a bare glass surface for the reference
reduces the splitting ration to 1:67 which is much easier to attain.
3.8.2 Wave Plates
A wave plate refers to an optical device that has a different index of refraction along different
directions in the material. A typical material used for a wave plate or retarder is quartz since it is
a uniaxial crystal with different refractive indices along two different principle axes. The
direction in the crystal with the lower index of refraction is referred to as the fast axis since light
with its electric field aligned with this direction will propagate faster. The orthogonal axis is
called the slow axis since it has a higher refractive index and light with an electric field along
this direction will propagate slower. When light enters this material with a component along the
fast axis and a component along the slow axis, the two orthogonal components of the
polarization will be delayed with respect to each other. The amount of the delay depends on the
thickness of the material. When the total delay is some multiple of the wavelength plus half a
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wave, the wave plate is considered a half wave retarder. When the total delay is some multiple
of the wavelength plus a quarter of a wave, the wave plate is considered a quarter wave retarder.
Wave plates with delays that are multiples of the wavelength are called multiple order wave
plates. Multi-order wave plates are usually less expensive but are sensitive to a change in
wavelength from the designed wave length. Since the retarder consists of a material with some
multiple order wavelengths of thickness, a shift in wavelength will cause a shift in the retardance
compounded by these multiple wavelength thicknesses.
Wave plates with delays that total only a fraction of a wavelength are called zero order wave
plates. These consist of two multi order wave plates with one stack having an additional
thickness that gives the fraction of a wave delay. The multi order plates have the fast axis of one
aligned with the slow axis of the other so that the net delay is only the fraction of a wavelength
difference. A change in the light source wavelength for a zero order wave plate will only have a
change in the retardance from the difference in thickness of the two plates. For this reason, zero
order wave plates can be used with broader bandwidth sources or detuned from its design
wavelength.
3.8.3 Effect of Half Wave Plate
A half wave plate retarder can be used to change the orientation of linear polarization. Since the
source used in this system has a finite bandwidth, even a zero order wave plate will have
chromatic effects. A half wave plate that imparts the wrong retardance will produce a mostly
linearly polarized beam with some ellipticity. An off the shelf zero order wave plate will be
design for either 633nm or 670nm. Either one is about 20nm detuned from the wavelength of the
source used in this interferometer. The effect of this will then be to produce an elliptically
polarized beam where the contribution to the ellipticity is wavelength dependent. If the wave
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plate were designed at 650nm and made perfectly, all of the light at 650nm would remain
linearly polarized and rotated. The orthogonal component of the polarization would be
comprised of the edges of the source bandwidth.
If the spectrum for the source used in this interferometer were passed through a zero order wave
plate designed for 650nm 99.85% of the irradiance would pass through a linear polarizer after the
wave plate, but 0.15% would be blocked by it. The spectrum of incident and exiting S and P
polarized states are shown in Figure 55. The plot on the left is S polarized and the plot on the
right is P polarized. The plot on the left shows the incident light in black and is 100% S
polarized. The output is shown in blue and some is S polarized indicated by the small blue line
in the left plot. Most of the output is P polarized indicated by the blue line in the right plot. This
corresponds to a polarization extinction ratio of 1:666. This may not seem important, but when
the goal is to balance the light in the reference and test arms of the interferometer by rotating a
half wave plate before the beam splitter, this is critical. The half wave plate will change the
projection of the input polarization on the s and p polarization directions of the beam splitter
allowing the splitting ratio to be tuned. The ideal splitting ratio would be 1:1500 so that no light
needs to be wasted by attenuating the reference path. The PER of the light incident on the beam
splitter is the best splitting ratio possible assuming that the splitter is perfect. Since 1:1500 is
desired, it is easily seen that using a half wave plate to rotate the linear polarization into the beam
splitter is not possible. There will need to be a polarizer after the half wave plate with a PER
better than 1:1500.
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Figure 55 – Polarization effect of passing a finite bandwidth source through a zero order half waveplate (input linear
polarization in black, output in blue, s-pol on left, p-pol on right)
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If a linear polarizer is not used after the wave plate, then the light sent down the reference arm
will not have the same spectral content as the light sent to the test arm. It was shown that the
elliptical component contributed by the detuning from the waveplate’s designed wavelength
makes it impossible to balance the irradiance in the arms of the interferometer. If the reference
arm were attenuated so that the irradiance does match, the spectral content at the detector from
each of the arms would be what is shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56 – Spectrum of the light from the reference arm (black) and the test arm (blue) at the detector when there is
no polarizer after the half waveplate

The spectral content of the test arm beam is essentially still the original Gaussian shape. The
orthogonal polarization that was sent down the reference arm however would consist of the
contributions from the edges of the source spectrum. This would significantly decrease the
visibility of the fringes at the detector, even when the irradiance and paths are properly matched.
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3.8.4 Effect of Quarter Wave Plate
The quarter wave plate is used to convert the linear polarization entering each arm of the
interferometer into circular polarization. The reflection from the reference and test surfaces
change the direction of propagation but angular momentum is conserved. If the incident
polarization on the reference or test surface was left handed, it will propagate back toward the
quarter wave plate as right handed circular polarization. If right handed was incident, then left
handed will be reflected. This circular polarization will be converted by the second pass through
the quarter wave plate back to linear polarization, but orthogonal to the polarization that entered
the arm of the interferometer. The light will then be reflected or transmitted by the polarizing
beam splitter so that it continues on to the detector. This is the principle that the polarization
splitting interferometer works on. The light is divided by the beam splitter into its orthogonal
components (s and p) and each is sent down a different arm of the interferometer (reference and
test). The polarization state is rotated by the two passes through the quarter wave plate so that if
it was first transmitted by the beam splitter, the second time it will be reflected. The light that
was first reflected will then be transmitted on its second pass.
The quarter wave plate is used in double pass here and so if the system is unfolded about the
reference mirror, it can be thought of as just passing through a half wave plate. If we consider
the problem in this manner, the arguments made above for the half wave plate can then be
applied to the quarter wave plate. If the quarter wave plate was designed for a different
wavelength than what is being used in the system, the light returning from the arm of the
interferometer after its double pass through the quarter wave plate will be elliptical and not
linear, just as was discussed previously. The concern with the half wave plate was that the
component of polarization contributing to the minor axis of the elliptical polarization would
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reduce the splitting ratio at the polarizer. In the case of the quarter wave plate, this component
will simply be passed back along the path it came from and will not continue on to the detector.
The polarization that is passed on to the detector will be only along the direction desired with as
good of an extinction ratio as the beam splitter provides.
The source used in this interferometer has a finite spectrum and so it is inevitable that some of
the light will be detuned from the quarter wave plate’s designed wavelength. Using the same
arguments used in the section for the half wave plate, we know that the light rejected back along
the path it came from will be spectrally dependent. If the quarter wave plate is zero order and
designed at the center wavelength of 650nm as discussed previously, the rejected light will be
from the edges of the spectrum. For this case, the plots shown in Figure 55 represent the
transmitted spectrum and the rejected spectrum. Again, only .15% of the light will be rejected.
More light will be rejected if the quarter wave plate used was designed for a wavelength detuned
from the center of the spectrum. Many off the shelf zero order quarter wave plates are designed
for either 633nm or 670nm. A waveplate designed for 633nm would split the spectrum as shown
in Figure 57.
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Figure 57 – Polarization effect of passing a finite bandwidth source through a zero order half waveplate designed for
633nm (input linear polarization in black, output in blue, s-pol on left, p-pol on right)

Now 0.77% of the light is rejected and 99.23% is passed. It is also noticeable that the center
wavelength of the rejected light is shifted toward longer wavelengths and is about 655nm. The
transmitted spectrum is essentially the same since the loss was small. The spectrum of the
transmitted (black) and rejected light (blue) is normalized and shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 58 – Spectrum of transmitted S and P componenets of a half waveplate designed for 633nm used with 20nm
bandwidth source centered at 650nm

One of the benefits of using a polarizing interferometer is that any stray light will be rejected
back to the source because of the double pass through the quarter wave plates. This detuning
effect will also change this benefit. Any stray light that passes back through the arms of the
interferometer will not be completely sent back to the source, but will have some light bleed
back to the detector due to this effect. Only 0.77% will be returned to the detector from this
effect which will further be reduced by the percent of the back reflection (0.25%) and the
reflectivity of the test and reference surfaces (0.07% and 4% respectively).
Supposing a stray reflection from the imaging arm does pass back through the reference arm, it
will be ~0.5% of the beam which will only have 4% returned from the reference surface, and
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only 0.77% allowed to propagate back to the detector. This makes the stray light only
0.0000154% of the signal, which is negligible.

4 ALIGNMENT TOLERANCE AND REVERSE RAYTRACING
In null testing, the wavefront incident on the test surface matches the shape of the surface. Rays
incident on the surface reflect and travel back through the interferometer along the same ray
paths as the incident rays. When surfaces are tested in a non-null configuration, the incident
wavefront does not match the shape of the test surface and reflected rays take different paths
back through the interferometer. Errors introduced by this path change are referred to as retrace
errors. Calculating surface topography from measured interference patterns in a non-null
configuration will generate errors proportional to the fringe density because of this effect.[50]–
[53] In this chapter the errors associated with non-null testing will be separated into four
categories and referred to as path, coordinate, phase, and alignment errors. Path error refers to
the path length gained by rays that take non-null paths from the test part to the detector.
Coordinate and phase errors are coupled and are errors from incorrectly determining a ray’s
intersection with the test surface. Alignment error is the error that would remain in a
measurement that has been calibrated with reverse raytracing when the model and real system
differ.
Attempts have been made to design transmission spheres and imaging optics to minimize these
errors, but these methods do not completely eliminate errors for non-null testing.[54]–[56] Some
of the errors have been successfully calibrated using reverse raytracing methods which rely on
the accuracy of the system model. Other attempts have been made to minimize the effects of
misalignment by characterizing the optical elements and iteratively solving for their locations
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through a process called reverse optimization.[57]–[60] The different sources of error will be
isolated and quantified for an arbitrary interferometer in an attempt to determine when reverse
raytracing will improve accuracy. The relationship between the measurement accuracy and the
tolerances to which the system needs to be characterized and aligned is discussed.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF ASSUMPTIONS
Two assumptions need to be made so that the different errors can be separated and quantified
independently. It will be assumed that the diverger lens creates a perfect point focus of a perfect
point source and that any point on the detector is imaged to a perfect point in the optical space of
the test part. These two imaging paths are shown in a generic Twyman-Green interferometer in
Figure 59, and the assumptions associated with each of these paths are detailed in Figure 60 and
Figure 61. It is recognized that these assumptions are often not met in interferometers, but the
assumptions are needed to build the analytic model. However, these assumptions do not enter
into the determination of the predicted errors.

Figure 60 – Assumption 1: Point
source imaged to perfect point in
optical space of the test part.
Figure 59 – Twyman-Green
Interferometer layout showing the two
required imaging paths.

Figure 61 – Assumption 2: Pixel on
detector imaged to perfect point in
optical space of the test part.
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The assumptions simplify the optical system into two perfect imaging systems. One images the
point source perfectly into the optical space of the test surface and the other images a pixel
perfectly into the optical space of the test surface. The assumptions allow the development of a
simple expression to represent the phase and coordinate error for any arbitrary surface shape.

4.2 SEPARATION OF ERRORS
The assumptions in the previous section allow the phase and coordinate errors to be separated
from path and alignment errors. Phase and coordinate errors are typically mentioned together
and are the errors in determining where the ray actually intersected the surface under test. These
errors include distortion and a propagation correction to account for the ray path from the source
to the test part. Path and alignment error are mentioned together because they are errors that
originate from the imaging optics of the interferometer. Path error is the correction needed to
account for rays taking different paths through the imaging optics and alignment error is from
not knowing the exact position of the optics.
Tracing a cone of rays from a pixel to its conjugate image in the optical space of the test part
represents potential retraced rays over a range of angles. The central ray is called the “null” ray
since it is the path the ray would have taken if the test were in the null configuration. This null
ray passes through the diverger focus and pixel conjugate point as drawn in Figure 62. The
spherical null surface does not intersect the pixel conjugate point which indicates that this
surface is not imaged onto the detector; it is however concentric with the diverger focus. This
condition, specifically shown as a defocus, can introduce retrace errors that will be modeled. All
returning rays measured at a given pixel on the detector must propagate from the perfect point
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focus of the diverger lens, reflect off the test surface, and return through the perfect conjugate
image point of the pixel.

Figure 62 – Separation of retrace errors: Null Test

Figure 63 shows the same null ray and spherical null surface but the actual measured surface is
displaced towards the diverger focus. The pixel corresponding to the null ray measures some
OPD related to the surface departure from the null sphere of Figure 62. Because of the OPD, the
lateral coordinates of the ray intercept on the actual surface have changed. However, a first
approximation does not change the lateral intercept coordinates. The error in this approximation
is small if the test is close to null. All of the OPD is assumed to be along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 63 – Separation of retrace errors: First Approximation, OPD/2

Once the OPD has been measured, a wavefront at the detector can be determined.[4] A reverse
ray from a measurement pixel can be launched with a propagation direction that is normal to the
local wavefront. Propagating this reverse ray through the interferometer to the test surface will
result in a different intercept location than from the first approximation in Figure 63.
Figure 64 shows the path of the reverse ray as the dashed line, and its intercept point is labeled as
“reverse ray intersection”. Because of the wavefront error, the reverse ray heading towards the
test surface will not go through the diverger focus, but it must go through the pixel conjugate
point corresponding to the measurement pixel. The difference between the first approximation
of the intercept and the reverse ray intersection is the coordinate error. A circle centered about
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the pixel conjugate point is a surface of constant optical path length from the measurement pixel.
Different local slopes (but with the same OPD) at the measurement pixel would correspond to
different points on this circle. This circle would be the potential ray intersection locations if all of
the measured OPD was attributed to the return path length from the surface to the detector.
However, the surface error also changes the path length from the diverger focus to the actual
surface. As a result the actual surface intersection point will not lie on this circle.

Figure 64 – Separation of retrace errors: Reverse Raytracing

More specifically, the OPD measured at the pixel includes not just the path length from the pixel
conjugate point to the surface under test surface, but also the path length from the diverger focus
to the surface. The reverse ray is a model of the actual ray propagation path through the system
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(but backwards). When propagating the reverse ray, it will reflect off of the test surface, and it
must propagate back to the diverger focus. The diverger focus can be thought of as the source of
all rays in the system. This is where the assumption of a perfect diverger focus and the pixel
conjugate is useful as the path length from the diverger focus to the pixel conjugate point must
be a constant value. The solution to this condition is an ellipse with foci at the diverger focus
and the pixel conjugate. The ellipse is shown in Figure 65. This correction fixes what is called
phase error. In some cases, the error can become substantial.

Figure 65 – Separation of retrace errors: Complete Solution

All of these factors contribute to the errors in non-null interferometry. Most of the error in the
ray intercept is coordinate error in x and y, not in the surface sag z. The coordinate error couples
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with the surface slope to generate errors in the surface departure and so will only be significant
for steep regions. These errors need to be quantified for a sample system and compared to the
errors generated by misalignment.

4.3 SOLVING FOR THE INTERCEPT
These assumptions simplify the problem and allows a closed form solution for the intersection of
the ray with the test surface. When the surface is normal to the incident ray, the ray path is a
straight line through both points with a path length that corresponds to the measured phase for
that location. When the phase has some slope, the ray intercept with the surface changes to
satisfy the path length and ray angle at pixel conjugate point. The sum of the ray path length
before the intersection with the surface and after is the same. The solution for ray intercepts that
satisfy this condition is an ellipse with its major axis defined by the pixel conjugate point,
diverger focus, and the measured OPD at the pixel. A different phase value for a particular pixel
will change the size of the ellipse and the slope of the phase determines the angle of the ray path
relative to the ellipse’s major axis. The error is essentially the sag of this ellipse with a cosine
factor to project it along the z direction. A larger slope results in an intercept on the ellipse with
more sag. Larger surface departure will result in larger OPD which will also increase the error.
The amount of surface error can easily be found analytically for any surface departure and slope.
This will allow a simple method for quantifying the amount of phase error without knowing the
surface shape. For any distribution of departure and slope across a surface, a distribution of error
magnitudes can be found. This makes it useful for comparison to Monte Carlo simulations of
path error from various misalignments. The assumptions made here are purely to quantify the
magnitude of the phase and coordinate error and do not apply to the methods used to find the
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amount of correction from ray tracing and the errors of misalignment. A real ray trace is used to
obtain these quantities.

4.4 CHARACTERIZATION OF PHASE AND COORDINATE ERROR
Phase error is minimized near the null condition and when the test surface is imaged onto the
detector. If the conjugate images of the pixels are perfect and on the test surface, departures will
have minimal effect on the error since less of the hyperbola/ellipse is used for a range of slope
errors. If the radius of curvature is off from the radius it is designed for, the image of the surface
will be out of focus and the errors from being non-null are more significant. For the case where
the radius of curvature matches the design radius, the magnitude of the errors can be calculated
for a range of slopes and sag departures of the test surface. Figure 66 shows these errors.

Figure 66 – 2D map of coordinate error for a corresponding surface departure and slope error
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For any particular surface shape, a line could be drawn on this plot to represent the change in
departure from the reference sphere with change in slope. A surface with high frequency and
therefore large slope errors but small departures would be localized to vertical lines in Figure 66.
Surface with low frequency errors would have low slope but large departures and would be
localized to horizontal lines in the figure.
4.4.1 Parabola as Example
For a parabola, the departure is measured along the ray path from the transmission sphere focus
to the reference sphere and is the distance from the reference sphere to the parabola. This can be
expressed in terms of the radial coordinate on the test part (x), the radius of the reference
sphere(r), and the focal length of the parabola.

(14)

The slope is the difference in the derivative of a sphere and the derivative of a parabola.
(15)

With these we can plot on top of Figure 66 a line that corresponds to the phase and coordinate
error for this surface.
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Figure 67 – Example parabola parametrically drawn on the 2D map of coordinate errors

The departure is zero at the center of the parabola where the slope is also zero. This could be
non-zero if the vertex of the parabola is not on the reference sphere. The parabola can be shifted
in the negative direction to better balance the parabola against the sphere. This is a little more
complicated than just shifting the curve in Figure 67. The shape of the curve would change since
the departure and slope relative to the reference sphere changes if the parabola is translated
longitudinally.
Figure 67 helps visualize the magnitude of the phase error for different surface shapes. For the
example parabola, the maximum error would be 32 waves at the edge of the parabola. This error
could be minimized to only 9 waves if the parabola were better balanced against the reference
sphere.
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Figure 68 – Coordinate error for example parabola (left: vertex of parabola with designed image surface | right: best
focus)

4.4.2 Statistical Approach
The surface quality of a test part is typically characterized by the magnitude of the errors. Two
common metrics are the root mean squared error (RMS) and peak to valley error (PV). Each has
their merits and describe the error differently. RMS is more sensitive to high frequency errors
where PV will only tell you the largest departure of the surface. The surface may need to have
low RMS or low PV depending on the application. A surface can be represented by a
distribution of slope errors and surface departures. A surface with large PV and smaller RMS
may have small slope errors but large surface departure where a surface with small PV but
comparable RMS may have more significant slope and small departures. To apply the
assumptions and analysis in this paper to real measurements of surfaces without simulating large
numbers of conditions, these distributions of surface errors can be used to find a corresponding
distribution of measurement errors. This approach handles the simulation of different surface
shapes without needing to raytrace each of these surfaces. A Monte Carlo simulation is still
needed to find the effect of misalignment on the accuracy of the reverse raytrace but now it can
be compared to the correction of other errors.
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4.5 CHARACTERIZATION OF PATH AND MISALIGNMENT ERROR
If the model of the interferometer matches the actual interferometer exactly, tracing rays
corresponding to measured OPD slopes at the detector will provide the correct rays in the space
of the test part that can be used to reconstruct the shape of the surface. This is the principle
behind reverse ray tracing, but in practice the model of the interferometer is not perfect. Reverse
tracing a misaligned interferometer will provide some correction but will increase the error in
some cases. If the mismatch between the design and the actual build is enough, the process of
reverse raytracing could add more misalignment error to the measurement than the path errors
being corrected.
In Malacara’s papers[55], [56] on the effect of imaging aberration in an interferometer, the error
in the surface measurement is related to transverse ray error for imaging a point on the test part
to the detector. For a given surface slope, the ray back through the imaging path will have
transverse ray error at the detector. The surface error is the ray error times the phase slope at this
location. This is a representation of the path error that is corrected by reverse raytracing but does
not consider coordinate and phase correction.
The imaging path can also be traced from a location on the image plane to the test part. Different
angles leaving the detector will propagate to the test part with a different path length to create a
reference wavefront at the test part. The departure of this wavefront from the test surface also
describes the path error corrected by reverse raytracing. A perturbed version of the
interferometer can be similarly traced and the path difference between its wavefront and the
wavefront of the correctly aligned interferometer is approximately the misalignment error.
Malacara’s description can be thought of a ray model where this description is the wave model.
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There is also some coordinate error that would occur for this perturbed wavefront. The path
from the diverger focus to the test part will also be different. These errors are analogous to the
phase errors previously discussed but will be a “higher order” phase error and substantially
smaller.
A Monte Carlo simulation will allow a number of potential misalignment conditions to be
considered for a number of potential surfaces. A Monte Carlo simulation with full ray trace and
generating random test surfaces and misalignment configurations would take a long time. The
approximations here have given a simple relation between surface features for any arbitrary
surface and the magnitude of correction gained by reverse ray tracing. The impact on accuracy
from unknown misalignment of the interferometer needs to be characterized in a similar way. A
Monte Carlo can be performed on the imaging path to simulate multiple realizations of the
system to give a statistical model.
4.5.1 Wave Model
The interferometer described here is modeled with this method to determine the relationship
between alignment precision and reverse raytrace accuracy. The wave model is used first to
simulate interferometer misalignments and compare the path errors corrected by reverse raytrace
calibration to the misalignment errors. A 51x51 array of points (pixels) on the detector were
used with each point tracing a 51x51 array of ray angles whose range is determined by the
largest fringe frequency that it will be able to measure. The rays from each pixel form a
wavefront at the test surface that can be compared to a sphere to determine the path errors
corrected by reverse ray tracing for this interferometer. Figure 69 shows a 9x9 grid of pixels
where the full wavefront departure from spherical at the test surface is shown for each pixel.
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Figure 69 – Pupil of rays for 9x9 grid of representative pixels

Figure 70 shows the RMS of the wavefront for the full 51x51 array of pixels. Figure 71 is
similar but displays the PV of the wavefront for each pixel. The figures show that the amount of
error corrected across the test part varies. It is at a minimum near the 0.7 field. The primary
path error being corrected by reverse raytracing is defocus. The model of the interferometer was
optimized to image the test part and the region with the least path error is where the image of the
test part is in focus.
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Figure 70 – RMS path errors corrected by reverse raytracing

Figure 71 – P-V path errors corrected by reverse raytracing
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When the system is perturbed, a wavefront similar to what was shown above in the grid of 9
wavefronts with some added error from the misalignment. This is the error that will not be
backed out by reverse ray tracing and is the residual misalignment error. The same simulation as
above can be run several times with different alignment conditions and the wavefront error at the
test part compared to the wavefront for the perfectly aligned system. The difference between
these wavefronts is the error that would be present for various surface slopes. The RMS and
peak to valley of this difference will be the two metrics that are used to understand how much
error there will be. The PV will give the worst case scenario while the RMS will give an
estimate of how the system will perform for any random surface. The simulation below
calculated 51x51 points on the detector with 11x11 ray angles exiting each point. There were 11
realizations of the interferometer for each pixel location. The perturbed model allowed the
components to be misaligned by 100 microns. The RMS and PV simulated data is shown in
Figure 72 and Figure 73.
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Figure 72 – RMS residual misalignement errors after reverse raytracing

Figure 73 – P-V residual misalignment errors after reverse raytracing
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4.5.2 Ray Model
The second method of estimating the error from system perturbations was using transverse ray
error at the detector plane. Using a different custom ray tracing code in MATLAB, the rays can
be traced from various locations on the test part to the detector. Rays launched from the test
surface with different angles represent different surface slopes on the test part.
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Figure 74 – Layout of collimation and diverger path

First the rays are traced from the source and through the transmission sphere to intersect with the
test surface as shown in Figure 74. The rays reflect from a modeled perfect spherical surface and
the ray direction is calculated. This ray direction has some angle added to it in the tangential and
sagittal direction to simulate surface slope errors. The rays are traced back through the
transmission sphere and the imaging path to the detector as shown in Figure 75. The amount of
error on the detector from the location of the ray that would have reflected from the perfect
spherical test surface is used to estimate the error for this point on the test part for this surface
slope.
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This is effectively taking the plot on the left and backing out the straight line that corresponds to
a perfect image and displaying the ray error in terms waves. Again the different colors are for
different slope errors. The maximum and minimum are red and blue and green is nominal or no
slope error. Green does not appear in the plot since it has no error to be corrected by reverse ray
tracing. These are the errors in the interferometer imaging aberrations. If reverse ray tracing
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Figure 77 – Tangential and sagittal ray errors with misalignment (equivalent to misalignment error)
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To compare the results from the ray treatment of the model with the wave treatment, the root
mean square of the error at a particular point on the test part can be found for different ray
directions leaving the test part. This is shown for the radial position on the detector in Figure 78.
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Figure 78 – Ray model rms error vs radial detector position

The ray model agrees with the wave model in that the PV error will be about plus or minus 20
waves at the edge of the detector. The ray approach shows at the residual transverse ray error is
linear with test part slope. Linear ray error corresponds to a wave aberration of power. The most
significant change to the interferometer from misalignment conditions is the change in power
which is causing these errors. A tighter constrained alignment would minimize this effect and
increase the effectiveness of reverse ray tracing.
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4.6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The majority of errors from system misalignment results from change in power of the imaging
relay and the transmission sphere. This is seen in the linearity of the residual errors in the ray
fans. The wave approach to this problem agrees with the ray description in both PV and RMS.
These simulations analyze the behavior of the interferometer with misalignment error and
describe how much correction can be gained by reverse ray tracing and how much residual
uncertainty will remain. These results demonstrate that with 100 micron tolerances a maximum
of 32 waves PV error can be corrected but there will be about 25 waves PV of uncertainty. If
this was the only gain from reverse raytracing, the amount of error is not substantially reduced.
However, the errors in the above simulations only consider different path lengths through the
imaging arm but not the phase and coordinate error correction. A large benefit from reverse ray
tracing is that the ray angle and position can be found in the space of the test part for each pixel
on the detector. This allows the real location of the ray surface intersection to be found which
can be very different from what is assumed in the null configuration.
The amount of phase error correction depends on the surface shape. For a surface with generally
the correct surface figure (spherical) with high frequency high slope errors, the phase error is on
the order of a wavelength. When the surface has an aspheric shape, the departure from spherical
dominates and the correction of phase error could be on the order of hundreds of waves. The
departure could also come from testing a surface with a different radius than the interferometer
was designed for. If measurements are to be done in any of these conditions, reverse ray tracing
will improve the accuracy but a misaligned interferometer will be limited to the accuracy of its
tolerances.
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5 REVERSE RAYTRACING ALGORITHMS
A model of the interferometer will be used to reverse trace rays from the detector to the test part
in order to reconstruct the surface. Rays are traced from the source through the test path to the
part under test as well as through the reference arm and to the detector. All of these rays are
used along with the measured OPD at the detector to calculate the trajectories of rays to be
reverse traced back to the test part. The surface can be reconstructed from these rays. The
accuracy to which the surface can be reconstructed depends on how well the model used for the
reverse trace matches the real interferometer as was discussed in detail in chapter 4. The
accuracy also depends on the algorithms and approximations used to perform the reverse trace.
These algorithms need to be verified before they can be applied to real world measurements.
A simulation can be performed with ideal conditions to verify the code that will be used to
reconstruct surfaces measured by the interferometer. The simulation generates path lengths for
the reference path as well as the test path for a known test object to create a simulated OPD. The
OPD can be fed into the reverse ray trace calibration software as if it were measured at the
detector by the real interferometer. The surface that is reconstructed through this calibration
method can be directly compared to the test part used in the simulation. The different steps taken
in this simulation will be documented to reinforce the accuracy of the calibration.

5.1 REFERENCE PATH
Rays are launched from the source which is represented here by a perfect point source. The rays
are collimated and sent to the model of the interferometer’s imaging system. Since this is a low
coherence system the path length of the reference arm is nearly the same path length as the test
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path (to within ~100 microns). The air space between the collimation assembly and the imaging
relay is calculated to match the reference path length to the test path length. A layout of the
entire reference path is shown in the following figure.

Figure 79 – Reference path layout

It is difficult to see that the rays are refracting correctly at the lens interfaces so it is useful to
show both the collimation and imaging assemblies separately.

Figure 80 – Collimation lens layout

Figure 81 – Imaging relay layout

The rays intercept the detector and their optical path length gives a map of the wavefront from
reference path. The sampling of this optical path length map depends on the angles of the rays
launched from the source. The map needs to be interpolated to a square grid so that it can be
compared to another optical path length map that will also be sampled on the same regular
square grid. The reference path is traced with a 665x501 grid of rays with angles spaced linearly
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over a numerical aperture of 0.055x 0.0414 to match the aspect ratio of the detector. The path
length map of these rays is shown in Figure 82.

Figure 82 – Reference path length at the detector, irregularly gridded (0 to 8.52µm scale)

Figure 82 does not represent the reference path length on the detector since the ray intercepts are
not evenly spaced nor do they coincide with pixel locations. The following figure shows the ray
intercepts on the detector (only every 20th ray is shown). The detector has dimensions of
8.8mmx6.6mm.
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Figure 83 – Reference path ray locations on the detector

The map is interpolated over the detector on a sampled grid that matches the detector’s pixel
spacing. The interpolated reference path length is shown in Figure 84.
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Figure 84 – Reference path length at the detector, regular grid (0 to 7.69µm scale)

This is the same path length that needs to be traced for calculating ray angles and the detector for
reverse ray tracing. It only needs to be traced once and can then be saved and reloaded each time
the calibration routine is run. The shape of this optical path length map is well behaved and
rotationally symmetric so it could reconstructed using fitted radial polynomial terms. This map
can then be quickly recalculated from these terms instead of loading an array from memory or
tracing rays each time. This simulation will save the reference path map and reload it whenever
it is needed.
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5.2 SIMULATED TEST PATH
The next step is to simulate the test arm of the interferometer. This trace uses the same
collimation and imaging paths shown previously but will also double pass rays through the
diverger optics and reflect from the simulated test part. For raytracing simplicity, a spherical test
surface is used but can be defocused or decentered to simulate the algorithms ability to
reconstruct an arbitrary surface with slope and height errors. The layout is shown in two parts.
The first is the path of the rays to the test part (Figure 85) and the second is the path after
reflection (Figure
86).

Figure 85 – Layout of the simulation path up to the test surface

Figure 86 – Layout of the simulation path after reflection from the test surface

Again it is useful to take a closer look at the ray refraction at the surfaces of the lenses as well as
reflection from the test part. The view in Figure 87 shows the diverger optics and an 8mm radius
spherical reflective test surface in double pass. The rays are very near to normal incidence and
forward and reflected rays overlap in the layout.
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Figure 87 – Close up of diverger lenses and the simulated test surface

Figure 88 – Simulated path length at the detector, irregularly gridded (0 to 2.68µm scale)
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An array of 501x665 rays are traced over a numerical aperture of 0.055x0.0414 to match the
aspect ratio of the detector for this part of the simulation. The ray intercepts with the detector are
shown in Figure 89 (only every 20th ray is displayed).

Figure 89 – Simulated path ray location on the detector

Interpolating the simulated test path length map at the detector to the same regular grid defined
by the pixel spacing gives a map that can be directly compared to the reference path length
previously described. The interpolated optical path map is shown in Figure 90.
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Figure 90 – Simulated path length at the detector, regular grid (0 to 2.68µm scale)

The difference between the reference and test path interpolated maps give a simulated optical
path difference that would be measured by phase shifting their interference pattern. The optical
path difference calculated from these two maps is shown in Figure 91.
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Figure 91 – Simulated OPD at the detector (0 to 5.16µm scale)

From this optical path difference the fringe pattern observed at the detector can be simulated. In
reality there will be noise and regions of bad data that need to be filtered. The simulated fringe
pattern is shown in Figure 92.
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Figure 92 – Fringes generated from the simulated OPD

The ideal phase shifted fringe patterns are simulated and fed into the phase shift and unwrapping
algorithms to verify that there are no errors in this code as well. The phase shifted fringe
patterns are shown in Figure 93.

Figure 93 – Phase shifted fringe patterns generated from the simulated OPD
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These fringe patterns are what would be captured by the interferometer when making a real
measurement. At this point the fringe patterns are handed off to the same code that will be used
to preform reverse raytracing on real measurements.

5.3 CALCULATING REVERSE RAYS
The Carre phase shifting algorithm[38], [61] discussed previously is used on these fringe patterns
to calculated the wrapped phase from the phase shifted fringe patterns. Next a quality guided
flood fill phase unwrapping dll written is C is used to unwrap the phase into what will be used to
calculate the reverse rays. The phase that is calculated from these patterns is shown in Figure 94
which matches close to the OPD simulated and displayed previously in Figure 91.
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Figure 94 – Phase calculated from the simulated fringe patterns (0 to 5.16µm scale)

The difference between the simulated OPD used to create the fringe patterns and the phase that
was reconstructed is shown in Figure 95. The error is less than a pico meter and only shows up
where the phase steps occur.
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Figure 95 – Error between phase calculated from the simulated fringe paterns and the original phase

The reference path length from the previous trace can be reloaded and subtracted from the
simulated OPD that was “measured” to give the shape of the test wavefront at the detector. The
direction vectors of the rays to be retraced are calculated as normal to the wavefront at each pixel
location. Each of these reverse rays also has a starting phase value that is given by the phase of
the test wavefront shown in Figure 94. This phase value will be used to determine where the ray
terminates for a given propagation distance. The propagation distance is determined by the
distance the surface under test has moved from the cat’s eye focal position which is measured by
either the stage encoders or a distance measuring interferometer. In this simulation, the
propagation distance is known exactly since it was simulated.
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5.4 REVERSE TRACE
Now there is enough information to reverse trace the rays to the test part. The model is the same
as before but now rays will be launched from the detector with directions determined by the
simulated OPD. The layout showing these reverse traced rays is shown in Figure 96.

Figure 96 – Layout of reverse traced rays

A zoomed view of the diverger optics and the retraced rays in the optical space of the test part is
shown in Figure 97.

Figure 97 – Close up of the diverger lenses and the reverse traced rays

In many cases, the surface could be reconstructed by the OPD/2 approximation. This is close
and does have substantial correction to phase and coordinate error but is not to the level of
accuracy desired in this research. There are several ways to apply the OPD/2 correction. The
first is to consider that each retraced ray must propagate the same path length that its
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corresponding reference ray traveled from the source. This would be the case when a null fringe
is measured at the detector. When this is not the case the difference between the test wavefront
and the reference wavefront is the extra distance that the retraced ray must propagate. An
approximation of where the ray reflected from the test surface can be found by dividing the OPD
by two and extend or reverse the ray by that amount. The distance each ray needs to travel (PL)
beyond the baseline propagation distance for all rays can be represented mathematically in
several ways. Some are shown in the following equation.
(16)

As was mentioned before, each retraced ray has a direction and phase set by the test wavefront
recovered from the measured OPD and simulated reference path length. Each ray could
propagate beyond the baseline distance by the phase of the test path length but would then need a
correction term of OPD/2 which brings us back to the same solution as above. Again this is
shown mathematically.
(17)

Performing this sort of correction to the ray propagation distance gives a surface that does not
quite match the simulated test surface. Figure 98 shows the difference between the reconstructed
surface and the surface that was used in the simulation. The error is measured as the sag
difference along the optical axis.
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Figure 98 – Difference between reconstructed surface and the original surface (0 to 290nm scale)

Most of the error in this reconstruction is in the base radius of curvature. A better fit can be
found by matching the surface to a sphere with a different curvature. For this surface, the
minimum RMS best fit sphere has a radius of 7.994707mm. This is a difference of 5.292
micrometers. The residual error between a sphere of this radius and the reconstructed surface is
shown in Figure 99.
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Figure 99 – Residual departure from 7.9947mm sphere (0 to 4nm scale)

The residual error is mostly a 4th order radial polynomial with some artifacts from interpolation.
Even though this error is small, the error in the radius of curvature is too large. The results that
this system is attempting to achieve requires accurate measurement of the radius of curvature.
This kind of error is not acceptable.
The OPD/2 approximation assumes that the rays are normal to the test part but when they are not
the actual ray intercept can be quite different. Typically the OPD/2 approximation will result in
a more accurate reconstruction than what is shown here. This is because the diverger optics used
in this interferometer do not produce a perfect spherical wave. The assumption that the rays are
normal to the surface also implies that the intersection of each ray with the surface are also in
phase. In this interferometer the incident wavefront has nearly a quarter of a wave or ~160nm of
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peak to valley departure from a perfectly spherical test surface. This will appear as error in the
OPD/2 approximation.
An additional raytrace needs to be performed to better correct the reconstruction accuracy. This
trace launches rays from the source, through the diverger optics, and into the optical space of the
test part. This trace provides an incident wavefront in the optical space of the test part and the
reverse trace provides the reflected wavefront. The description of the test surface needs to be
one that converts the incident wavefront into the exiting wavefront. The location of one point of
the surface is assumed to be known from the cat’s eye measurement and every motion of the
surface after has been tracked. From this information the shape of the test surface can be solved
rigorously or with an approximation.
The approximation adds a correction term to the OPD/2 used to extend the propagation distance
of each ray in the reverse trace. The correction term is the departure of the incident wavefront to
the perfect sphere that is not accounted for in the previous OPD/2 approximation. The distance
of each point on the wavefront from the perfect sphere is measured normal to the sphere. This
assumes that the retraced ray will be normal to this sphere which it is not. This will cause the
error to increase when the system goes farther from the null condition.
The same model of the interferometer is used and the rays are collimated and passed through the
diverger optics. The layout of this trace is shown in Figure 100.

Figure 100 – Layout of forward traced test path rays

The rays are propagated to an arbitrary surface but will be extended until the in-phase wavefront
encounters the point on the surface of the test part that was measured at the cat’s eye position.
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For the simulation it is assumed that the location of the surface vertex is on axis and its location
is known. The wavefront incident on the test part is shown in Figure 101.

Figure 101 – Forward traced rays path lengh at the test surface (-0.52 to 0mm scale)

For this wavefront, the minimum RMS best fit sphere has a radius of 8.133336mm. The normal
distance from the wavefront to a sphere of this radius can be calculated simply. The origin of the
best fit sphere is known and any vector between the origin and a point on the wavefront is
normal to the sphere. The magnitude of these vectors minus the radius of the sphere gives the
correction term. This correction map cannot be saved and reloaded like with the reference path
length map since it changes for different surface locations. However, the ray locations and
directions can be saved and used to recalculate the correction map without needing the full ray
trace. The correction map used for this simulation is shown in Figure 102. The map extends
over a 4mm by 4mm square area of the test surface.
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Figure 102 – Forward trace correction map (-0.05 to 0.06µm scale)

The correction map is applied to rays with irregular spacing and locations and so a polynomial fit
would allow the amount of correction for each ray to be calculated without the need for an
additional interpolation step. The parameters of the polynomial are passed to the retrace code
and used to compensate some of the error in the OPD/2 reconstruction. The difference between
the polynomial fit and the actual correction map could introduce error so it is important to make
sure there are enough terms. Figure 103 shows the residual error between the polynomial fit and
the correction map shown above in Figure 102.
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Figure 103 – Difference between polynomial fit and correction map (0 to 5nm scale)

It is easy to see from the residual that the dominant error is from interpolation. All that remains
is to apply this correction to the OPD/2 approximation and see what the residual errors are. The
difference between the reconstructed surface and an ideal sphere of 8mm is shown in Figure 104.
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Figure 104 – Difference between reconstructed surface and the original surface, with forward trace correction (0 to
1.841nm scale)

Again this plot is dominated by error from interpolation and other numerical round off issues.
The best fit sphere to this surface is not exactly 8mm but 7.9999932mm. There is a small
quadratic term in the residual error shown in Figure 104 that corresponds to this 6.7nm error in
the radius. The map represents error in reconstruction of the simulated surface over an area of
7x5.2mm
The error on the reconstructed surface radius is much smaller than the errors that will come from
discrepancies between the real interferometer and the model used for reverse raytracing. The
numerical error is also much larger than any of the systematic errors in this method of reverse
ray trace calibration. In the real world there will be other factors that will introduce error and
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they will be many times larger than the errors from approximations made in this calibration
method.

5.5 LARGE DEPARTURES AND SLOPES
So far all simulations have been performed on an 8mm radius concave surface that is centered to
the interferometer’s optical axis and near the null condition. The calibration method
demonstrated here does not solve for the exact surface shape. The exact solution requires a
rigorous iterative procedure to solve for the surface shape. In most cases the approximation used
here will obtain a reasonably close solution. The errors from this approximation are visible in
the previous figures and manifests as an incorrect radius of curvature. The errors become even
more prominent when surfaces are not measured in a null configuration. This can be
demonstrated by displacing the test surface in the simulation to generate power or tilt fringes at
the detector plane.
The wavefront reflected from any surface with random errors can be thought of as a
superposition of wavefronts reflected from small sections of many perfect spherical surfaces.
The range from which these wavefronts can come from is defined by the largest slope and
departure accepted by the imaging spatial filter. This defines a cloud in the optical space of the
test part from which a wavefront could originate. Reflected wavefronts from the edge of this
space would then describe the maximum reconstruction error that could result for regions of a
test part that are near the limit of the system’s capability. To simulate the retrace algorithm’s
accuracy, a spherical surface can be decentered and defocused to generate fringe patterns that
push the extent of the system’s dynamic range. It is assumed that errors from any combination
of surface departure and slope will add linearly.
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The source used in this interferometer has a reduced coherence of only ~30 micrometers. This
coherence length can be extended to either side of the maximum visibility seen in an interference
pattern so that departures of 60 micrometers can be measured at one time. The system can take
several measurements and stitch them together to obtain a much larger effective coherence
length.
The first displacement to be simulated is decenter. The surface was moved 200 microns in the ydirection. Figure 106 shows the OPD in microns that is seen at the detector and Figure 105
shows the corresponding fringe pattern. The maximum OPD is about 340 microns.

Figure 105 – Simulated fringe pattern for decentered test surface
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Figure 106 – OPD for the decentered simuated test surface

The surface was reconstructed as an 8.0028 mm radius sphere that is decentered by 199.883
microns along the y-direction. Figure 107 shows the error of this sphere from the true
decentered sphere. The maximum error is on the order of 450 nanometers.
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Figure 107 – Difference between reconstructed surface and the original surface, decentered test surface

Figure 108 shows the reconstructed surface with its 8.0028mm sphere removed. The residual
error is primarily a power term causing 2 micrometers of error on the radius of curvature. The
remaining error is mostly numerical from interpolation.
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Figure 108 – Difference between reconstructed surface and a 8.0028mm sphere, decentered test surface

The next displacement to be simulated is along the optical axis of the interferometer. The
following simulation moved the test part 500 microns away from the diverger lens to generate
the OPD and fringe patterns that are shown in Figure 110 and Figure 109 respectively. The
fringe pattern displayed here is dominated by aliasing. Since this is simulated data it does not
affect the result. The maximum OPD is approximately 140 microns.
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Figure 109 – Simulated fringe pattern for defocused test surface
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Figure 110 – OPD for the defocused test surface

The surface was reconstructed with some residual error. Figure 111 shows the departure of the
reconstructed surface from the true defocused surface. The maximum error is on the order of 50
nanometers.
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Figure 111 – Difference between reconsturcted surface and the original surface, defocused test surface

Again most of the error is from a power term. A sphere with 8.00029mm radius of curvature can
be fit to the reconstruction which shows the error is a fourth order polynomial that looks like
spherical aberration. The error here is very small with only 290nm error on the radius of
curvature and 10nm of residual error.
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Figure 112 – Difference between reonstructed surface and an 8.0003mm sphere, defocused test surface

These simulations give an idea of the maximum error that will be seen with the reverse
raytracing algorithms that are implemented here. The errors are from the software only and do
not take into consideration how well the model of the interferometer matches the real
interferometer.

5.6 SECOND SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION
The model and the algorithms have been shown to accurately reconstruct the first surface of a
simulated contact lens. This first surface can then be added to the model and used to reconstruct
the second surface. A simulation has been performed to verify the algorithms that will be used to
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do this. A sample lens will be modeled after one of the calibration targets that were made by
Optimax (Rochester, NY). The first surface has a radius of curvature of 8mm and the second
surface has a radius of curvature of 10mm. The thickness is 1.5mm and the material is N-BK7.
The effect of refraction at the first surface will be more significant for the calibration targets than
a contact lens since they are made from N-BK7. The first surface of a contact lens introduces an
index change of 0.0706 when submerged in saline. Ignoring refraction (assuming the two
surfaces are concentric) a 1micrometer surface feature on one surface will show up as 70.6nm
feature on the second, which would be close to the noise level. Still, the effect of the first surface
needs to be calibrated from measurements of the second surface and its accuracy should be
demonstrated.
The whole lens reconstruction algorithms use the locations of the cat’s eye and confocal
measurements to place the verticies of the reconstructed surfaces. The location of the cat’s eye
measurement can be placed at diverger focus in the interferometer model. The distance the rays
propagate to the reconstructed surface is then relative to this position. Figure 113 shows the
cat’s eye and confocal positions how each of these on axis propagation distances are calculated.
The distance from the diverger focus to surface 1 for reconstruction of the S1 confocal
measurement is shown in the figure as S1 piston. The distance from the diverger focus to surface
1 for the S2 confocal measurement is shown in the figure as S2 piston. The distance from surface
1 to surface 2 is then the center thickness of the lens which is shown as CT (center thickness) in
the figure. The CT shown in the figure does not include the effect of refraction from the first
surface during the S2 cat’s eye measurement. The CT that is used in the model needs to be
corrected using the radius of curvature that was calculated during the reconstruction of S1. This
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can be done by either reverse raytracing to determine the real cat’s eye or a geometrical model.
The current version of the code uses a geometrical model which is given in equation 18.
(18)

In equation 18 the index of the immersion material is represented by n and the index of the
contact lens matterial is n’. The CT is the same CT showin in Figure 113 and RS1 is the radius of
the concave surface of the contact lens.

Figure 113 – Surface 1, 2, and center thickness piston calculations

The reconstruction code for this simulation will take inputs of measurement locations (Cat’s eye
and Confocal for both surfaces) and the model will be traced to give OPD measurements of both
surfaces of the test part. The OPD will be processed just like in the previous section to
reconstruct the surface which can be compared to the simulated surfaces. Zemax optical design
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software is used to calculate the location of the second surface’s Cat’s eye measurement since
refraction at the first surface changes it from the 1.5mm modeled lens thickness. This parameter
is fed into the algorithm just as it would be measured by the real interferometer. The
reconstruction algorithm recalculates the center thickness from the reconstructed first surface and
the separation of the Cat’s eye measurements from the Zemax model.
The simulation will be discussed step by step, starting with the reconstruction of the first surface.
This is the same as simulation that was performed before. The location of the Cat’s eye position
is set to 0.0 and the location of the confocal measurement is 7.95mm. This is 50 microns off
from the radius of the test surface so this measurement will not be in the null configuration. The
fringe pattern for this measurement is shown in Figure 114 and the departure from a
7.9999793mm sphere is shown in Figure 115.
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Figure 114 – First surface fringe pattern
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Figure 115 – Difference between the reconstructed first surface and a 8.000mm sphere

The measured surface is fed back into algorithm to be included in the model. The Cat’s eye
position for the second surface is -1.276mm (as calculated by Zemax) and the confocal position
is 10.0mm. The OPD measured for this surface will also be non-null. The simulated fringe
pattern for the confocal measurement of surface 2 is shown in Figure 116 and the residual error
from a 9.9999776mm sphere is shown in Figure 117. The thickness of the lens was found to be
1.50025mm.
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Figure 116 – Second surface fringe pattern
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Figure 117 – Difference between the reconstructed second surface and a 10.000 mm sphere

The second surface is far from null and even if it were the first surface, this would be enough to
cause errors from the revere ray trace algorithms. The measurement of the second surface was
also not concentric with the first surface so refraction had to be considered. The thickness is also
a micron off from what it should be which comes from using a circular aperture in the Zemax
model and a square aperture in the ray tracing code. This highlights the importance of using the
same aperture to solve for the cat’s eye position that was used during measurement. If a different
size aperture is used to find the cat’s eye position, the propagation distance used by the reverse
raytracing model will be off.
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5.7 UNCERTAINTIES IN THE MODEL
There are several specifications of the interferometer model that are uncertain. Many of the
dimensions of lenses and spacing are well controlled and toleranced, but some aspects could vary
and may introduce errors. The accuracy of the model could be greatly increased if these aspects
are optimized slightly.
One of the unknowns is the index of refraction of saline solution. The model used to determine
intrinsic errors from the reverse ray trace algorithm can also be used to simulate errors from
reverse tracing a model that differs from the real system. The index of refraction of the saline
solution is simple to demonstrate. The simulation increased the index of refraction by 0.001
which is within the variation of the index from temperature and evaporation. The impact of
modeling the incorrect index of refraction for the immersion liquid is a 4 th order radial
polynomial printing through to the surface as well as an error in the base radius of curvature.
Figure 118 shows higher order error by fitting a sphere with an 8.00593mm radius to the surface.
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Figure 118 – Difference between the reconstructed surface and an 8.0059mm sphere, saline index off by 0.001

The test surface was defocused 100 microns to demonstrate how this error changes with surface
departure. Figure 119 shows the error in the surface reconstruction relative to an 8.00611 mm
radius sphere. The error in the radius does not change much but the magnitude of the error
printed onto the surface increases.
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Figure 119 – Deifference betewen the reconstructed surface and an 8.0061mm sphere, saline index off by .001 and
defocused 100 microns

The rate at which the radius error grows with test part defocus is the same as was seen in the
simulation where the system matched the model exactly. The effect of modeling the wrong
index of refraction for the saline solution is a bias on the radius. Figure 120 shows a plot of the
reconstructed radius vs defocus. The plot shows that the effect of the incorrect index of
refraction is a bias on the measured radius and a larger PV residual error. The PV of the
residual error after removing the best fit sphere is plotted against the test part defocus is also
shown.
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Figure 120 – Incorrect saline index of refraction, measured radius vs defocus

As it turns out, most discrepancies between the model and the real interferometer will result in
this kind of bias error on the radius of curvature. It seems than any difference between the model
and the real interferometer that changes the focal length of the diverger introduces this bias. Out
of curiosity, the radius of curvature for the surfaces of the diverger lenses were shifted to the
edge of their allowed tolerance. The measured radius of curvature for the test part along with the
PV error of the residual is shown in Figure 121.

Figure 121 – Incorrect diverger radii, measured radius vs defous

There are only a few discrepancies that change the slope of the relationship between the radius of
curvature measurement and the amount of departure from null (defocus or decenter of the test
part). The differences between the model and the real system that have this kind of effect are
differences that change the way the test part is imaged onto the detector. This includes any
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errors in the relay lens models, lens spacing, or location of the detector plane. The imaging relay
is telecentric and so changing the distance between the imaging lenses and the diverger does not
change magnification, but it still changes the relationship between the reconstructed radius of
curvature and test part defocus. Figure 122 shows the plot of the measured radius with
displacing the test part along the optical axis when the distance between the imaging relay and
the diverger lenses has been shortened by an inch. The detector was moved so that it still images
the test part when in the null configuration. The plot for the case when the model exactly
matches the interferometer is shown in this figure as well. The difference between the two plots
is almost a pure change in the slope of the relationship.

Figure 122 – Incorrect relay-diverger separation, measured radius vs defocus

The next simulation is similar but the distance between the imaging relay and the diverger is the
same between the model and the real system and only the detector has been displaced. This
results in defocusing the image of the test part. This plot is also shown along with the plot for
the case when the model matches the real interferometer. Here the change is not linear but bends
up as the test surface is moved away from the diverger and away from null.
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Figure 123 – Incorrect focal plane, measured radius vs defocus

Cases exist where the lens spacing is not correct and the test part is not imaged onto the detector
and will show up as a combination of the linear and nonlinear changes shown in Figure 122 and
Figure 123. Figure 124 shows such a combination where the detector was shifted toward the
imaging relay by 10 mm and the imaging relay was shifted 10 mm toward the diverger.
Changing the focal length or separation of the imaging relay lenses will change the
magnification. This contributes a slope as was seen before but also a bias from changing
magnification.

Figure 124 – Incorrect focus and magnification, measured radius vs defocus
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This same kind of effect can be seen when the focal length of the relay lenses differ from the
model. Several other situations were simulated using different lens focal lengths and spacing.
Each would result in a different amount of slope and offset from the plot of the correct model.
In the real system, this kind of relationship can be observed and used to determine where the
major discrepancies are between the model and the real interferometer. This can significantly
reduce the error by matching magnification and image locations without the need for reverse
optimization. There is still a limit to the system accuracy that will be set by the mismatch of
optical surfaces and bulk index of refraction differences between the model and the real
interferometer. This baseline accuracy can only be improved by careful measurement of all
optical components and the implementation of reverse optimization.
The real interferometer was used to measure the same concave spherical surface at different
locations along the optical axis of the diverger to duplicate the results shown in the previous
simulations. Ideally, the data plotted here will match the plot for the correct model shown in
Figure 120 through Figure 124. The measured radius is shown in Figure 125 for different
longitudinal displacements of the real test part.
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Figure 125 – Real radius measurements vs defocus

The relationship is mostly linear indicating that the magnification is not correct. The imaging
relay was aligned using a HeNe laser at 632.8nm. The collimation of the beam was checked
before the relay and after to ensure that the spacing of the relay is correct. The model assumes
that the focal lengths of the imaging relay lenses are correct and uses a spacing that would
produce the pattern seen on the shear plate. This pattern is shown in Figure 126

Figure 126 – Shear plate fringes indicating the correct spacing for the imaging relay lenses
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Imaging a magnification target allows the magnification to be determined for the imaging
system. The result shows that the magnification is not what the model predicts. The radii of the
imaging lens surfaces were verified by a spherometer and their power checked by a focimiter.
The relay lenses were loosely toleranced so they did not match their designed specifications.
This again shows the power of magnification in verifying the match between a model and the
real interferometer.[4]
The motorized stages carrying the reference and test surfaces have a lot of wobble over the range
of travel. The stages are specified as having less than 1047 microradians yaw and 873 micro
radius of pitch over the full 50mm range of motion. This is a problem since a tilt on the
reference surface is difficult to differentiate from a decenter on the test surface. A decenter on
the test surface will be retraced properly and reconstruct the surface. A reference surface tilt will
retrace incorrectly and will print erroneous features onto the reconstructed surface. The
following simulation models a reference surface tilted by 500 microradians but is retraced
assuming that the reference was not tilted. Figure 127 shows the fringes that would be imaged
by the detector in this situation when the test surface is near the null condition. Figure 128
shows the departure of the reconstructed surface from the 8mm radius sphere that was used as
the test surface in the simulation.
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Figure 127 – Simulated fringe pattern for a 500urad tilted reference surface
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Figure 128 – Difference between the reconstructed surace and the original surface, tilted reference surface

There is a distinct coma pattern printed onto the surface. The reference wavefront passes
through the diverger and relay lenses off axis and pickes up coma and astigmatism. This shows
up in the interferogram at the detector but is assumed to come from the test path and is used to
calculate the reverse rays. The best fit sphere has a radius of 8.0000534mm and is decentered by
6.534 microns (size of a pixel). The majority of error is in the printed coma pattern.
The test surface is moved back along the optical axis by 100 microns to demonstrate the effect of
the unknown reference tilt with large surface departures. Figure 129 shows the fringe pattern for
this scenario and Figure 130 shows the departure of the reconstructed surface from the 8mm test
surface.
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Figure 129 – Simulated fringe pattern for 500urad tilted reference surface and defocused 100um
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Figure 130 – Difference between the reconstructed surface and the original surface, tilted reference surface and
defocused test surface (0 to 101.37nm scale)

The magnitude of the error printed onto the surface is much larger now but the best fist sphere
still has a reasonable radius of curvature of 7.9999437mm. The sphere is measured to have been
decentered by 5.697microns.
The errors from a tilted reference surface are the same to a misaligned interferometer. If the
reference path is not aligned to the optical axis of the relay lenses, this error will be present for
every surface measured. It is a recognizable feature and is a good indication that the
interferometer is misaligned.
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This system requires multiple measurements with the reference surface at different positions to
build up a surface profile. Each measurement could have a different arbitrary tilt and will need
to be adjusted and stitched with the other measurements. Stage wobble should be much less than
the 500 microradians simulated above over the range of motion needed to make a surface
measurement. Compensating for tilt will be sufficient since the coma print through will be
minimal.

6 FINAL SYSTEM AND CONTACT LENS MEASUREMENTS
The measurement accuracy of the system described in chapter 3 will be verified here and used to
measure the surfaces of various contact lenses. The alignment of the interferometer is critical so
that the model closely matches the real interferometer as was explained in chapter 5. The
accuracy of the surface reconstruction depends on how well the model represents the real
interferometer. In this chapter the near-null measurements of this interferometer will be
compared against null measurements of a commercial interferometer. Reconstruction accuracy
of large departures will then be tested by the repeatability of decentered and defocused
measurements of the same test surface. The amount of decenter and defocus will be large
enough that the measurements push the dynamic range of the interferometer. With the accuracy
of the interferometer verified, contact lenses can be measured and the results are also shown
here.

6.1 VERIFICATION OF MEASUREMENTS
The accuracy and validity of the system needs to be verified before any measurements of contact
lenses can be reported. This can be done in several ways.
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The first and most obvious method is to measure a known surface. Several precision calibration
parts were manufactured by Optimax (Rochester, NY) and were provided with surface profiles of
the surfaces along with radii of curvature, thickness, and index of refraction. LOCOH can
measure all of these properties and they can be compared with the values reported by Optimax.
The radii and thickness verify the accuracy of LOCOH’s measurements of first order properties
but the comparison of surface profiles does not instill confidence in the ability to accurately
measure surface features since the provided data is over a larger aperture and the raw data is not
available.
The surfaces of these calibration parts and other samples can also be measured by a commercial
interferometer so that the same area marked with fiducials can be compared with LOCOH
measurements. This is the second method of verifying the accuracy. Measurements from a
commercial WYKO 6000 is compared to measurements from LOCOH.
Most commercial systems are designed to measure surface near the null condition and so
accurate measurement of large departures cannot be verified in this way. The measurement of a
surface at null can be compared to measurements of the same surface at various defocused and
decentered locations to determine the accuracy away from the null condition. This is the third
step in verifying the system accuracy. All of these methods are performed and documented in
the following sections.
6.1.1 Comparison with Optimax Measurements
The first step in verifying the system’s accuracy is to measure surfaces with known shape. The
results can be compared to the measurements made by another system to verify that the model
matches the real system and that the calibration algorithms are providing accurate results.
Several calibration optics were fabricated at the same time as the diverger optics and were
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delivered with surface measurements from a Zygo interferometer. The Zygo measured a much
larger area of the calibration surfaces than can be measured by LOCOH. It is difficult to
compare the two measurements for this reason since we do not have the original ZYGO data.
For completeness the measurements made by LOCOH are shown in Figure 131 through Figure
133 along with their corresponding measurements from the commercial ZYGO interferometer.
The region measured by LOCOH is indicated on the ZYGO measurement by a circle. Also
listed in the figure is the radius of curvature measured by each system. The second surface
measurements from LOCOH are measured through the first surface of the calibration parts.
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LOCOH

OPTIMAX ZYGO

Surface1
CalibSurf.SN2
Surface2
Figure 131 – Comparison of LOCOH and OPTIMAX ZYGO, CalibSurf.SN2
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LOCOH

OPTIMAX ZYGO

Surface1
CalibSurf2.SN2
Surface2
Figure 132 – Comparison of LOCOH and OPTIMAX ZYGO, CalibSurf2.SN2
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LOCOH

OPTIMAX ZYGO

Surface1
CalibSurf2.SN3
Surface2
Figure 133 – Comparison of LOCOH and OPTIMAX ZYGO, CalibSurf2.SN3

The error in the radius measurement relative to what Optimax reports is plotted in Figure 134. .
It is interesting to note that the positive errors are for concave surfaces and the negative errors
are for convex. If the ZYGO measurements were correct, then any systematic error would not
change sign since the LOCOH radius is measured from the same side (concave surfaces). This
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possibly indicates an error in the radius reported by Optimax. A larger sampling would be
needed for statistical significance.

Figure 134 – Difference in radius measurement between OPTIMAX and LOCOH

The radius of curvature also depends on the clear aperture measured. The magnitude of the
departure for the clear aperture measured by LOCOH can be used to correct the radius. This
makes the two measurements more comparable. An approximation for the corrected radius is
given by equation 20 where R is the radius of curvature measured by LOCOH, y is the radius of
LOCOH’s measurement aperture, and S is the surface sag at that radius.
(19)

(20)

(21)
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Using these equations and an estimate for the sag at the edge of LOCOH’s clear aperture, the
corrected error of LOCOH’s radius measurement relative to the ZYGO can be plotted. This plot
is shown in Figure 135.

Figure 135 – Difference in radius measurement between OPTIMAX and LOCOH with aperutre correction factor

The error in the measurements of the first surface (concave) and the error in the measurements of
the second surface (convex) converge toward each other with this correction term. If the error in
the ZYGO measurement is a constant value for any radius measured, then the constant error
would be the same for a concave or convex surface, but here it switches sign indicating a change
between measurements of concave and convex surfaces. The difference in the radius
measurements are about 0.063% of the radius, which is high precision for most manufacturing
tolerances.[62]
In the end, it is difficult to say with any certianty that the surface measurements match those
made by Optimax. The radius and surface features measured are consistent with and fall within
the acceptable error listed by Optimax. The radius measurements made here agree within 10
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microns of the Optimax measurements. The features measured by Optimax and this
interferometer have similar magnitude, but do not visually correlate. Verification with this
method would make more sense if the calibration surfaces had larger errors. Luckily there are
other ways to verify the accuracy of the system.
6.1.2 Comparison with WYKO Measurements
The comparison of measurements made by Optimax with measurements made by LOCOH do
not completely describe the accuracy of the interferometer. They give a qualitative comparison
but the surfaces do not have large enough features to determine if they are being reconstructed
correctly. To better demonstrate the accuracy, a sample surface with significant deformation
should be measured by a commercial system and compared to the measurements made by this
interferometer.
The range of surfaces that can be measured by this system is limited. The surface must have a
radius of curvature between 8 and 15mm with a diameter between 10 and 15mm. Plastic contact
lens molds have the desired radius and can be cut down to an acceptable diameter. Two contact
lens molds are used to make a contact lens by sandwiching two and injecting the contact lens
material between the two. The surface that is used in the following sections is one such plastic
mold. The mold was measured after cutting in both a commercial WYKO 6000 interferometer
and this interferometer. The mold was also deformed by heat to create more interesting surfaces
with large amounts of error. The comparisons made here will allow a baseline accuracy to be
established for this interferometer.
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6.1.2.1 WYKO 6000
The WYKO 6000 commercial interferometer used to verify the accuracy of LOCOH is a Fizeau
type interferometer. It produces a flat wavefront that can be used with either a window or a
transmission sphere to produce both a wavefront incident on the test part as well as a reference
wavefront that is sent back into the interferometer. An F/3.2 transmission sphere was used to
make the following measurements since it was the fastest transmission sphere found. At this
speed, the diverger will measure a 2.477mm diameter area on an 8mm radius surface if all of the
transmission sphere’s aperture is utilized. The full aperture is not used and only a 2mm diameter
area is measured on the test surface. The LOCOH interferometer is capable of measuring a
larger area so only a subaperture of that measurement will be compared.
The WYKO has some residual error in the interferometer that may be coming from the reference
surface or other misalignments within the system. Since it is a commercial system it is not
possible to correct the alignment and any errors will need to be corrected by calibration.
Calibration was performed by making many measurements of different areas of a ball bearing.
The measurements are averaged together to give a representation of the interferometer error.
When enough measurements are made of a high quality ball bearing, the average is a good
representation of the residual error in the system. Figure 136 shows the residual error that can be
subtracted from future measurements.
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Figure 136 – Residual error in the WYKO measurements to be subtracted from future measurements

One of the Optimax surfaces was measured in the WYKO to demonstrate the baseline accuracy
of this commercial interferometer with this transmission sphere. The surface is flat to better than
1/20th (31nm) of a wavelength over its entire aperture and should be even better over the
measurement region. The reference shown in Figure 136 was removed from the measurements
to reduce error but there are still residual features. The calibration surface was measured at 0
degrees and 180 degree rotations to show that the residual features do not move with the part and
are from the interferometer. Figure 137 shows the 0 degree and 180 degree positions.
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Figure 137 – Calibration surface measured at 0 degree (left) and 180 degree (right) rotations

Better calibration methods such as the 3 sphere technique[63] could be used to reduce this error
further but it requires careful alignment. The residual error in the WYKO limits degree of
accuracy that can be verified. The interferometer error is on the order of 40nm P-V and so
accuracy better than this cannot be proven. It can however be used to verify the accuracy of
larger features. The next sections will attempt to measure surfaces with larger departures and
verify them against measurements from LOCOH.
6.1.2.2 Trimmed Lens Mold
A contact lens insert mold was trimmed with a Dremel® tool to allow the part to be measured in
the LOCOH interferometer with both cat’s eye and confocal measurements. Nominally the
surfaces are close to spherical with some small deformations from the cutting process.
The concave surface was measured on the WYKO 6000 with the F/3.2 transmission sphere. The
two surfaces of the plastic insert are nearly concentric and both surfaces produce phase shifting
fringes at the detector. Typically petroleum jelly is used on the back surface of a lens to isolate
fringes from the front surface. The index of refraction difference between the petroleum jelly
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and the plastic is enough to form low visibility fringes on the detector from the unwanted
surface. These fringes show up as features in the measurement of the front surface.
Index matching fluid was used to index match the back surface of the contact lens insert mold to
a dummy concave lens. The fluid selected was between the index of refraction of the plastic and
the lens. This minimized the reflection from the plastic insert’s back surface and the concave
surface of the dummy lens. Unfortunately the index matching fluid reacts with the plastic
causing it to errode. The repercussion of this is that any plastic surface that comes in contact
with the index matching fluid cannot be measured after. This makes it impossible to measure
both the concave and convex surfaces of a plastic insert with this method.
Features were scratched onto the surface so that the same region could be measured in both
interferometers. Figure 138 shows the surface that was measured on the WYKO. The scratches
can be seen near the edge of the aperture.
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Figure 138 – Surface 1 measured by the WYKO

The measurement has the calibration reference from Figure 136 backed out to reduce error.
Most of the interferometer error is reduced by this calibration. There are other shapes in the
measurement, most notably astigmatism.
The same part was then measured in LOCOH. LOCOH measures a larger aperture than the
transmission sphere used on the WYKO and was subapertured to show the same region
identified by the scratches. Figure 139 shows this region as measured by LOCOH. The
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measurement from LOCOH was over a 2.2mm diameter subapertured area of the full surface
map.

Figure 139 – Surface 1 measured by LOCOH

The full surface reconstructed by LOCOH is shown in Figure 140 with the subapertured region
marked. The full surface departure is only 500nm P-V which makes this close to a null test (~1
micrometer OPD).
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Figure 140 – Full surface 1 measured by LOCOH

The differences in the measurements are more easily seen by subtracting one measurement from
the other. Figure 141 is a plot of the difference in the measurements. Assuming that the
measurement made by the commercial WYKO interferometer is correct, the P-V error is 140nm
with an RMS of 23.2nm. This is better than ¼ wave P-V and 1/20th wave RMS.
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Figure 141 – Difference between WYKO and LOCOH measurements of surface 1

6.1.2.3 Heat Treated Lens Mold
The trimmed mold is still fairly flat over the measured region. The mold was heated briefly with
a heat gun to distort the surface further. This added a lot of astigmatism and interesting features
to the surface. The concave surface was again measured by the WYKO and LOCOH
interferometers. Figure 142 shows the surface measured by the WYKO and Figure 143 is the
same region measured by LOCOH. The measurement from LOCOH was over a 2mm diameter
subapertured area of the full surface map. These figures show the surface shape with only
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piston, tilt, and power Zernikes removed. The maps are similar and are dominated by
astigmatism. The finer features can be seen with astigmatism removed. Figure 144 and Figure
145 show the same surfaces but with astigmatism terms removed.

Figure 142 – Heat treated surface 1 measured by the WYKO
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Figure 143 – Heat treated surface 1 measured by LOCOH
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Figure 144 – Heat treated surface 1 measured by the WYKO, astigmatism removed
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Figure 145 – Heat treated surface 1 measured by LOCOH, astigmatism removed

The radius of curvature measured in LOCOH over this region of the part was 7.4415mm. The
best fit sphere to the entire surface has a radius of curvature of 6.982mm. The WYKO has an
encoder on the stage for translation along the optical axis. This allows the distance between cat’s
eye and confocal to be recorded to find the radius of curvature. The accuracy of this
measurement relies on the alignment of the stage to the optical axis of the interferometer as well
as the encoder accuracy. The radius of curvature measured on the WYKO was 0.2925inches or
7.4295mm. The encoder on the WYKO changes in increments of 0.0005 inches indicating an
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accuracy of 12.7μm. The radius was probably between 0.2925 and 0.2930 inches giving bounds
of 7.4295mm and 7.4422mm. The radius measurement from LOCOH was within this range.
The surfaces have some resemblance but do differ from each other. The differences are
highlighted by subtracting the two maps. Figure 146 shows this difference of the two
measurements.

Figure 146 – Difference between WYKO and LOCOH measurements of the heat treated surface 1
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The scale here is 200nm P-V with an RMS of 38.5nm. Some of the features are similar to the
calibration reference shown in Figure 136 and it makes sense that some of the differences
between the maps would be from interferometer errors in the WYKO. The WYKO is also
designed to measure surfaces with a null fringe. Measuring surfaces with high fringe densities
introduces retrace errors.[51] This could also account for some of the differences between the
two measurements. The remaining errors could result from misalignments in LOCOH that are
not accounted for in the reverse ray trace algorithms.
The amount of astigmatism in the surface over the WYKO measurement aperture is 10 microns
which is enough to generate about 30 fringes across the aperture. Figure 147 shows the fringe
pattern from the WYKO.
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Figure 147 – WYKO fringe pattern from heat treated surface 1 measurements

The surface measured by LOCOH however has much more departure over the full aperture. The
P-V across the full surface measured by LOCOH is about 80 microns. The full surface map is
shown in Figure 148.
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Figure 148 – Full heat treated surface 1 measured by LOCOH

Also marked on the surface is the region that was used for the subaperture comparison with the
WYKO measurement. One of the fringe patterns used to create this measurement is shown in
Figure 149. The coherence window is scanned across the surface to make multiple
measurements and reconstruct as much of the fringe pattern as possible.
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Figure 149 – LOCOH fringe pattern from heat treated surface 1 measurements

The reaction between the index matching fluid and the plastic makes it impossible to measure
both surfaces of a plastic mold. Measuring one surface requires index matching the other which
will deform that surface. The mold from the previous sections no longer has a second surface to
measure since it has been melted away. Another lens mold was trimmed down and measured in
this section in order to verify the accuracy of measurements of the second surface made through
the first surface. The measurement of the first surface will not be verified by the WYKO since
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the process destroys the surface. The first surface is measured by LOCOH in the same way it
was in the previous sections and used in the reverse ray trace model.
Switching from measuring the first surface to the second in LOCOH is typically simple. The
reference surface is scanned so that the reflection from the second surface is coherent with the
reference wavefront. It was not as simple with these plastic lens molds. The amount of light
returning from the second surface was much less than from the first surface and so the fringes
had very low modulation. The low light levels are from birefringence in the lens mold which
will be discussed in more detail later. There was a stripe through the center of the lens with very
bad modulation cause by this birefringence. Figure 150 shows the modulation for a series of
interferograms captured for this surface.
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Figure 150 – Modulation for series of fringe patterns of the second surface of a plastic mold

The reduction in modulation is from birefringence of the plastic material. The dark valley
running through the modulation plot represents an area with a quarter wavelength of
birefringence. A double pass through this region causes the light to go back to the source and
not the detector. The left side of the plot also indicates some striations running horizontally.
Two plastic molds were placed between crossed polarizers to better show the birefringence in the
material. This is shown in Figure 151.
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Figure 151 – Birefringece of plastic contact lens molds

One mold was unaltered and the other was heat treated. The heat treated mold demonstrates less
birefringence. The heat may have released some of the stress in the part that is causing the index
variation.
The quarter waveplate in the test arm of the interferometer could be rotated to maximize the
visibility of the fringes from the second surface of the mold. This allows the second surface to
be measured but also could be used to give a map of bulk material birefringence.
Again the full surface measured by LOCOH is larger than the area that can be compared with the
WYKO. The full second surface measured with reverse ray trace correction through the first
surface is shown in Figure 152. Only piston, tilt, and power have been removed.
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Figure 152 – Full surface 2 measured by LOCOH

Several marks were cut into the surface to help match the subaperture sampled from LOCOH
with the WYKO measurement. An F, and R and box fiducials can be seen moving from left to
right across the surface. The region that is compared is marked by the R. The subaperture from
LOCOH of this region is shown in Figure 153 with piston, tilt and power removed. The radius
of this region was measured to be 8.054mm.
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Figure 153 – Surface 2 measured by LOCOH

The same region was measured on the WYKO and is shown in Figure 154. This surface has
only piston, tilt, and power removed.
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Figure 154 – Surface 2 measured by the WYKO

Again there are some similarities as well as differences. The WYKO has features from
diffraction that are not real as well as the presence of interferometer errors. The LOCOH may
have some errors from the measurement of the first surface that will print onto the measurement
of this surface as well as retrace errors from the model not exactly matching the real
interferometer. The general figure and scale matches between the two and again the residual
error here is fractions of a wavelength. The error is better visualized by taking the difference of
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the two maps. This is shown in Figure 155. The P-V error is about 130nm with an RMS of
26.2nm.

Figure 155 – Difference between WYKO and LOCOH measurements of surface 2

This is similar to the measurement of the first surface before heat treating the mold. It is a little
better than the residual between measurements of the first surface after heat treating. The first
surface had much more departure than the second surface measured here so it makes sense that
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there would be less error. The error from measuring a large departure surface may not come
from LOCOH but could be because the WYKO does not correct for retrace error or distortion.
The comparison of surfaces near the null condition gives a better estimate of the accuracy since
the WYKO is designed to operate near null.
This test only verified the accuracy over a small region of a large departure surface but does not
indicate anything about the full surface reconstruction. To do this a surface with large amounts
of departure must be accurately measured for comparison. This could be done with an asphere
and an interferometer designed to measure that surface. The verification of large departure
surfaces needs to be done in another way since a commercial null interferometer is not accurate
beyond the null condition.
6.1.3 Reconstruction of Large Departures
There are several methods of verifying the measurements of large departure surfaces. Many of
these were discussed in the chapter on aspheric metrology. Further research could develop a
better verification of the system’s accuracy using one of these methods. Here the accuracy of
large departure surfaces will be verified by the repeatability of measurements for different
amounts of defocus and decenter.
This kind of test is used for reverse optimization to determine when the model matches the
interferometer. The differences between the measurements can be used to solve for system
alignment. This kind of sampling can also be used to give an idea of the amount of error. It was
previously used in the section on ray trace algorithms to verify the accuracy of reverse ray
tracing over the dynamic range of the interferometer. This same method will be used here to
verify the real system’s accuracy for any potential surface. The idea is that the maximum PV
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error is the worst case error that may occur. An RMS value can also be used to give a
representation of typical error.
The test part used is Calibsurf2.SN2 which was shown in Figure 132. Only the first concave
surface will be measured. The surface measured near the null condition will serve as the
baseline and will be compared to surface reconstructions made for different amounts of defocus
and tilt. The surface baseline is shown in Figure 156.

Figure 156 – Baseline surface measurement before decentered measurements (0 to 96.6nm scale)

The test part will be decentered first. The part was moved untill there were too many fringes to
have good modulation across the entire detector. The coherence window is a narrow region and
only part of the surface can be reconstructed with any one measurement. Several measurements
are taken and stitched together to give the complete OPD measured at the detector. Figure 157
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shows the various OPD measurements that are stitched together here. Figure 158 shows the
complete OPD. The part was moved in the x direction but there is some coupling into the y
direction as the part slides around on the mount. The measured phase is used to reconstruct the
surface with reverse raytracing. The difference between this surface and the baseline is shown in
Figure 159.

Figure 157 – Multiple OPD measurements to be stitched together

Figure 158 – OPD for decentered test surface, result of stitching 6 separate measurements (-99.62 to 104.22nm)
scale)
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Figure 159 – Difference between recontructed surface and baseline measurement (0 to 142.65nm scale)

The amount of error here is ~140nm. The major sources of the error are stitching artifacts,
power, and astigmatism. The low region in the center is an example of a stitching artifact. The
power and astigmatism are errors that come from the model not perfectly matching the real
system. The stitching artifacts (blue area in the center of Figure 159) are regions that did not
unwrap completely and become averaged in with the good data. Several layers of filtering for
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these bad regions was already used in obtaining this data. The next step would be to manually
discard data sets that have bad regions.
The simulation previously used to verify the reconstruction accuracy of the reverse raytrace
algorithms had twice the OPD and demonstrated 400nm P-V of error. The error was also a
power term for this simulation. If the amount of error is assumed to be linear with amount of
OPD measured, then the raytrace algorithms would be expected to introduce about 200nm. The
previous figure shows a P-V error of about 140nm which is close to what it should be from the
algorithms alone and not including additional error from discrepancies between the model and
the real interferometer.
The test part was also translated longitudinally along the diverger optical axis as was previously
simulated. Several defocus positions were sampled and the test surface reconstructed. The
simulations showed the relationship of the measured radius with test surface defocus for several
misalignment conditions. Many of these conditions were seen after the initial build of the system
and helped deduce what the real system alignment was. With the correct alignment, the test part
was measured at a large defocus to be compared to the simulation. Figure 160 shows the
baseline measurement of the surface relative to a 7.960mm sphere.
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Figure 160 – Baseline surface measurement before defocused measurement (0 to 96.34nm scale)

Again this surface map is similar to the other maps of this surface made previously. The test
surface is defocused by about 250 microns, which is half the defocus used in the simulation in
chapter 5. The OPD generated from this defocus is shown in Figure 161. Figure 162 shows the
measured surface relative to the same 7.960mm sphere used for the baseline measurement.
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Figure 161 – OPD for defocused test surface (0 to 107.59nm scale)

Figure 162 – Difference between reconstructed surface and baseline measurement (0 to 434.7nm scale)
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It is obvious that the measured radius of curvature is not the same here as it was for the baseline
measurement. The largest error is in the radius of curvature, but there is also a 4 th order radial
polynomial added to the reconstructed surface. The measurement was fit to a 7.963mm sphere
(3um difference) and the residual is shown in Figure 163.

Figure 163 – Difference between reconstructed surface and a 7.963mm sphere (0 to 190.78nm scale)
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The change in the radius for this amount of defocus matches the plot in Figure 125. The model
matches the interferometer well but there are other errors still that are not accounted for.
Correction of these remaining errors would require better characterization of the optical
components and not just alignment.
Since errors from incorrect system alignment may cause no rotationally symmetric errors, the
test part was defocused in the +x, -x, +y, and –y directions by different amounts and measured.
The residual error between these measurements can be used to develop an overall idea of the
system accuracy. The first set of decentered measurements were performed for small amounts of
decenter. There is about 30µm of OPD across the detector for y decenters and 50µm a cross the
detector for x decenters. This fringe frequency allows about 31 pixels per fringe pair. Figure
164 shows the error for each decentered measurement. The parts a through d are the +x, –x, +y,
and –y decenters respectively.
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Figure 164 – Residual error for moderate decenters, (a) +x (b) –x (c)+y (d) –y

More decenter was measured next to simulate large departures. These measurements have more
than 300 microns of OPD across the short dimension of the detector. This comes out to three
pixels per fringe pair which is just barely better than Nyquist requirement of two pixels per
fringe pair. Parts a through d of Figure 165 show the residual error for the +x, -x, +y, and –y
decenters respectively.
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Figure 165 – Residual error for large decenters, (a) +x (b) –x (c)+y (d) -y

Surface errors consist of a sag and slope departure from the designed shape. The amount of error
that is corrected by reverse raytracing for any point on the surface depends on the amount of sag
and slope at that location. The measurements of a decentered sphere simulates both the slope
and sag that may be encountered on a surface with random errors.
A decentered surface generates a uniform slope error with linearly increasing sag error across the
detector. The surface reconstruction accuracy for each measurement represents the error for a
constant slope error but different amounts of departure. The amount of departure for these
measurements is within the typical range of errors that are present on a contact lens. The test
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surface could also be defocused to simulate slope and sag errors. In this case the slope errors
would vary across the detector and the sag would stay nearly constant.
Various interferometers have different amount of retrace error that depend on how the part is
imaged onto the detector. This typically depends on the speed of the transmission sphere and the
desired dynamic range of the interferometer. A method for determining the amount of retrace
errors corrected by reverse ray tracing has been developed[64] and was applied to the
interferometer described here. Over the range of slope and departure errors that were
demonstrated, reverse raytracing was demonstrated to correct errors on the order of 30 waves or
19.5μm. The residual errors shown here are much smaller than the errors corrected by reverse
raytracing.
6.1.4 Errors Summary
The results demonstrate that LOCOH is not only reconstructing large departure surfaces over a
6x4mm area, but a small region of the surface is comparable to measurements made by a
commercial null interferometer. The reconstruction over this region for small departures
matches the commercial system to 130nm P-V and about 25nm RMS. This is an RMS of better
than 1/20th of a wavelength.
LOCOH can also reconstruct surfaces with large departures. A surface with 80 microns of P-V
departure was measured and a small area of the measurement compared to the commercial
interferometer. The error over this region was larger than the error for nearly null surfaces, but
this could be from errors in the commercial interferometer and not LOCOH. The subaperture of
the surface was reconstructed within 200nm P-V and 38.5nm RMS of the commercial system.
This test only verified the accuracy over a small region of a large departure surface but does not
indicate anything about the full surface reconstruction.
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A surface was measured at several locations introducing tilt and defocus to demonstrate the
accuracy for reconstruction of large departure surfaces. The P-V error give the maximum error
that might be seen while RMS is a representation of typical errors. These values are for regions
of surfaces that are at the edge of the interferometers dynamic range (maximum departure and
slope).

+x
-x
+y
-y
++x
--x
++y
--y

OPD P-V (µm)
55
54
26
31
350
360
295
360

OPD slope
6.29
-6.17
3.78
-4.76
39.82
42.44
44.57
54.39

RMS (nm)
38.9
29.2
35.7
37.1
53.3
97.8
73.5
59.5

P-V (nm)
177.9
161.9
107.2
124.3
320.7
416.9
427.5
307.3

RMS (nm)

P-V (nm)

35.4

177.9

73.1

427.5

Figure 166 – Summary of accuracy verification with a decentered test surface

The accuracy of reconstruction depends on both the reverse raytracing algorithms as well as how
well the real interferometer matches the model used for tracing the rays. The accuracy was
verified by measuring surfaces near null on a commercial system and comparing them to
measurements made by this interferometer. Near null the system demonstrates accuracies to
1/20th of a wave RMS. Large departures were also verified by repeatedly measuring the same
surface with different amounts of slope and sag error. The measurements demonstrated
accuracies to 1/9th of a wave RMS with a maximum error of less than a wavelength.
The amount of surface departure moderate decenter of the test part was approximately +/- 26μm
or +/-40 waves. An RMS residual error of 35.4nm gives a reconstruction accuracy to about
0.14% of the departure near null. Away from null, the departure from a sphere was
approximately +/- 163μm or +/- 250 waves. A residual RMS error of 73.1nm gives a
reconstruction accuracy to better than 0.05% of the surface departure. These residual errors are
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much less than the errors corrected by reverse raytracing which are typically 10% of the
departure.

6.2 CONTACT LENS MEASUREMENTS
LOCOH measures both the concave posterior (surface 1) and convex anterior surfaces (surface
2) of a contact lens. The radius of curvature of each surface is determined by the distance moved
between cat’s eye and confocal measurements which is tracked with a distance measuring
interferometer (DMI).[43], [45], [46], [65] The cat’s eye measurements for each surface allows
the lens thickness along the optical axis of the interferometer to be measured. A thickness
profile and predicted transmission map can be calculated from these measurements. The index
must by obtained by another measurement.
The cat’s eye position of the second surface is measured through the first surface of the contact
lens and is altered by refraction at its interface. The measurement of the first surface is used to
back out the effect of refraction for both the cat’s eye and confocal measurements of the second
surface. The amount of refraction at the first surface of the contact lens is small but can account
for adjustments on the order of 10 microns for the location of the second surface cat’s eye
measurement.
Several different types of contact lenses of different materials are measured and presented here.
The surface maps, thickness profile, and power maps are shown for each lens. The lenses
measured include standard contact lenses with spherical surfaces, toric lenses, and bifocals.
6.2.1 Definition of Power
A full lens model can be constructed from surface and thickness measurements assuming the lens
material has a uniform bulk index of refraction throughout the lens. This is referred to as “whole
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lens reconstruction”. The model can be described in several different ways. A thickness profile
of the lens can be given without any information about the index of refraction. However, the
index can be used to calculate an optical path length (OPL) map for the lens. This describes the
transmitted wavefront and optical power of the lens which can be used to construct a power map.
The OPL map does not consider refraction and so a more rigorous representation would be to ray
trace the lens to determine a transmitted wavefront.
The thickness and axial power maps are shown along with surface information for the lenses
measured in the following sections. Axial power has been described[66] and is defined by
equation 22 where r is the radial location and z is the sag of the transmitted wavefront at that
location.
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 z 
r 1  
 r 

2
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6.2.2 Spherical
Standard contact lenses have both spherical posterior and anterior surfaces. Both a lens made of
etafilcon A and galyfilcon-A are measured. Spherical surfaces are the easiest to measure since
the transmission sphere of LOCOH produces a nearly spherical wavefront. Unfortunately the
contact lens is deformed by the surface figure of the plate it rests on and even spherical surfaces
are seen to have large departures.
The first lens is a hydrogel etafilcon-A contact lens with a prescribed power of -2.5 diopters and
a base curve of 8.7mm. The surface map of surface 1 is shown in Figure 167 and surface 2 is
shown in Figure 168. In order to show the features of the surface, the maps have a base sphere
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removed. No other terms have been removed. The base spheres for surfaces 1 and 2 are
8.775mm and 9.399mm respectively.
The surfaces show a similar astigmatic shape which indicates that the both surfaces are deformed
from their designed spheres. The mounting surface is a glass plate with a hole drilled in the
center. The process of drilling the hole has most likely deformed the plate and the shape could
manifest on the contact lens surfaces. The edge of the contact lens is not well constrained and is
mostly likely not a perfect ring. Any bumps on the edge will contact the plate first which will
also deform the shape of the lens. Since the deformation exists on both surfaces, it does not
appear in the thickness profile of the lens. Figure 169 shows the thickness profile and Figure 170
shows the calculated power map for the lens.
The distance between cat’s eye measurements for both surfaces of the contact lens indicates the
center thickness. This distance corresponds to the lens thickness at the X=0 and Y=0 location on
the thickness profile. The actual center thickness is smaller than the cat’s eye to cat’s eye
distance and is not at the center of the figure. This decenter indicates that the optical axis of the
interferometer was not aligned to the axis of the contact lens. The thickness profile with
Zernikes removed indicates residual features with the most prominent being a fourth order radial
polynomial.
LOCOH employs stringent stray light mitigation however unwanted light still illuminates the
center of the detector reducing fringe modulation and making it difficult to recover surface
information. Figure 167 through Figure 169 have a region without information near the center of
the plot for this reason. Stitching of more measurements may reduce this effect. Already 10
measurements were combined for the data shown.
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Figure 167 – Surface 1: Etafilcon-A, -2.5D, 8.7mm BC

Figure 168 – Surface 2: Etafilcon-A, -2.5D, 8.7mm BC
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Figure 169 – Thickness Profile: Etafilcon-A, -2.5D, 8.7mm BC

Figure 170 – Power Map: Etafilcon-A, -2.5D, 8.7mm BC
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The second standard lens shown here is made of galyfilcon-A which is a silicon hydrogel
material. It has a similar prescription to the etafilcon lens with -3.00 Diopters and a base radius
of 8.7mm. The surfaces maps for these lenses are shown in Figure 171 and Figure 172. The first
surface was measured to have a radius of 8.848mm and the second with a radius of 9.468mm.
The magnitude of the astigmatic shape is similar between the surface maps of the etafilcon and
the galyfilcon lens however the orientation of the astigmatic axis has changed. There is also a
fourth order deformation that appears on both surfaces. Since it is present on both surfaces, it
also will not appear in the thickness profile. Figure 173 shows the thickness profile for the lens
and Figure 174 shows the power map. The thickness profile is symmetric and centered in the
figure. The features on the surfaces are not seen in the thickness profile which further reinforces
that the surface features are from lens deformation. The higher frequency deformations are most
likely not caused by the way that the contact lens is resting on the mounting surface but internal
stresses inside the lens material. Contact lenses buckle and wrinkle when they are transferred
from one solution to another if the salinity changes. This silicon hydrogel lens was allowed to
rest in the new solution before measurement but still has these deformations. It is interesting
since these higher frequency features do not appear on the etafilcon lens shown previously.
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Figure 171 – Surface 1: Galyfilcon-A, -3.0D, 8.7mm BC

Figure 172 – Surface 2: Galyfilcon-A, -3.0D, 8.7mm BC
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Figure 173 – Thickness Profile: Galyfilcon-A, -3.0D, 8.7mm BC

Figure 174 – Power Map: Galyfilcon-A, -3.0D, 8.7mm BC
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6.2.3 Toric
Toric lenses pose a problem for metrology since they have large departures from spherical and
many of the rays take skew paths back through the transmission sphere after reflecting from the
test surface. LOCOH’s reverse ray trace calibration algorithms account for this and allow
accurate reconstruction.[64] Several toric lenses are measured and shown here. The first lens is
an etafilcon-A -1.00 Diopter lens with -1.25 Diopters of cylinder and a base radius of 8.7mm.
The surface maps relative to a sphere are shown in Figure 175 and Figure 176. The radii of the
spheres for surfaces 1 and 2 are 8.053mm and 8.308mm respectively.
Again there is a similar shape to both surfaces from lens deformation. The prominent feature is
again astigmatism and obscures the designed toric shape of the second surface. However, the
base power and residual designed astigmatism are visible in the thickness profile of the lens
which is shown in Figure 177. Figure 178 shows the power map calculated from this thickness
profile. The base power can be seen along the y-axis and the cylinder power along the x-axis.
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Figure 175 – Surface 1: Etafilcon-A, -1.0D, -1.25 CYL, 8.7 BC

Figure 176 – Surface 2: Etafilcon-A, -1.0D, -1.25 CYL, 8.7 BC
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Figure 177 – Thickness Profile: Etafilcon-A, -1.0D, -1.25 CYL, 8.7 BC

Figure 178 – Power Map: Etafilcon-A, -1.0D, -1.25 CYL, 8.7 BC
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The second toric measured has more astigmatism with -1.75 Diopters of cylinder and -3.00
Diopters of base power. Again the lens is etafilcon-A whose base radius of curvature is 8.7mm.
The surface maps are shown in Figure 179 and Figure 180 with prominent astigmatism from the
lens deformation.
Again the thickness profile shown in Figure 181 does not reflect features from the lens
deformation but illustrates the designed thickness of the lens. Figure 182 shows the power map.
The designed base power is visible along the y-axis and the designed cylinder is along the x-axis.
Both the base power and cylinder match closely with the prescription.

Figure 179 – Surface 1: Etafilcon-A, -3.0D, -1.75D CYL, 8.7 BC
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Figure 180 – Surface 2: Etafilcon-A, -3.0D, -1.75D CYL, 8.7 BC

Figure 181 – Thickness Profile: Etafilcon-A, -3.0D, -1.75D CYL, 8.7 BC
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Figure 182 – Power Map: Etafilcon-A, -3.0D, -1.75D CYL, 8.7 BC

6.2.4 Bifocal
Bifocal lenses are one of the more interesting contact lens surface shapes. They consist of a
surface with discrete annular zones that alternate between distance and near correction. This
gives the lens multiple focal lengths over the optical zone of the contact lens that effectively
create two images simultaneously. This particular lens has the multi-zone features on the
posterior surface or the first surface as it is referred to here. This means that the second surface
needs to be measured through the surface with complicated structure.
The selected lens is etafilcon-A bifocal with +4.00/+2.00 diopters of power and a base radius of
8.5mm. The first surface with the multi-zones is shown in Figure 183 with its 8.595mm base
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sphere removed. The second smooth surface is shown in Figure 184 and has a base sphere of
7.952mm removed.
The annular regions of the first surface are clearly visible and do not appear on the second
surface indicating that the reverse raytrace algorithms are compensating for the features of the
first surface. Figure 185 shows the thickness profile while Figure 186 displays the power map
calculated from the thickness profile. It is interesting to note that the surfaces measured here do
not exhibit the astigmatic deformation seen on the previous lenses. The departure of the second
surface from its base sphere is only 5µm where it was larger than 30 for the previous lenses. The
center thickness of this lens is about 190µm which is much thicker than the other lenses which
are under 100µm thick. This would make the bifocal substantially more rigid and less
susceptible to mounting deformations.
The power map indicates annular regions with power of +4 diopters with alternating regions of
about +2 diopters which matches the prescription. Since the bifocal surface contacts the cornea,
the lens would not have this power distribution since the surface would index match with tear
film on the eye. These lenses still work since the features tend to print through to the front
surface of the lens when worn.
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Figure 183 – Surface 1: Etafilcon-A, +4.0/+2.0D, 8.5 BC

Figure 184 – Surface 2: Etafilcon-A, +4.0/+2.0D, 8.5 BC
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Figure 185 – Thickness Profile: Etafilcon-A, +4.0/+2.0D, 8.5 BC

Figure 186 – Power Map: Etafilcon-A, +4.0/+2.0D, 8.5 BC
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6.2.5 Comparison to Transmission Testing
The thickness profile was used to calculate a power map as was demonstrated in the previous
section. This can be taken even further by using the full lens reconstruction to simulate a
transmission test. Since other systems already exist to test contact lenses in transmission, this
simulated transmission test can be directly compared to the results of an independent
measurement. The simulated transmission test will use a uniform index of refraction for the
contact lens material. Better measurements of the index of refraction for the contact lens
material and saline solution will reduce difference between a simulated and measured
transmission test.
A Mach-Zehnder type of interferometer has been used to test contact lenses in transmission. A
description of these interferometers are given in several papers[2], [5], [6] as well as Williby’s
dissertation[4]. Williby also simulated data from a lens model and compared it to actual
transmission measurements. This is similar to what is being done here except the model used to
generate the simulated transmission map is constructed with information from the full lens
reconstruction made by LOCOH. Williby demonstrated a difference between the simulated and
measured transmission tests of a plano-convex lens to better than 200nm P-V. Here the model of
the lens should be better and with careful alignment the residual error should be even smaller.
The precision manufactured glass lens from Optimax shown in Figure 132 is used to calibrate the
interferometer. The lens is shaped similar to a contact lens but is 1.5mm thick so that it could be
easily manufactured. The concave surface has an 8mm and the convex surface has a 10mm
radius. The lens is made from high quality N-BK7 and should not have significant index
variation over the aperture of the lens.
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The lens was submerged in water and measured with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer in
transmission. The lens is also measured using LOCOH to construct a model of the lens which is
then used to simulate a similar transmission map. The simulation requires not just a model of the
test lens but also a complete and accurate model of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The lens
spacing in the model of the Mach-Zehnder is solved for by measuring the magnification of the
imaging path. Error in finding the correct magnification substantially changes the power in the
transmitted wavefront. The initial magnification that was determined from imaging a
magnification target is optimized to match the power between the simulated transmission test
and the measured transmission test. The amount of magnification change required to do this is
within the pixel error of selecting points on the magnification target. This simulated
transmission map can then be directly compared to the measured transmission map.
The surface maps of the calibration lens are shown in Figure 187. The thickness was measured
to be 1.488mm. The simulated transmission map is shown alongside the measured transmission
map in Figure 188. Figure 189 shows the difference between the simulated and measured
transmission maps.
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Figure 187 – Surface maps of the glass calibration lens

Figure 188 – Measured and simulated transmission maps for the calibration lens
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Figure 189 – Difference between measured and simulated transmission maps of the calibration lens

The RMS error here is about 17.24nm with a P-V of 98.05nm. Ideally, the difference should be
zero across the entire aperture of the lens but there are residual errors in the measured
transmission map that do not appear in the simulated transmission map. This simulated
transmission map assumes that all lenses in the interferometer are perfect and aligned. In reality
there will be differences between the model and the real interferometer that could account for
these errors.
The comparison of a glass part demonstrates the level of accuracy that could be attained with the
simulated transmission map of a contact lens. The glass part is stable and does not change
between a measurement made in LOCOH and the real transmission measurement. A contact
lens however may have different mounting conditions, temperature variation, or immersion
material salinity that can change its shape and properties. To verify that this comparison is still
valid for measurements of a contact lens, the same galyfilcon spherical lens shown in Figure 171
through Figure 174 was measured in transmission and compared to a transmission measurement
simulated from its whole lens reconstruction. The transmission test measurements are shown in
Figure 190a and the simulated transmission map from LOCOH data is shown in Figure 190b.
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The simulated transmission map has features that do not appear in the measured transmission
test. The difference between the two is shown in Figure 191.

Figure 190 – Measured and simulated tranmission maps for the Galyfilcon-A contact lens

Figure 191 – Difference between measured and simulated transmission maps of the Galyfilcon-A contact lens

This demonstration shows that a transmission test simulated from a whole lens reconstruction
matches a real measured transmission test from an independent interferometer to 36.26 RMS
which is nearly λ/20. In transmission testing of contact lenses, features of this size are
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considered insignificant. This is important because it shows that the whole lens reconstruction
from LOCOH can be used to generate the same measurement of another instrument to within the
same resolution. Still, there are residual errors that were not present in the comparison of the
glass part measurements. These errors could possibly be reduced.
The features seen in Figure 191 are similar to the lens deformation determined by the surface
maps of Figure 171 and Figure 172. This indicates that the difference in the transmission
measurements is mostly retrace errors from lens deformation that were not present during the
transmission measurement. The lens support surface in LOCOH is most likely deformed while
the transmission test uses a high quality optical window. The transmission map simulated from
LOCOH measurements includes retrace errors from the lens distortion while the transmission
test does not. Future work will strive to achieve repeatable lens constraints between
measurements.

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The research presented here has provided a method of measuring the surfaces of contact lenses
while they are submerged in saline solution. These measurements are difficult for several
reasons and the interferometer design needed to balance the different aspects of performance
(stray light, color correction, polarization, etc.) to make it possible. The interferometer was
assembled and the accuracy of its surface reconstructions were verified. The interferometer was
then used to measure several contact lenses of different designs. This included standard
spherical lenses of different materials, toric, and bifocal lenses.
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This embodiment of the interferometer demonstrates the capabilities as well as provides some
initial measurements of contact lens surfaces. Previous measurements of contact lens surfaces
were done in air with the lens mounted to a sphere.[67] The lens conforms to the sphere making
it impossible to measure the true shape. The surface measurements made in this dissertation
show features never seen before on contact lenses. These features are not in the thickness profile
of the lens and so they would not appear in a transmission measurement. The surfaces of the
silicon hydrogel lenses tend to have high frequency deformation that do not come from mounting
the lens. Measuring these deformations is important to contact lens manufacturers.
While these measurements indicate interesting features on the surfaces of contact lenses, they
raise more questions than they answer. The lens deformations seen on most lenses are not the
same from lens to lens which makes it difficult to determine where they come from. Other
features appear on some materials but not on others. For this reason it makes sense to further
develop the technology to understand where the lens deformation comes from and why the
various lens materials behave differently.

7.1 CAT’S EYE MEASUREMENTS
A major modification needs to be made to the interferometer so shorter radii of curvature
surfaces can be measured. This version of the interferometer uses a diverger lens that has a
7.0mm back focal distance in saline solution. The lens barrel was made with an opening for the
lens to be lowered into to make full use of the back focal distance. The opening is large enough
for the lens but limits the size of the mounting plate. A mounting plate that is small enough to fit
into the opening is very unstable and the contact lens repeatedly falls off the plate. An oversized
plate makes is more stable but the lens cannot be lowered into the opening.
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Contact lenses with base radii of 8.7 or longer can be measured correctly here but shorter radii
require that their cat’s eye locations be extrapolated from several measurements away from cat’s
eye. The error in the extrapolated cat’s eye locations for the currently implemented code is
typically 10µm or larger (sometimes on the order of the lens thickness ~70µm). This affects the
lens thickness measurement, but more importantly the radius of curvature for each surface. This
will substantially change the measured power of the contact lens.
An improvement is required so that reliable cat’s eye measurements can be made for a wide
range of contact lens designs. There are several ways that this can be done. The most obvious
way is to make a second lens barrel that allows the lens to be lowered just a millimeter farther.
There is another set of lenses that could be used to build a second diverger. The second diverger
could be built while the current interferometer remains functional. The change to the
interferometer would be as simple as just swapping the diverger out. This would solve the
problem and there are several other improvements that could be made at the same time with this
barrel modification.
The mounting plate that the contact lens rests on causes most of the issues in reaching the cat’s
eye focal position. The mounting plate is between the diverger and the contact lens which limits
the range of motion. If the entire interferometer were flipped over so that now the contact lens is
measured from above, the mounting support would be on the opposite side of the contact lens.
This allows the contact lens to be positioned much closer to the diverger without limiting the size
of the mounting structure. This solution also makes mounting the contact lens easier which will
be discussed later.
Another way to solve the cat’s eye problem is to add a second interferometer to measure the
location of the lens surfaces simultaneously with the confocal measurements. This would make
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the system more robust and would allow measurements to be made quickly. It will be seen later
that this option also makes it possible to separate the cuvette from the diverger lens barrel. This
solution is more complicated and expensive than machining a new lens barrel. Of course there is
the solution of having an entirely new diverger made. The new diverger could be designed to
measure a larger area on the contact lens. This option would be the most expensive with long
lead times.

7.2 CONTACT LENS SUPPORT
The most prominent question raised by the contact lens surface measurements shown in chapter
6 is where the lens deformation comes from. Contact lens deformation is identified by features
that appear on both surfaces of the contact lens. Typically these deformations are astigmatism
and trefoil. Initially the astigmatism was thought to be from the mounting surface but the axis of
the astigmatism changes from one lens to the next. If the deformation were induced by the
mounting surface, it should cause the same deformation on every lens measured.
It is possible that the contact lens deformation is from an uneven edge on the contact lens. The
lens rests with its rim on the mounting surface. The trefoil deformation indicates that the lens
contacts the plate first at three points. Three points will always contact the mounting surface
first for any shape the edge of the lens may take. The lens deforms until the other points along
the rim contact the mounting surface causing the 3-fold symmetry. The trefoil deformation also
changes from lens to lens and is not always rotationally symmetric. The axis of astigmatism
tends to follow the direction of plane symmetry for trefoil patterns that are not quite rotationally
symmetric. Repeated measurements of the same contact lens with controlled rotation would help
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determine the origin of the deformation. If it is from the edge of the lens it will rotate with the
lens.
The current method of mounting the contact lens is not the best. It takes a long time to center the
hole in the mounting surface with the axis of the interferometer and to then position the lens over
the hole. There is also not much space in the saline tank to work. Future research should
consider modifications to achieve repeatable mounting of the contact lens.

7.3 INTERFEROMETER INVERSION
The method for mounting the contact lens was discussed in detail in chapter 2. The selected
method was based on patents that are already held and because it matched the way the contact
lens was supported in the available device for transmission testing. This method is not the most
stable especially when the diameter of the mounting surface is only slightly larger than the
diameter of the contact lens. The edge of the lens easily slips off the mounting surface with
small motions of the lens. When this happens the whole lens follows and falls from the plate.
The plate mounting method also requires an even edge on the contact lens. However, this is one
of the more loosely controlled dimensions of a contact lens. A better method would be to mount
to a spherical surface of the lens. This was attempted with a ring type mount that would form a
line contact on the concave surface from underneath. This again has stability issues and the lens
repeatedly fell from the mount.
A more stable way of mounting the lens is with the concave side facing up. This allows the
convex surface to have a line contact with a ring type of mount. The lens can be adjusted on the
ring to place both centers of curvature along the optical axis of the interferometer. Sliding the
lens only moves one center of curvature. The convex surface’s center of curvature is defined by
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the axis of the ring contact. This allows alignment of the contact lens to the interferometer
without any assumptions about the edge of the lens.
The interferometer is designed to measure the contact lens from the concave side. If the
orientation of the mounted contact lens is inverted, the entire interferometer needs to be inverted
as well. This was the mounting condition that made the most sense and would solve several
other problems as well. With the lens inverted, there is no glass plate that the diverger lens needs
to focus through. In this orientation the diverger lens can be brought down as close to the
contact lens as needed to make cat’s eye measurements of any lens with any base radius of
curvature. The diverger lens barrel would need to be redesigned so that air bubbles do not form
on the final surface of the diverger lens, but this redesign is needed anyway to extend the range
of base curvatures that can be measured.
7.3.1 Simple Solution
With the interferometer inverted, the contact lens could be mounted in an open cuvette that is
raised to interface the saline with the last lens of the diverger. The contact lens could then be
aligned to the interferometer by moving the cuvette. This solution would still leave the saline
exposed to air. This concept is shown in Figure 192.
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Figure 192 – Concept for interferometer inversion

7.3.2 Robust Solution
It would be better to have the contact lens in a cuvette that is separate from the diverger lens and
sealed. This would keep the salinity of the saline from changing with time and allows individual
packing of each lens to be tested. This solution would be ideal for a system to quickly test
multiple lenses with minimal user input.
The contact lens would rest on the opposite side of the cuvette with the concave surface facing
up. The birefringent thin film quarter wave plate can be laminated to the upper window of the
cuvette so that the top window does not generate stray light. As long as the upper surface is far
enough from the diverger focus, the reflected light from the interface of the thin film with saline
will not blind the sensor. If the thin film needs to be close to the diverger focus, a different
birefringent material can be used with an index closer to 1.33-1.34. Water or oil would be
needed to interface the diverger lens to the cuvette so that the lens design does not need to be
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changed. The top window of the cuvette would need to be a precision window and included in
the reverse ray trace model. A diagram showing this concept is shown in Figure 193.

Figure 193 – Concept for future work

The cuvette top window needs to be close to the final lens of the diverger to minimize stray light
from the thin film waveplate. This prevents the diverger from getting close enough to the lens to
make a cat’s eye measurement. Another interferometer would be needed to make cat’s eye
measurements simultaneously. This would make the mounting method even more robust. It
would be possible to seal a contact lens in a cuvette and quickly measure its surfaces with
minimal motion of the lens. The lens would only need a few millimeters of motion to null the
confocal fringes. Since the range of motion is small, the water between the last lens of the
diverger and the cuvette could be pooled on top of the cuvette similar to an oil immersion
microscope objective.
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7.4 COMPARISON WITH TRANSMISSION TESTING
Surface measurements and the thickness profile of a contact lens give a full three dimensional
model of the lens, but it does not describe refractive index variation in the lens. A transmission
test includes information about the refractive index but does not separate index features from
surface features. The combination of a three dimensional model of the lens from this
interferometer with a transmission test completely describes the lens.
The simulated transmission test assumes that the index of refraction throughout the contact lens
is uniform. The measured transmission test includes information about the refractive index
variation throughout the lens. It then seems logical that the direct comparison of these
measurements would separate surface features from index features in the contact lens.
In chapter 6 a real transmission measurement was compared to a simulated transmission
measurement created from the full lens reconstruction of the same contact lens. The difference
between the real measurement and the simulated measurement can be attributed to errors in
modeling the interferometers, changes in the contact lens from one test to the next, or index of
refraction variation. The difference between the measured and simulated transmission tests that
results from errors in modeling the interferometers was shown by measuring the glass calibration
lens. The calibration lens does not change shape between measurements and BK7 should have
no index errors. The features seen in the comparison can be completely attributed to errors in the
interferometer models. A comparison of the measured and simulated transmission maps for a
real contact lens shows much larger features.
All that remains is to separate lens deformations features from index variation features. Changes
in the contact lens between measurements may come from using different saline solutions,
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different mounting surfaces, and temperature or other environmental changes. The previously
mentioned future work should correct many of these issues making it easier to directly compare
the measurements.
The comparison of measured and simulated transmission measurements of the glass sample
shows the potential index variation that could be identified. The glass sample does not change
between the LOCOH measurements and the transmission measurements. If the contact lens also
does not change between measurements then the same resolution of index variations should be
possible. The feature differences between the simulated and measured transmission test of the
glass sample were 17.24nm RMS. Features of this size would correspond to index variations of
0.0002 for a 100μm thick contact lens.
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